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The SPEAKER (Mr Thompson) took the
Chair at 2.15 p.m.. and read prayers.

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE AMENDMENT
BILL (No. 2)

introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Grayden
(Minister for Cultural Affairs), and read a first
time.

CITY OF PERTH ENDOWMENT
LANDS AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 19 August.
MR CARR (Geraldton) [2.19 p.m.]: Firstly, I

think it would be appropriate to say that I am not
particularly impressed with the need to be
standing in the House at this time to deal with
this measure. I say that first of all because the
Parliament is here at the moment to correct a
mistake which should never have occurred: and I
will have a few more words to say on why the
whole situation should never have arisen.
Secondly, I am not particularly impressed at
being here at this time to deal with this Bill
because of the inordinate hurry in which the Bill
is being rushed through the Parliament.

While I am not very impressed.' I do not
suppose I should be too surprised because this is a
familiar situation for this Parliament to Find itself
in-a situation in which a problem has arisen and
the Parliament is hurriedly trying to sort it out. It
would be nice, would it not, Mr Speaker, to have
the Parliament and the State Government in a
situation where we actually were ahead of the
problems; if we found ourselves with a
Government that was leading the State and
legislating in such a way that we were in front of
the problems. However, we do not seem to have
that situation here.

You will recall. Sir, that this Bill was
introduced into the House less than 24 hours ago.
In fact at the time it was introduced, or just prior
to it. the Premier spoke across the table to the
Leader of the Opposition and asked whether it
would be all right to go on with the Bill that
afternoon, or whether he would like an
adjournment until today.

Sir Charles Court: I just gave an alternative: I
did not say what you are saying. so don't distort
it.

Mr CARR: I was not saying the Premier
insisted on our going on with the debate last
night; I was saying that the alternatives he offered
did not demonstrate a great amount of generosity.
It would have been more appropriate had we more
time in which to examine the~ Bill. It is
particularly appropriate that we have more time
to examine a Bill which is dealing with a very
complex issue. I do not think anybody-even
those who have followed the issue closely in the
Press since it arose-ould claim to have all the
information about it at the tips of his fingers.
Clearly the last 24 hours have been fairly rushed
for me as I have endeavoured to ensure I have the
information available to me to deal with the
matter. In spite of that difficulty, I feel confident
that I can make the points that need to be made
in dealing with the measure.

I would like to start with the history of the
problem. It seems to me the problem has emerged
more than anything else from the fact that the
Perth City Council has been required to use two
separate rating systems for different parts of its
local government area. I refer to the system of
unimproved capital values which is used in respect
of endowment land and the system of gross rental
values which is used in respect of the other eight
of the nine wards of the Perth City Council.

The policy of the council over the years has
been to attempt to equate the rates paid by
owners of properties of an equal standard in
different parts of its area. The Perth City Council
has used a system whereby it has attempted to
look at *a property in the endowment lands area
and a property of equivalent value in the other
part of the council area and has tried to arrange
the two lots of rates in the dollar so that the
overall level of rates paid by the two ratepayers in
those situations would be equivalent.

That has been the policy of the council for a
number of years and it was continued on 16 July
1979 when the council struck a rate for the 1979-
80 budget. The rate in the endowment areas was
set at Ic in the dollar unimproved capital value,
which constituted a 14.6 per cent increase over
the previous year's rates. A rate of 8.605c in the
dollar based on gross rental values was struck for
the remainder of the council areas, constituting a
reduction in rates over the previous year of 0.1
per cent.

This rate caused an amount of opposition from
the Coast Ward Ratepayers' Association. It seems
to me this Organisation has been motivated mainly
by greed. Members of that Organisation seem to
be primarily concerned with giving themselves
cheaper rates, and avoiding paying the level of
rates which normally would be their
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*responsibility, given the rapidly rising level of
values in that particular part of the metropolitan
area. Anybody who knows anything about the
area would acknowledge that property values
have been rising quite rapidly there in relation to
the remainder of the Perth City Council area.
Quite clearly, these rising values must be reflected
in rates in one form or another.

The Coast Ward Ratepayers' Association then
appealed in the hope of having the rate reduced.
This appeal was dealt with in March 1980 before
the Land Valuations Tribunal. The main evidence
put before this tribunal confirmed the point I
made earlier in my remarks; namely, that the two
different rating bases made it extremely difficult
for the council to strike a rate.

Evidence was reported in the Press, firstly,
from a Mr W. S. Merryman, head of the
Department of Maths and Computing Studies at
the Western Australian Institute of Technology.
He pointed out the difficulties in comparing the
rating situation where two different rating
systems were being used. His recommended
solution to the problem was the use of unimproved
capital values throughout the entire council area.

The Treasurer of the Perth City Council (Mr S.
Lenton) also gave evidence to the tribunal as to
the difficulty of arriving at an equitable rating
situation where two different rating bases were
adopted. However, he suggested the use of gross
rental values throughout the entire Perth City
Council area.

Incidentally, a number of local authorities
throughout the State use a combination of GRV
and UCV, although it should be pointed out it is
principally in council areas which include both
urban and rural zonings. The Act stipulates that,
except with the approval of the Minister,
unimproved capital valuation shall be used in
rural areas, and gross rental value in urban areas.

Mr H. 0. Evans: I understand some 78 local
authorities use both rating systems.

Mr CARR: I believe that is the case. Whilst
there is a large number of shires using the two
systems, it really cannot be compared with the
Perth City Council situation, where we are
dealing with what is primarily an urban area.

The tribunal's j .udgment was brought down on
27 May this year and had the effect of quashing
the rate set for the 1979-80 financial year. The
tribunal recommended that the council use the
unimproved capital value system to assess rates
for the 1979-8O year.

The Perth City Council-at least at committee
level-proceeded along the lines of this
recommendation during the first week of August,

and a committee recommendation was brought to
the Perth City Council proposing a new rate.
There has been some confusion as to the exact
level of the increases involved in this proposal.
Press reports refer to a 49 per cent increase in
rates in the endowment land area, while the
Minister in her second reading speech last night
referred to a 57 per cent increase.

In fact, what happened was that the rate was
increased from Ic: in the dollar to I1.35c in the
dollar, which meant that if the valuations had
remained the same, coast ward rates would have
been increased by 35 per cent. However, my
understanding is that a new valuation has been set
which increases the total valuation of the
endowment lands area, thereby increasing the
amount contributed by the endowment land area
to the Perth City Council from $1.137 million to
$1 .78 million, which represents the increase of 57
per cent mentioned last night by the Minister.

The other half of that arrangement involved a
reduction of 12 per cent in rates paid by the rest
of the Perth City Council area.

Therefore we have a situation where the Coast
Ward Ratepayers' Association took appeal action
and, having won the appeal, found its members
having to pay considerably more. The situation
was most accurately summed up by Councillor L.
Musca, who was reported in The West Australian
on 5 August as saying, "The tribunal's decision
has shown that the rate in the endowment lands
was unfair to the rest of the municipality and not
to the coast ward. Most of the municipality had
been rated too heavily." Quite clearly, that is the
situation. The Coast Ward Ratepayers'
Association put its hopes in the tribunal and,
having won the appeal, found itself worse off.

To a large extent this was conceded by the
Premier. He was quoted in The West Australian
of 7 August as saying-

Cabinet thought it strange that an
association which opted for an appeal,
and won that appeal now decided that
this did not achieve the result it wanted.

"I gather that having won the appeal was
something of a pyrrhic victory," he said.

I do not often find myself agreeing with the
Premier in this House; but I certainly agree with
him on that analysis of the situation. Perhaps I
would have been inclined to put it a little
stronger, and say to the Coast Ward Ratepayers'
Association that it served them right, and they
should pay the higher rates set as a result of the
tribunal decision.

On the other hand, the Perth City Council was
worried about the increase in the rate, and
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thought it would lead to greater pressures for
secession. Therefore, the Perth City Council
sought a compromise. At its meeting on 4 August.
when the council had before it the committee
recommendation to rate on the UCV, the council
sought a compromise. It sought not to adopt the
UCV rate but, instead, to seek talks with the
Government in the hope it would allow the Perth
City Council to rate the entire area on gross
rental values. My opinion is that that would
probably have been the best way out of the
problem.

The Cabinet rejected that proposal, and it put
forward its own counter-proposal. This is the
matter that we have before the House at the
moment. In this situation, the endowment lands
would make a contribution to the Perth City
Council on the basis of the gross rental value of
the endowment lands area compared with the
gross rental value of the entire city council area.
In other words, it would be set on the basis of
gross rental values.

On that basis, the endowment lands area would
contribute 8.8 per cent of the total Perth City
Council revenues. Then we have the curious
situation that the 8.8 per cent, after having been
determined on the basis of gross rental values,
would be collected at a rate set on unimproved
capital values.

The last part of the Government package
before us is that we are dealing with the situation
for the 1979-80 financial year as well as the
current financial year ending 30 June 1981.

Perhaps I could summarise the problem as I see
it, on behalf of the Opposition. I see it as a
problem which has been caused, very largely, by
the Perth City Council being required to use two
rating systems in a set of circumstances where
that is not really appropriate. As I said, that
opinion is not just my own: it has been borne out
by the two people who gave evidence at the
tribunal hearing.

I said earlier that the whole problem should not
have arisen; and I repeat that statement. It would
not have arisen except that, in 1973, the
Legislative Council demonstrated a degree of
obstructionism towards just about every measure
introduced into that Chamber by the Tonkin
Labor Government. I refer in particular to a Bill
which was introduced in this House in 1972 by
the then Minister for Lands, the member for
Warren. That Bill was designed to enable the
Perth City Council to choose whichever rating
system it wanted to use.

Mr Davies: Was the present Minister in the
House at that time?

Mr CARR: That was before the time of the
present Minister for Local Government so in no
way am I holding the Minister for Local
Government responsible for the error and the lack
of statesmanship which was shown on that
occasion by the then Opposition.

The Perth City Council was keen to rate on
gross rental values in the endowment lands area.
The Bill introduced in 1972 and debated in 1973
would have given the Perth City Council the
option to do just that. When the Bill was debated
in 1973, it was opposed by the then Opposition,
which is of course the present Government.
Eventually the Bill was defeated in the Legislative
Council on 24 May 1973.

Incidentally, the speakers who opposed that Bill.
in this House are still members of the House.
They are the member for Floreat-now the
Minister for Water Resourcs-the present
Minister for Health, the member for
Scarborough; and the member for Mt. Marshall.

Some rather interesting arguments were put
forward by those three members. They were
wanting lower rates for people living in that area.
Those three members, and the other members in
the Legislative Council. put forward an argument
that the moment the Bill was passed, the Perth
City Council would have gone to gross rental
values, and that would have led to an immediate
increase in rates. One member-and I do not
remember which one-was saying that the rates
would be increased and would be twice, three
times, and even four times as high as the rates
being paid under the unimproved capital value
system. As I read the Legislative Council debates,
I recall hearing of members delivering great
diatribes against the system of gross rental values.
We heard members eulogising the merits of the
unimproved capital value system.

What an irony it is that we ind the tribunal
decided to support the unimproved capital value,
and that is what has led to the talk of this 57 per
cent increase. Quite clearly, the coast ward
ratepayers about whom we have been so
concerned would have been much better off under
a gross rental value system than under the
unimproved capital value system.

If the Labor Government had its way in 1973.
those ratepayers would have been assessed under
gross rental values for years. Instead of that,
because of the obstructionism of the Legislative
Council of the time, we find they were required to
be rated under the UCV. Then we found, as a
result of the decision of the tribunal, they were
looking at massive increases in their rates. Quite
clearly we have a situation which has to be
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resolved at a later stage. It would never have
arisen at all if the 1973 Bill had been passed by
the Parliament at the time.

Quite frankly, it seems that if the Liberal Party
and the then National Country Party had been a
little more statesmanlike in 1973, we would have
been a lot better off.

So much for the background. I would] like now
to consider the important question before the
House. How do we resolve the present problem
now we find ourselves faced with it, or now that
the Government and the Coast Ward Ratepayers'
Association and others have got the State into this
situation'? Perhaps I should put the question
differently and ask: is the amendment before the
House satisfactory in terms of overcoming the
problems now confronting us!? I certainly
acknowledge the Bill has one good point in its
favour, and that is that it apportions the
contribution which will be made by the
endowment lands area to the Perth City Council
on the same basis as the rest of the city-that is,
using the gross rental value system to apporti on
the endowment lands area contribution
collectively. That will be a contribution of 8.8 per
cent to the Perth City Council revenues. At least
in that sense we have one system being used: and
therefore there will be a fair apportionment of the
amount that should be paid by the endowment
lands collectively. I think that is fair.

Then we are faced with the very messy
situation that the endowment lands area rates will
be assessed on the basis of the unimproved capital
values. I think "messy" is the right word to
describe the sort of situation in which we have a
little of each of the two systems. My
understanding is that during the financial year
1979-80 unimproved capital values were the only
values that were current and valid in the
endowment lands area.

If that understanding is correct. I find myself in
the situation of having to accept the propositi on
that the Government has put forward with regard
to the 1979-80 financial year. However, it is also
my understanding that a much different situation
prevails in 1980-8 1.

It is my advice that the Perth City Council
currently has available to it from the Valuer
General's office valuations on the basis of gross
rental value for all properties within the entire
council area, including the endowment lands area.
Given that my understanding is correct-I notice
the Minister for Water Resources is nodding
agreement-and given that there has been a
decision that, in principle, the endowment lands
area will make its contribution to the Perth City

Council areas collectively on the basis of gross
rental values, I cannot see one reason that for the
1980-81 year, all ratepayers should not be paying
on a gross rental value system. That is what the
Perth City Council asked for; it sought an
amendment to the Endowment Lands Act. So
rates for this year at least could be charged on
gross rental values, and I have not been able to
find a valid reason that this is not appropriate.

Mr Mensaros: You do not disturb the existing
relativities between neighbours. The very few
supporters you have in this area would be hit
hardest with the small blocks not having that type
of value-where they would be high on
unimproved value but have reasonable residences
on them. It would be proportionately higher on
the gross rental value. You must keep the
relativity.

Mr CARR: I very much doubt the point the
Minister makes with regard to the people in the
more humble residences.

Mr Mensaros: Humble blocks.
Mr CARR: My impression is that with a

system of gross rental values, the people who have
been able to build more luxurious residences
would be rated on a higher value relative to the
people in the more humble residences.

Mr Mensaros: Provided the block is not
valuable.

Mr CARR: I am prepared to acknowledge the
point with regard to relativity. But the point
which I believe is stronger and more important is
the fact that we have eight-ninths of the Perth
City Council on a gross rental value system. We
now have a decision made by this Bill that the
occupiers of the endowment lands area also will
be operating on gross rental values, at least in so
far as their relationship with the rest of the
council area is concerned. It seems a peculiar
anomaly that we should have just this one pocket
in a different situation.

Mr Mensaros: They purchased their blocks
under these conditions.

Mr CARR: I am well aware of the conditions
under which they purchased their blocks, and I
shall mention later that 60-year-old Act which
deals with the situation as it then was.

From my and the Opposition's point of view, we
are unable to see any reason why, at least for the
1980-8I year, we could not have moved to gross
rental valuations for the entire Perth City Council
area. I say that notwithstanding the point the
Minister raised concerning the so-called
contractual arrangements which originated 60
years ago in the Endowment Lands Act.
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At that time, it was provided thai moneys
raised from the sale of land in ibis area should be
spent in the area to provide capital works to
enable the area to be developed. There was
particular reference to the building of a iram line
from Ciiy Beach to the city to bring the same sort
of level of service experienced elsewhere to those
people who lived in ihe wild sandhil)s wilderness
such a long way from Perth where there was no
development.

At the same iime, a provision was placed in ihe
Act stating that all properties in the area would
be raied on the unimproved capital value, on ihe
understanding that that would be considerably
lower than gross rental values, as a compensaion
for the same problems of distance, isolaiion, and
hardship associaied with living out in ihose
isolied sandhilts a long way front the developed
centre of Perth. That was done to encourage
development in the area and it seemed a perfecily
reasonable situation given ihe circumstances
which prevailed in 1920.

Quite obviously, those circumstances are very
much outdated. I do not think any member would
suggest that Ciiy Beach is an isolaied,
undeveloped, sandhill area where people suffer
great hardships. Clearly, we are looking at a
situation where ihat Bill was introduced to deal
with a situatian which is now completely
outdated.

Similarly, the concept of unimproved capiial
value being a cheaper rating system in that area is
also an outdated notion, as has been demonstrated
during the last year or so. Clearly, UCY is a
dearer rating system in that area. As I said
previously, the Opposition would prefer a
situation where we could accept the provision in
the Bill for 1979-80 on the understanding that
that is the only set of valid valuations which are
available. But we would have preferred CRY for
1980-81.

Perhaps I could best summarise the
Opposition's attitude by saying that we
grudgingly accept the Bill. it would be a gross
overstatement to say we support the Bill. On the
Other hand, we would not attempt to cause any
more confusion in regard to the City of Perth's
finances. We could not stop the passage of the
Bill even if we wanted io do so. We would not do
so even if we had the power, because this could
cause further confusion, given the dilemma which
already exists in the area.

The agreement before us gives the Perth City
Council the opportunity to operate and get itself
into a workable position. Therefore, we
grudgingly accept the Bill.

We note that the Coast Ward Ratepayers'
Association accepts the measure, and this was
indicated in the letter read into Hansard last
night. We note also that the Perth City Council
accepts the arrangement although, once again, we
come to the conclusion that it also is grudgingly
accepting the solution as being something less
than it would have wanted. Further, we note from
this morning's edition of The West Australian
that at least three other ratepayers' associations
within the Perth City Council are not happy with
the arrangement. I refer to the Leederville, Perth
City, and Carlisle Ratepayers' Associations.

Mr Mensaros: You will admit that their
argument is not right.

Mr CARR: I am prepared to admit I was not
terribly enamoured of their argument, although
their point of view was printed in just one
paragraph each which covered the comments of
the three spokesmen. I accept the point that their
argument did not look very good. Nevertheless,
we cannot be overlooking associations like these.
This matter does not concern only the coastal
ward. We cannot say that this problem does not
affect the others and all the ratepayers in the
council area are not involved, however the
decision goes to rate the area. If someone is to pay
more in one area under one particular system,
someone in another area will pay less. So we need
to consider all the points of view of the various
associations in the council area.

I was not terribly impressed with the Minister
just reading into Hansard one letter from one
association which said- it supported the Bill. It
would have been far more impressive if all the
ratepayers' associations in the area, or at least a
majority of them, had also indicated that they
fully understood the arrangement and were in
support of it.

Mr Davies: It poses the question: What might
the Government have done if the coast ward
ratepayers had not agreed to it'?

Mr CARR: I wonder why just the one letter
was read into Hansard. I can come to a couple of
conclusions. As that particular association had
changed its mind previously, the Government
probably felt that it needed the letter to be
recorded so that the association would niot be able
to change its mind again.

Mrs Craig: That letter was read because, as I
stated, the proposition had the agreement of the
Perth City Council. I read the letter so that there
would be a clear indication that all who were
parties Co the dispute were in agreement.

Mr CARR: I accept what the Minister has
said: but she has raised again the very point I was
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referring to a moment ago: that is. that all parties
arc in agreement.

Mrs Craig: All parties who are parties to the
dispute.

Mr CARR: All parties who have been vocal in
regard to the particular dispute are in agreement.
I hope the Minister is not suggesting that the
Carlisle Ratepayers' Association, the Leederville
Ratepayers' Association, and the City of Perth
Ratepayers' Association are also not involved in
the matter.

Mrs Craig: l am not.

Mr CARR: The question could arise as to why
the Coast Ward Ratepayers' Association seems to
be somewhat more influential than the other
ratepayer associations. I noticed when I read
through the report of the previous debate that
there was a constant reference to people
occupying houses out that way not being silver-
tailed Liberal Party supporters, and I accept that;
but I wondered why that particular organisation
seems to be so influential in regard to solving the
dispute, rather than some of the other
organisat ions.

Finally. I should like to refer to the fact that
this is only a two-year solution for the 1979-80
and 1980-81 years. That is very fortunate,
because we would not have liked the situation
which is before us to be the permanent solution to
the problem.

We know the Government is setting up an
inquiry and we accept that as being an idea which
has considerable merit. However, we hope it turns
out to be a balanced inquiry with at least sonic
degree of impartiality and that it examines all the
issues that exist in the area. We hope it does not
just turn out to be an inquiry which goes through
the motions of giving the Coast Ward Ratepayers'
Association all it wants.

I admit I have some suspicions that the inquiry
may be just a little exercise to give the Coast
Ward Ratepayers' Association all it wants. I hope
it does not turn out to be that sort of inquiry.

I conclude by saying the Opposition grudgingly
accepts the Bill as being a solution to the
problem: but we are not particularly impressed by
it.

MR HI. D. EVANS (Warren-Deputy Leader
of the Opposition) 12.52 p.m.]: I am rather
curious to find out the extent of the Government's
philosophical change in regard to this particular
question. because I have a clear recollection of
what occurred when the subject was debated in
the House somec years ago.

Unfortunately, the Ministers to whom I wished
to refer are not in their seats. There are several
matters to which I would like to draw their
attention.

During the course of the debate in 1973 the
Minister for Works (Mr Mensaros) made the
point that an abrogation of the contract had taken
place. As a result, he said people who purchased
land in the City Beach area would suffer. He
claimed most vehemently that the people who
bought land in that area did so on the
understanding that the endowment lands would
be an incentive to them. As a consequence it
would be reflected in the rates they would pay.
They wodld be able to make improvements to
their properties, safe from the fear that the rates
would be increased as a result of those
improvements.

That was the tenor of the Minister's argument
and he claimed the contract was binding upon the
Government. He went so far as to ask very
scornfully what sort of Government would
deliberately breach a sacred contract of that
nature. In effect, that is what he put forward to
the House at that time. He was supported very
strongly by the ailing Minister for Health (Mr
Young).

Mr Davies: Ailing, today.
Mr H. D. EVANS: The Minister for Health

spoke in even stronger terms. He said that he did
not intend to be bound by the gentlemanly
conduct of his colleague and went on to say that
the Perth City Council was to be condemned in
the first instance, because it sought to dishonour
the contracts or made no attempt to stop the
Government dishonouring the contracts.

The "contracts' to which I am referring are the
contracts under which the people purchased the
land in that area. The land was purchased on the
basis that the buyer would not have to pay
additional rates as a result of any improvements
made. That was the argument used at the time.
but little heed was paid to the original
understanding between the parties involved. That
understanding was that, because of the
remoteness of the area and the special problems
associated with it-a tramline was to be built in
the area-the endowment lands were seen as a
form of compensation.

Mr Mensaros: Not the only one.
Mr H. D. EVANS: During the 1930s there was

a change in policy and the decision was made not
to extend the tramlines to the area, but to serve it
with trolley buses. For the reasons I have just
given, the agreement was seen as a windfall for
the people who purchased land in the region.
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Mr Mensaros: That was a small part of the
argument: but there was the other argument.

Mr H. D. EVANS: Members opposite argued
on the contractual basis: that is. the sanctity of
the contract. Once the contract was broken, it
existed no longer. It may well be that residents in
the area improved their properties and extended
their houses. They may have built on a grander
scale than they would have, had the agreement
not been reached. That may have been the effect
of the agreement, but under the strict, contractual
interpretation, it does not hang together legally.

Mr Mensaros: That was the aim, not merely
the effect.

Mr H. D. EVANS: It was not the aim; it was
seen as compensation in view of the isolation.

Mr Mensaros: No. it was not.
Mr H. D. EVANS: It was compensation for the

lack of amenities and the fact that a tramline had
to be constructed. That was the only reason
people purchased the endowment lands.

Mr Mensaros: That was the aim. You cannot
overlook it.

Mr H. D. EVANS: That was the argument put
forward so vehemently by the Minister for Health
and his colleague, the Minister for Works.

Mr Jamieson: When did they first get the
endowment land?

Mr H. D. EVANS: It was given to the City of
Perth in 1902. I believe three aspects were
involved in the endowment lands; that is, the
Lime Kiln Estate, land which (he Government
purchased, and the endowment lands proper. But
that is not the point I am making here. I am
referring to the fact that the Government has now
changed its argument and I should like to know
the philosophy which prompted that change,
because some anomalies remain unresolved.

I await, with interest, the Minister's reply in
this regard, although I would have preferred the
Minister for Health and the Minister for Works.
who participated in the debate in 1973. to provide
me with the information.

The compromise which has been effected by the
Government is a breach of the contract. If the
contract was supposed to be sacrosanct in 1973, I
should like to know why it is now no longer
sacrosanct. The Government has shown a change
of heart which must have been prompted by
something.

The dilemnma of the Perth City Council has
been that one-ninth of its ward areas have been
obliged to rate by means of a method different
from that adopted for the balance of the region.
Rating has been made on the unimproved capital

value of the endowment lands, as a result of which
an anomalous situation has arisen. It has
manifested itself increasingly over the years and
has become a bigger problem year by year. Had
flexibility and different options been made
available to the Perth City Council in 1973, as we
intended, the problem would not be before us
today and it certainly would not be of the
magnitude experienced over the last two years.
That is how the problem arose. However, I am
still not clear in my mind as to bow the figure of
8.8 per cent for the finances of the Perth City
Council was determined. I am not sure whether it
has been assessed by way of a Formula or if it is
an ad hoc determination, and a very bad
precedent to set. If the 8.8 per cent figure was
struck by the use of a formula then perhaps the
formula should be explained in more detail and
clarity.

I still cannot see how the anomalies within the
endowment lands area are to be resolved. We
have a compromise before us now. For example.
the situation which pertains with regard to the
Wembley Hotel is an anomalous one. That hotel
is situated in the Leederville ward and in 1973
paid rates of $4 500. At the same time the Floreat
Forum paid $900 rates on the unimproved capital
value system. I presume the 8.8 per cent figure is
struck under the rental system now. The
unimproved capital value system will still create a
disparity such as I have just mentioned. The
Floreat Forum is paying one-fifth of the
contribution that the Wembley Hotel paid to the
city council. That is unjust and I cannot see that
there will be any proportionate determination
made.

So, we have a Government which used its
numbers in the Legislative Council some years
ago to precipitate a situation on which it could
fall back, and that was a compromise.
Compromises are never good and this compromise
contains anomalies.

The member for Geraldton has indicated
clearly the attitude of the Opposition on this
matter. Obviously, we cannot in any way
contribute further to the problems of the Perth
City Council. The Government has done that well
enough. All we can do now is to seek to help the
council resolve its financial problems in any way
we can. It is for that reason the Opposition will
agree to the proposition before us.

The Government has taken refuge in setting up
an inquiry to ascertain what will happen in the
future. Surely, after some six years in
office-since defeating the Bill put forward by
the Tonkin Government-it is aware of the
problem. It has been before the Government for
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many years. The Government has looked at
previous inquiries into the matter and added its
reports. However, Government members have
said "No, it is politically warm, so we will put it
back for now."

The action of the Government is one of
compromise and cowardice. If the Government
had done the right and proper thing in 1973 it
would not have the problem before it today. I
support the attitude expressed by the member fr
Ceraldion and the reservations he made.

MR MePKARLIN (Mt. Marshall) 13.05 p.m.]:
Before commenting on the matter before the
House-

Mr H. D. Evans: You supported this last time.
Mr MePHARLIN: I still support it.
Mr H. D. Evans: You supported the

Government last time.
Mr MePHARLIN: I would like your ruling,

M r S peaker.
Mr Pearce: And he changed his mind over the

years.
Mr MePH-ARLIN: I have read comments

lately about members of Parliament having
interests in certain measures before the House.
The comments have been made in this Parliament
and others that, if members; have an interest, they
should declare it. I am a ratepayer in City Beach
and I would like your guidance. Sir, as to whether
I am permitted to take part in the debate and
vote.

Speaker's Ruling

The SPEAKER: Order! The member's interest
in that particular area as I understand it is
common with the interests of many other people
so I do not believe there is anything that debars
the member for Mt. Marshall from making a
contribution to the debate and voting on thie
ma tier.

Poian of Order

Mr PE ARCE: Mr Speaker, does that mean
that if the member for Mt. Marshall can speak
and vote on the matter after declaring his interest
then other members in this Chamber with a
similar interest should have declared their interest
before voting'!

SpcakeCas Ruling

The SPEAKER: I do not believe there is any
need for the member for Mt. Marshall to seek a
ruling but he obviously felt he needed to have
some1 clarification and took the course he did to

have his position clearly enunciated. I certainly do
not want other members declaring they have a
piece of land there also.

Point of Order

Mr H. D. EVANS: Sir, the member for Mt.
Marshall has said he did have an interest in this
Bill. Could he tell the House if he had an interest
in 1973 when he was in favour of defeating the
Tonkin legislation?

The SPEAKER: I do not know that and
perhaps the member for Mt. Marshall and the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition can sort that out
at some later stage.

Debate Resumed

Mr MePHARLIN: In answer to the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition: Yes, I did have an
interest then.

I commend the Coast Ward Ratepayers'
Association committee which has worked so very
hard to have this matter sorted out. Its proposals
were objected to by the Perth City Council and
had the matter not been resolved in the way it has
been now, residents would have had to pay an
increase in the vicinity of 57 per cent for their
rates in that ward.

I do not think anyone would like to see that
percentage increase in his rates. However, the
matter has been resolved by the proposal before
us for the time being. The ratepayers in that area
will receive a reduction of 1 2 per cent on their
1979-80 rates which is very acceptable. The
residents are grateful for the work done by the
committee in that ward.

The City Beach area has developed
tremendously. It is. I suppose, a prestige area but
even in that urea there are stilt many properties
without deep sewerage.

Mr H. D). Evans: There are a lot of rough
people living out there.

Mr MePHARLIN: However, some still have
only a septic system despite the considerable
amount of rates collected from that area. A
contract to improve the sewerage system in that
area would be one way to spend some of the
money collected.

Several members interjected.
Mr MePHARLIN: The proposal before us does

offer a solution for many people, at least for the
time being. I thank the Speaker far his ruling and
I support the measure before the House.

MR JAMIESON (Welshpool) [3.09 p.m.]: One
has no option other than to support this type of
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legislation. However, I query the advisability of
having one piece of legislation overruling certain
sections of other legislation.

It seems to me that it would have been a more
appropriate time when the Local Government Act
was passed in 1960 to consolidate into one Act,
the Road Board Act, the municipal Act and the
Endowment Lands Act.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
mentioned that the Perth City Council was
obliged to go along with its original charter. The
present Bill amends the City of Perth Endowment
Lands Act 1920-1978. It goes back a long time, to
the 1920s, when the Perth City Council had the
same problem from a Financial point of view.

The council was encouraged to take the area
over and try to do something with it. It was
virtually a sandy wilderness in those days. Indeed,
the Perth City Council did try to do something. It
subdivided the area then known as City Beach,
and later in 1929 it subdivided an area known as
the -Centenary Estate". The Centenary
Tearooms were situated roughly in the location of
the present Floreat Beach.

A few blocks were sold, but it was found people
did not wish to live out there. There were no
trains. For a number of years only a handful of
people lived in the area. The Federal Bus
Company wats subsidised in order to provide some
form of transport. Except during the summer
months, that bus service ran backwards and
forwards carrying only two or three people on
each trip. The service wats uneconomic.

There was considerable movement at the time
of the Empire Gamnes. Part of the endowment
lands wats taken over, and other closely associated
land was used for the purposes of the Empire
Games Village. The area developed rapidly from
that time.

Now that the area is standing on its own feet
there is no rhyme or reason that the residents
should have advantages over other wards of the
Perth City Council. I represent part of the
Carlisle ward which does not have the amenities
and Financial resources of the coast ward. The
people in that area claimed they paid high prices
for the land in order to have low rates. That is
absurd: it is nonsense. If ever the Coast Ward
Ratepayers' Association representatives spoke
nonsense, it was when they made those
statements. They went out to that area because
they liked it, the same as other people go to beach
areas. They have an advantage over and above
ratepayers in the eastern parts of the Perth City
Council because they are close to the seaside

amenities. Other ratepayers have to
considerable distances to use that facility.

travel

It seems to me we should be looking towards
the elimination of this sort of legislation. We
should allow the Local Government Act to be
paramount in connection with rating. One Act
should not be confused with another, although
probably it was justified at a time in the past. It
was an incentive to get people to move to the area,
and to get the local authority to do something
towards making somebody responsible for the
area. It is likely nobody wanted that responsibility
in those days.

The situation is far different now. One cannot
purchase land in that area except at a cost in
excess of $30 000 for a decent block. If people are
prepared to pay that price to live in that area,
they have to be prepared to pay the rates that go
with the price. The people living there boost the
values, but they begin to yell when they are hit in
the hip pocket nerve.

Further consideration is necessary, but not at
this stage because the Perth City Council has
itself in a bind. I have no desire to force 24
couneillors to jump from the top oF Council
House. It seems to me that if this problem is not
solved very soon, the only sane people will be
those living in the coast ward. They are having
something of a birthday at the moment, but
others have just about had enough.

We have to support this legislation to get the
Perth City Council out of a hole for the time
being. We have to examine further the
desirability of having two conflicting Acts. The
position should be straightened out, and the
responsibility for rating should come under the
Local Government Act.

MR MENSAROS (Floreat-Minister for
Works) [3.15 pi.m.]: It is highly unconventional, I
must admit, for a Minister to speak on a Bill not
within his portfolio.

Mr Jamieson: Are you declaring an interest!
Mr MENSAROS: I requested the concurrence

of the responsible Minister because I have an
interest, I suppose the same as the Leader of the
Opposition has an interest in his area.

Mr Davies: Not in the Perth City Council.
Mr MENSAROS: I asked the concurrence of

my colleague, the Minister for Local Government.
and she graciously allowed me to say a few words
in order to correct some implied misapprehension
in connection with the problems associated with
this Bill.

The member for Geraldton made a very fair
assessment. My comments will be concentrated
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simply on the implied threat that as a result of the
provisions of this measure, ratepayers other than
those in the coast ward will be disadvantaged.
That is not so.

We had to decide between two solutions to the
problem. The first solution was that the whole
Perth City Council area and every individual
should be rated on the gross rental valuation
system. The alternative was that the
proportionment should be made on the -gross
rental valuation, but within that proportionment
individuals in the coast ward-or the endowment
lands area-should be rated on unimproved
capital value. Whether we had chosen one or the
other, the Leederville ratepayers, the Carlisle
ratepayers, or any other ratepayers-including
the proprietors of the Wembley Hotel-would not
have paid a penny less or a penny more. I think
the member for Geraldton understands that is the
situation, but it was implied by other members
that other wards would be affected adversely.

It was only a matter of judgment. After
deciding that the Perth City Council would
receive not a penny more or a penny less, we had
to decide what should happen within the
endowment lands area. As I said by way of
interjection, the present solution was decided on
because there was no reason to change the
relativity within this group of people. They have
been used to the existing situation. As a result,
they might pay I per cent, or 1 0 per cent, more or
less, but in the same proportion to each other as
previously.

I want to mention also the comment by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition-that the
argument about the semi-contractual situation
would no longer exist. I do not think that is quite
so. I advise the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
to look at the debate which occurred in 1920
where he will see that one of the aims of the
legislation was to create a high level seaside
suburb. The word "Brighton" was used as a
comparison. Facilities were to be provided from
the sale of land and those facilities were to benefit
not only the people living in the area, but also all
the people from Perth and, indeed all people
throughout the State. That has been proved. A
stadium was constructed in the area for the
Empire Games, and most of the funding came
from the sale of land.

Perhaps I could go a little further and make a
comparison in order to place on record some
details about the sale of the land. It could be
claimed that every person who pays taxes should,
through his member of Parliament, be able to
participate in the decisions on those taxes and
how they are levied. I think we would go too far

if, having levied taxes, we also allowed the people
who levy taxes to decide how the remaining
money would he spent by the individual taxpayer
within his family. That is precisely what
happened in the coast ward.

MRS CRAIG (Wellington-Minister for Local
Government) (3.19 p.m.1: I will commence by
thanking the Opposition for its indication of a
begrudging acceptance of this measure. Although
the member for Geraldton complained that he did
not have enough information, I feel he made
himself very aware of the problem which existed,
and which we are endeavouring to overcome. It
seemed that in the short timne available to him, he
gained a lot of information.

Mr Davies: But he did not go to bed last night!
Mrs CRAIG: I would like to take issue with the

member for Geraldton on a few things he said. He
said he thought it was a pity we were standing
here in this House today having to do something
again in a great hurry in order to correct a
mistake, and I think he implied it was the
Government's mistake. I indicate to him very
clearly that the timing of this matter is critical
now and has been critical for some time because,
as he rightly indicated, the land valuation hearing
was not completed until about 27 May and the
Perth City Council, on receiving the finding, was
then faced with the problem of interpretation and
deciding what it ought to do in order to overcome
the situation with which it was faced.

Mr Adams, who was the chairman of the
tribunal, pointed to the fact that the rate should
be determined on an unimproved capital value
basis, over the whole of the municipality, as the
member for Geraldton explained, and the council
knew that would probably mean a disadvantage to
the coast ward. It therefore took the trouble to get
legal opinion on the finding. whieh indicated that
the direction Mr Adams had pointed to was the
direction the council must follow.

That meant the council was forced to undertake
a revaluation of that part of the municipality
which was not contained within the coast ward.
The revaluation took some time to effect and cost
$40 000. When it received that, the council then
had to examine the situation which would pertain
if it levied the rate through the whole of the area
on unimproved capital values. That, as the
member for Geraldton said, meant in effect a rate
rise of 57 per cent for people in the coast ward,
and it was unacceptable to the Perth City
Councillors.

Those things could not be done quickly. It must
be understood that the Perth City Council has
endeavoured to overcome the problem as quickly
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as possible, but the necessary machinery meant a
reduced time scale in which to help all the
ratepayers of the municipality.

It is true to say the Perth City Council made
various suggestions to the Government relating to
the manner in which it thought the problem could
best be overcome, and in considering those
proposals the Government had to be conscious of
the fact that the situation in relation to the coast
ward was different from that which pertained in
other municipalities. That is to say, we had a
separate piece of legislation which specified that
the rating should be on unimproved capital value.

The member for Geraldion has read the debate
which took place in 1973. 1 am not sure whether
he has read the debate which took place in 1920,
but sonic members have read it. It was an historic
situation which existed and it was not easy to
overcome. The important thing from the
Government's point of view was to ensure that the
apportionment of rates over the whole
municipality was fair. As the member for
Gcraldton has rightly said, that is the effect of
this amendment. The relativity which exists
between the coast ward and the rest of the
municipality is a correct relativity.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition asked
how the 8.8 per cent had been arrived at. There
was not a valuation on the basis of gross rental
value current for the 1979-80 rating year in the
coast ward, but there is a valuation current for
the 1980 year. With the assistance of the Valuer
General, it was determined that the correct
apportionment of the rate between the coast ward
and the rest of the municipality was 8.8 per cent.
Thai could be determined quite clearly in this
case because, it must be remembered, we are
dealing with a retrospective situation, so the
council knew how much money it nede to rai se
altogether and how much it needed to raise from
that area, and it was able to apportion it qui te
accurately with the assistance of the Valuer
General. That is why that figure is specified. It
follows that the figure for the 1980-81 rate will
probably be the same, because it was based on the
valuation which was effective in 1980 and became
current on I July 1980.

Thc member for Gcraldton pointed to what we
describe as the golden rule of rating; that is. in
towns and cities as a general rule rating is based
on the gross rental value, and in country
municipalities it is more usual to rate townsi tes on
gross rental value and rural areas on unimproved
capital value. But even within metropolitan
municipalities we have differences. The member
for Geraldton and I both know of some councils
which arc still rating in an urban situation on

unimproved capital value and of others which
effect a mix. So it is not true to say the golden
rule follows right through, but it is true to say
that in the case we are looking at today there is a
difference which relates to the legislation now
before us.

It has been asserted that the Government has
bent over backwards to please only the coast ward
ratepayers. I do not think that is a fair
interpretation of what has been done. It was a
difficult problem which needed to be resolved
speedily. The amendment ensures that a fair
apportionment of rates is effected until the end of
the financial year 1980-81, and that the
relationship is quite accurate. During that time
the Government will set up a committee to inquire
not only into the piece of Jegislation which is
before us today but also into the petition which
relates to the severance of that area from the rest
of the municipality.

There are complications in this case which
cannot be directly related to the situation in other
areas, and this seemed to be a suitable manner in
which to rectify fairly a very difficult situation. I
am sure it is for that reason that the Perth City
Council and the coast ward ratepayers have
agreed to the solution.

Mr Carr: Will that inquiry also be looking into
the extent to which the 1920 aspects of the Act
are still relevant-in other words, the need for
there to be UCV and for the funds to be spent
only in that area?

Mrs CRAIG: I have not yet finally determined
the terms of reference of the inquiry but the
Government has already indicated that it intends
to direct it to look at that piece of legislation, and
we must assume it goes from 1920 to 1980 and
includes the amendment we are discussing today.
It is intended that the inquiry will advise me as to
the opportunity which exists for the severance of
one portion of the municipality, looking into all
the Financial implications of a move such as that,
the social implications and the effect the
severance would have not only on the coast ward
but also on the rest of the municipality of the City
of Perth, and the rating and other provisions
which pertain in the City of Perth Endowment
Lands Act. It is our intention to ensure it is a
thorough inquiry which will advise the Minister
what should happen in the future in relation to
the area.

The member for Welshpool indicated that
perhaps the matter should have been dispensed
with back in 1960. when the Local Government
Act came into force.
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I was not here at the time, as the member for
Welshpool knows very well. However, I am sure
many wiser people than I were here and they saw
fit not to do this. I do not think there would be
any benefit in pursuing now whether or not that
should have happened because we all know that it
did not happen.

I would like to thank the member for Mt.
Marshall for his support of the legislation, but I
woutd reiterate that he seemed to be indicating
the resolution had been arrived at to please only
one group of persons. Of course that is not so. It is
a fair resolution for everybody who lives within
the municipality of Perth. I again thank members
for their support of the legislation.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Commit tee

The Chairman of Committees (Mr Clarko) in
the Chair: Mrs Craig (Minister for Local
Government) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Section 7 amended-
Mr H. D. EVANS: I seek clarification about

anomalies that can arise within the endowment
lands area itself. As I said before, in 1973, the
Wembley Hotel contributed 34 500 and the
Floreat Forum contributed $900 in rates.
Probably those proportions would remain the
same. Business houses, firms, hotels, and place of
that kind must surely be paying a
disproportionately low rate. To what extent does
this disparity exist within the endowdient lands
area itself'? Business enterprises must be having a
birthday at the expense of the owners of
residental lands. How can the problem be
overcome !

Mrs CRAIG: Unfortunately I am unable to
give any Figures. However. I believe this question
was answered previously by my colleague. He said
that the effect of the legislation was to ensure that
the relativities between people living in the coast
ward would remain constant. If the situati on
referred to does pertain, I suggest it has pertainedI
for sonic considerable time, and the enactment of
this legislation does not change it.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition agreed
that the people in the coast ward have accepted a
fair proportion of the rate burden. This legislation
attempts to ensure only that the distribution of
ihat fair proportion remains ihe same as it was as
between one ratepayer and another.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 4 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading

MRS CRAIG (Wellington-Minister for Local
Government) 13.35 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a third time.
MR H.D.. EVANS (Warren-Deputy Leader

of the Opposition) 13.36 p.m.]: Certainly the
contributions are relative within the endowment
lands area. However, I stated the case of an hotel
that is making one-fifth of the contribution to the
overall finances to the Perth City Council that
another hotel in fairly close proximity is making.
That contribution may be relative to the
contribution of the residents of the City Beach
'area, but surely it is an inadequate amount in
regard to the overall contributions within the local
government area. The member of Mt. Marshall
may care to take this up with his own local
organisation to see whether it can be rectified. I
am quite certain the situation exists.

MRS CRAIG (Well ington- Minister for Local
Government) [3.37 p.m.]: Can I say simply that
the committee will be investigating matters of this
sort?

Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time and transmitted to the

Council.

METROPOLITAN WATER SUPPLY.
SEWERAGE, AND DRAINAGE

AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 13 August.
MR DAVIES (Victoria Park-Leader of the

Opposition) 13.38 p.m.]: The purpose of this Bill
is to limit rates for sewerage, drainage, and water
supply to an increase of no more than 50 per cent
of what they were last year. The legislation may
bring joy to many people, and it might indicate
that if one's account was increased by more than
50 per cent this year, one will get a reduction.
That is not so. because there are qualifications.

If the value of a person's property has increased
in any way or if circumstances have changed since
the last account was issued, the increase will not
be limited automatically to 50 per cent. No doubt
many properties will fall into this category, and
the owners of those properties will have some of
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the joy rubbed off when they come to claim a
red uct ion.

Of course, the legislation will apply for this
year only. and it still will be necessary to appeal
against valuations in some cases. Then next year
the ratepayers will be clobbered about the head
with the full rate increase. Not only am 1
suggesting that the full rate increase will be
implemented next year, but also members will se
from my later remarks that I believe further
substantial increases are in store for us. So the
people complaining about excessively high rates
this year. will have to pay the full rate next year.
plus the increased rate on the full valuation. So all
we are doing is delaying the day that the
ratepayers will be really hit and the Government
is solving the immediate problem by introducing
panic legislation.

We support the Bill: it would be quite wrong if
we did not do so. However, in supporting it, I
want to make a few remarks about the
Metropolitan Water Board.

At the outset I would like to say how sorry 1 am
for the present Minister-he seems to have
inherited quite a few headaches. He is a
competent Minister, but I am afraid the actions
necessary to put things right at the Metropolitan
Water Board may be beyond his competence.
Certainly he will need to take some drastic action.
On a number of occasions I have called for such
action to be taken but all we have heard is the
promise that things will be all right. It seems to
me that matters are going from bad to worse.

I have spoken about three matters, and the Bill
is here as a result of those three matters. I refer
firstly to the repeated bungling of the
Metropolitan Water Board, and the failure of the
Government to act to put things right. Indeed, I
believe the interference of the Government has
caused some of the problems, and it is time the
Government had a close look at the situation. I
spoke earlier about the Government's
manipulation of State charges in a pre-election
year. Again. I want to repeat that unnecessary
interference has taken place, and somne of the
conclusions drawn as a result of that interference
were quite wrong.

I cannot do other than bring to the notice of the
people once more the gross dereliction of duty of
Cabinet in not properly serutinising the figures
put before it. I have spoken about the conflicting
statements which were made; but the blame goes
right back to Cabinet. The figures went front the
board to the Minister to the Treasury, and then to
the Cabinet:, and Cabinet must take the blame for
not properly scrutinising the figures. Then, of

course, it must also take the blame for what
resulted. In this case there was clearly inadequate
scrutiny of the figures put before Cabinet.

As I said, this measure is a result of the
Government's incompetence it is a result of the
Government's panic. Suddenly the public were
complaining bitterly and the Government had to
do something. and it was panicked into this
measure. As I said earlier, the measure will be
only a temporary palliative, and will merely
postpone the day when further increases will be
made. The day will come when those people who
are entitled to benefit under this measure will
have to face the full import of the increase and,
probably. additional increases.

Future additional increases will be avoided only
if the Government makes fundamental changes in
the direction in which the Metropolitan Water
Board is heading, and only if it makes
fundamental changes to the policy of the board. I
believe the errors which have been made will
continue until a complete shake-up occurs in the
Metropolitan Water Board from top to bottom:
until a full and thorough inquiry is made into
every aspect of the board's operations; and until
there is a single authority with control over all
water supplies throughout the State.

Mr Jamieson- We appointed a new
commissioner only about a year ago. He was
supposed to solve all this.

Mr DAVIES: The Government has yet to tell
us on whose recommendation the new man was
appointed, and why he was appointed. At that
time the Minister drew the attention of the House
to the fact that the move was made to put the
Metropolitan Water Board on a commercial
basis. About 1963, when the Brand Government
allegedly took control of the board away froni the
Government and made it a semi-autonomous
authority-and that has proved to be something
of a hollow laugh, of course-it was claimed the
move would not only stop Government
interference but would also put the Water Board
on a commercial basis. That is why I say at this
stage a full and thorough inquiry should be held
into every aspect, from top to bottom, of the
board and its operations.

I have just said we need a single authority in
charge of all water supplies, but I am alarmed to
hear it is rumoured that when the Metropolitan
Water Board shifts to its new headquarters a
further breakdown of authority and a further
sectionalising of administrative duties will occur.
The Minister may be able to tell us whether that
is so. The present position is bad enough and
makes for bad administration; and if the board is
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further decimated we can only expect a further
breakdown in its effectiveness.

We need a single authority; and 1 believe it
should be established very quickly. In days gone
by there were problems of communication and
distance and there may have been some need for
separate water authorities. I do not think those
conditions apply today.

I want to look first of all at the increased
charges. generally. The fixed charge for water
was inceased from $40 to $60 a year as from I
July; and the pricc of water used beyond the given
allowance was increased from 19c to 24c a
kilolitre, which is an increase of 26 per cent.
Sewerage charges were increased by I5 per cent,
and drainage charges by 9 per cent; and
corresponding increases were made in respect of
industrial and commercial users.

I might interpolate here to say that commercial
users are being squeezed. One must now obtain a
licence before one can discharge industrial waste
into the sewer system. That is something which
has been going on for years at the senioT citizens'
centre in Victoria Park, which never had any
sewerage problems. The waste is equivalent to
ordinary household waste, but those concerned
are now called upon to pay a charge of $72. But
that is another story which will be dealt with on
another occasion.

When increased charges were referred to
earlier this year, it appeared to me the overall
increase as a result of the valuations would be
about 30 per cent, and that is the amount I
forecast in February last. I said there would be
roughly a 30 per cent increase in overall water
bills. The then Minister for Water Supplies l(the
Hon. G. C. MacKinnon) said, "Yes, there will be
a rise." Then, the same afternoon or the next
morning he said, "No, you have taken me out of
context. I did not say there is going to be a rise.
Eventually there must be one. but not one like
Davies is talking about." There was some
confusion about the matter at the time, but
certainly it appeared to me that the increase in
water bills would be about 30 per cent.

There was also a hidden increase: a minimum
rate of $30 for water and of $40 for sewerage. No
mention was made of that in any of the Press
releases. People who were paying a minimum rate
of about $2 suddenly received an account for $30.
They were aware that the valuation had
increased, but they were unaware of the minimum
rate. Plenty of people wrote to me saying that
they multiplied their valuation by the rate and
found it came to less than $30, and they could not
understand why they had been charged $30.

Nowhere on the account was it pointed out that a
minimum rate existed. When my staff phoned the
Metropolitan Water Board, the board's officers
said they had been inundated with questions
about it.

Bungling again on the part of the Government!
It did not tell the people that a fixed minimum
rate would apply. When people received their
accounts they simply thought the computer had
gone wrong once again. Had they been told of the
minimum rate, they would have understood their
accounts. We had outcries from domestic,
commercial, and industrial consumers. I suppose
my office lost count of the phone calls and letters
we received. The best I could do to console people
was to say, "Now I have heard about your
trouble, I will tell you what my water bill is"; and
people could see everyone was affected in the
same way.

The newspapers told me their offices were hard
put to cope with the calls they were receiving; and
if one managed to get through to the office of the
Metropolitan Water Board, one was indeed lucky.

When the storm broke, the Premier was
away-not planting trees on this occasion.
Previously when a storm broke about an industrial
situation, the Premier was planting trees in Israel.
On this occasion I think he was getting his second
knighthood, or he might have been in Japan. It
was only then that the Cabinet carried out a
searching evaluation of the board's charges to
discover what had allegedly gone wrong. The
Deputy Premier got the board to run the figures
through the computer again. Just listen to some of
the statements that came out, because I want
them recorded.

On 14 July, the Acting Premier said that
'initially, the Metropolitan Water Board charges
were estimated to raise about $20 million for
1980-81-about a 20 per cent increase. It now
appears they will y 'ield $2 million to $3 million
more than this." The Cabinet made a $3 million
error.

Subsequently, on 1S July, the Acting Premier
denied there had been a mistake. The West
Australian of 19 July reported his statement as
follows-

Talk of a $3 million bungle was incorrect.
He said the figure had arisen because the

board's proposed spending was shown as $99
million and its income 5102 million.

The $3 million did not show because it was
used to write off part of the board's
accumulated deficit.
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In other words, although the board had intended
all along to raise an extra $3 million. Cabinet had
not noticed it. Cabinet had not subtracted $99
million from $102 million, or checked to ensure
that both sides balanced. So, a $3 million mistake
was made. The mistake was not made by the
Metropolitan Water Board: it had deliberately
submitted those figures. However, the 53 million
difference was not picked up by Cabinet, so
Cabinet niade the mistake.

Earlier, the Acting Premier tried to blame
revaluations for the error; that was his first
excuse. Incidentally, I do not know why the
Acting Premier, instead of the Minister, was
making these statements. Nevertheless, on
Wednesday. 15 July. The West Australian
contained the following report-

The Acting Premier, Mr O'Connor, said
last night that when Cabinet first considered
the issue it did not have information on land
revaluation.

Hie was also reported in The West Australiain of
16 July in the following terms-

We were aware that there was to be an
increase in charges of up to 20 per cent,' but
at the time there was no indication that
valuations would be on top of that. The
Cabinet had believed that the charges if
Approved would enable the Board to balance
its 1980-81 budget.

But trying to claim there was not enough
information on revaluations was completely
ridiculous. I should like to tell members what the
position was as our office knew it-and, if the
office of the Opposition knew it, I am certain it
would have been known to the Government.

The Daily News of I5 July reported the Valuer
General (Mr Whitfield) as saying that the
Metropolitan Water Board had " sufficient
information' accurately to assess its rates income.
If Cabinet denied it had sufficient information,
and the Metropolitan Water Board denied it, at
least the Valuer General was able to say the
board had sufficient information to estimate its
rates income. In fact, figures had been presented
to Cabinet indicating revenue of$ $102 million and
expenditure of $99 million.

In addition, during Opposition investigations
with the Metropolitan Water Board and the
Valuer General's Department immediately after
the increases were announced by the Premier in
June, an MWB officer advised us that, although
the board had not received revaluation figures
from all districts. sufficient statistics were
available on which to base increases for 1980-81.
So. the board admitted thcough one of its senior

officers that although it had not received all
revaluation Figures, it had sufficient information
on which to base an estimate of its rate income. In
other words, this senior officer said exactly what
the Valuer General (Mr Whitfield) said.

The officer told us that land valuations had
been increased by an average of 140 per cent. I
was advised of that before the election. In fact, I
am on public record as saying that sonic
valuations could go as high as I50 per cent, but
that the average seemed to be 140 per cent. So,
before the last State election which was held in
February, I was able to tell the Government what
the valuations were likely to be. It was no secret;
in fact I made a public statement on the matter.

The Government failed to subject the proposed
increase in Water Board charges to the rigorous
scrutiny it claimed. If I were in Cabinet I would
scrutinise, rescrutinise, and have rechecked a
couple of times any submission from the
Metropolitan Water Board. Goodness knows,
there has been enough trouble from the Water
Board in recent times: anything it sends to
Cabinet seems to be very rough stuff. If mistakes
have been made in Water Board charges, and if
the Government did not subject the board's
request to rigorous scrutiny-as the Government
said it did-it makes me fearful to think of the
mistakes which may have occurred in assessing
other charges. I wonder what kind of scrutiny
requests for increases from the Motor Vehicle
Insurance Trust, the State Energy Commission,
and Westrail received from the Government.

When the Premier announced the Metropolitan
Water Board increases, he went to great lengths
to explain how closely the Government scrutinised
any requests by Government agencies for
increases in charges. Of course, that statement
was not true; it obviously was not true because
such rigorous scrutiny would have discovered the
error, and this Bill would not now be before us.

I have spoken often and long about
Metropolitan Water Board bungling and I will list
again a few of the things I have been saying. I
deal firstly with high water charges, and the pay-
for-use scheme which makes water cheaper, the
more the consumer uses. This scheme was
introduced at a time when we were being asked to
conserve water, It was absolutely ridiculous; the
Opposition said so at the time, and we have never
changed our view.

In the past I have criticised the declining water
content of Perth's water supply. In answer to a
recent question, the Minister stated that we were
within the permissible level of pa ris-per-m il lion of
salt in our water supply. The Government seemed
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to take some pride in this. However, of course, it
depends on where the readings are taken, and it
depends on the time of the year. The fact is,
according to the available figures-they can be
compared with World Health Organisation
figures-when we make a comparison of our
position with the position in other parts of the
country, we have cause for great concern.

Figures were published in The Australian some
weeks ago detailing the parts per million of salt in
the various capital cities' water supplies, and
Western Australia was not well placed.

I do not have time today to deal with the
general inefficiency of the department, with
people receiving wrong bills, or bills with the
wrong addresses, or with people receiving other
people's accounts, or receiving accounts which
have already been paid. Complaints such as these
were bogging down my office at one stage. The
best I could say to these people was , "I cannot
hire extra staff to answer these queries.' Just keep
telephoning the Metropolitan Water Board with
your complaints."

I make an appeal to the Minister this afternoon
to appoint additional staff to handle these queri es.
I dialled my finger down to the first joint trying to
get through to this department; the telephone was
constantly engaged. Considering the number of
complaints my office had received and, doubtless,
the many others which were not referred to me,
there is an obvious need for people to be able to
contact the department. Because these people
could not get through, they started to complain to
me.

Let me talk about the Metropolitan Water
Board's lack of concern for its customers. It is a
little sad that I must keep raising this matter. I
reFer particularly to the board's policy of
restricting the flow oF water where accounts are
not paid. I have referred in the past to the case of
a married couple with a three-week-old baby and
a mentally deficient child. The husband , in a
genuine mistake, had forgotten to pay his account
and the Metropolitan Water Board, without so
much as a knock on the door or a final notice, cut
off the water supply to his house. It makes me sad
to think the board has lost any kind of compassion
for its customers. This type of action has been
repeated on numerous occasions.

At least the State Energy Commission is
prepared to issue a second warning-despite the
words "First and Final Notice" on electricity
accounts. The Perth City Council was good
enough to telephone me and remind me I had not
paid a $4 parking fine. It had issued me with a
final warning and I had even forgotten to attend

to that, yet the council was courteous enough to
telephone me over a $4 parking fine.

However, no such compassion is shown by the
Metropolitan Water Board. It does not mailer
whether a house contains aged people. young
people, a family, or sick people; the customer who
does not pay his account on time has his water
supply restricted, and the board thinks it is being
generous to him. The water supply was restricted
only because the member for Balcatta, I believe,
made the suggestion that that would be a better
way of dealing with the matter than cutting the
supply off completely.

Let me talk about some of the sloppy
procedures. Let us consider the Metropolitan
Water Board's rules and regulations, and its
supervision which was criticised earlier this year
by an industrial commissioner. A strike had
occurred because of sloppiness and inefficiency in
the administration of the rules of the MWB. That
should never have happened. When the matter
was taken to the Industrial Commission, the man
was reinstated and the board was castigated for
the way it handled the matter.

Let me talk about the concrete castle which is
being built "over there" for the water board. I do
not begrudge good working conditions for any
employee. I only wish I could obtain them for my
personal staff. I would be the first to congratulate
the employees of the MWB on their improved
conditions, if we could afford them. Every time I
ask the Premier for improved conditions for my
staff, he says, "We cannot afford it." Yet the
board is building the concrete castle in West
Perth.

In that case, the Government should try to cut
costs and save many hundreds of thousands of
dollars. It is paying enormous sums Fo r
landscaping when it has its own staff who could
do it. Is there no holding this Government'? It has
no sense of saving a dollar. Is the Government not
concerned with what might happen-that the
people might get fed up and there would be a
general revolution in the community if the
Government kept on increasing charges to meet
its personal wishes?

I understand, as I have said, that as a result of
the move into the new building there will be a
further breakdown in administrative control of
the various sections of the water board. I will be
sad if that happens, because we cannot afford
what we have, let alone any further breakdown.

I mentioned earlier the wasteful appointment of
a commissioner. That is a position which was not
warranted, and which has never been explained
satisfactorily. The position of commissioner is
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proving costly to the taxpayer. As far as I am
concerned, there certainty has not been any
improvement in the quality of service or supply
from the department. I think the commissioner
has been there for something like 12 months
now-I cannut remember exactly-

Mr Mensaros: Not quite.
Mr DAVIES: I would be happy to see sonic

improvement, it seems that the main concern of
the water board is the planning to go to the new
headquarters. It is telling people that they do not
know what they arc talking about, or covering up.

Only last weekend we saw another cover-up
about the water supply. Let us consider the
complaints about rats in sewers. What did the
water board say'? It said, "Lift the manhole.
Look, there are no rats there." How could there
be'? Does one think the rats will stand around,'
Waiting to shake hands? Of course, immediately
the manhole was disturbed, the rats would
disappear. It would be ridiculous not to
acknowledge that there must be some rats in the
sewers. I do not know whether they were as bad
as it was claimed. However, the commissioner just
said, "There are none there", because when he
took the lid off he could not see any. That is
rubbish.

I do not know how the information about the
snailIs ca me to be released; butI it is encouraging to
-learn that, at least, the snails are not harming us.
If what the commissioner says is true-that they
are not harmful-there is no point in attempting a
cover-up. Of course, the public can be alarmed at
times. However, the kindest thing to do is to
confound the public with the truth and stop
rumours. Otherwise, the situation suddenly
develops into something mysterious-something
that has to be kept from us; something that we
should not know because it will be harmful. Now,
the report in the Sunday Independent was
designed to stop people from being concerned.
The Government should have been quite honest
and said, "There is some outbreak, but it Is
completely harmless. We have had it checked out.
This is the position." If the Government takes the
public into its confidence, the public will accept
what is said. However, when the information is
released in such a way as it was last week, in a
sensational form, members will understand that
the public are sceptical about the Government.

I could criticise the board for its planning
failures. There is a Water Resources Committee
in this State-one of many committees-but
there seems to be little work done on the question
of recycling or storage. The storages in the hills
are way below what they were this time last year.

We cannot blame the Government for that, of
course; and we cannot blame the Water Board for
that. However, we have to make certain that there
is sufficient storage eapacity.

I understand that monitoring is being carried
out on bores. The bores of some employees of the
board have been metered so they can be
monitored. Eventually the Government will have
to decide what it will do. We imagine the
Government will put meters on private bores and
charge for the water used. I do not know what its
intentions are;, but I am told that the bores of
some of its employees are being used for a certain
investigation.

What needs to be done about the water supply?
There is no point in my standing here criticising if
I do not know what needs to be done. We want a
complete shake-up of the board from top to
bottom.' We want an inquiry into every aspect of
the board's operations. We want a single
authority to control water resources statewide.
We want the 3 per cent levy on MWB revenue
abolished.

There is a tax on water. It should be abolished.
That is one of the things that need to be done. It
is quite immoral for the Government to tax the
public for water. Every time one pays anything to
the water board, 3 per cent of the payment goes
directly into Consolidated Revenue.

What was the Government's response to the
latest crisis-the latest in a long line of crises?
The Government said. "We will legislate for
certain things." That is why the legislation is now
before us. That means only, of course, that the
Government is delaying the increase.

The Government announced that there will be
an inquiry into the impact oF land valuations on
all taxes, charges, and rates in Western Australia.
With the new valuations, what the people have
not realised is that they will apply to other rates
and taxes as well. If one has a hefty increase in
one's valuation, it will go right down the line.

As far as I can see the inquiry is a duplication
of what was done in 1975 when the Keall report
was published. Let me read some of the terms of
reference of the Keali inquiry. They were-

What are the anomalies of the present
system of valuations used for .. ,. water
supply, sewerage and drainage rating'?

Should a uniform scale of charges for
water sewerage and drainage be applied to
the whole State? If so, is it a feasible
proposition?

Apparently, those are the same terms of reference
applying to the present inquiry. I have been
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critical of this Government on many occasions for
appointing another commission, another board,
another organisation, another committee to
conduct an inquiry into something or other: but it
is scandalous that this inquiry should duplicate
the work which was done in 1975. Many of the
recom menda tions made in the 1975 KealI report
have yet to be acted upon.

I wonder whether the* Government
remembered that there was the Keall report in
1975. I can let the Minister have a copy if he
wishes. There is a copy of that report in my office.
As soon as it was announced that there would be
an inquiry now, my research officer said,
"Goodness gracious. They have already done
that." Immediately he brought me the Keall
report. If the Government has lost its copy of the
report. I will be delighted to lend it mine.

Wc welcomc this legislation because it gives us
the chance not only to say again what we think is
wrong with the Waler Board, but also to see that
there is. at least for 12 months, a lifting of the
burden of taxation on some people in the
community who otherwise would have had to pay
up and smile. This legislation limits the increase
to one year only, and no longer. It does this only
for the present financial year. Time and time
again I have struck people who thought their
charges would he reduced on a permanent basis. 1
have had to explain that the reduction will be for
this year only, and that unless they get their
valuation reduced they will pay a higher amount
next year. as well as probably having to pay
increased charges. There will continue to be a big
increase in water, sewerage, and drainage
charges.

Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Crane), you might ask
me why I say that. I invite you to look at the
board's 1980 to 1985 development plan where the
board very carefully looked into the situation and
caime up with a development plan. That plan
estimates that over the next five years the board
will need to raise 24 per cent extra revenue over
and above the inflation rate to meet its financial
commitments. This is published in the five-year
Water Board plan. But strange things have
happened already. The average domestic water
bill for 1980-81 is likely to be $108. The same
plan said that the average domestic water supply
cost would not be reached until 1982-83. Already
the plan is out of date. So, notwithstanding this
fact, the average domestic water consumer will
pay as much for water this year as the board
originally thought he would have to pay in 1982-
83. So much for the board's five-year plan.

The board also makes it quite clear that there
will need to be further increases in sewerage.

drainage, and water supply rates in 198 1-82. The
plan states that, after taking inflation into
account, residential sewerage and drainage bills
will have to be increased by up to 14.7 per cent
and 17.4 per cent respectively. For vacant land,
water, sewerage, and drainage bills will
need to be increased by 11.7 per cent, 14.6 per
cent, and 15.4 per cent respectively. For other
MWB services, the likely increases in bills are
13.2 per cent for water, 14.8 per cent for
sewerage, and 16.1 per cent For drainage.

In his Budget speech last night, the Federal
Treasurer admitted that the inflation rate for this
year is likely to remain at 10 per cent. So all these
increases-predicted in the board's own
development plan-are well above the likely
inflation rate.

But when members recall that I pointed out a
moment ago that in some cases water bills are
already at the level which it was originally
predicted they would not reach until 1981-82,
these other estimates might be far too low. So I
think it is quite reasonable to say the board is
behind already in its estimating. We still have an
inflation rate which the boa rd was not
anticipating when it predicted a total increase oF
24 per cent over five years. This indicates there
will be substantial increases in future.

The Minister for Water Resources said in his
second reading speech that the average annual
increase was about 140 per cent. He said that less
than 10 per cent of consumers had had excessive
increases. I do not think there would be less than
tO per cent of the population who would agree
with him on that.

Mr Mensaros: I will give you the figures.
Mr DAVIES: Most of the people who have

come to me left me with the impression that it is
certainly more than 10 per cent of the population
who are very disappointed with the charges made.
In his speech, the Minister said the increases were
to be no more than 50 per cent on last year's
charges.

Mr Mensaros: Some had to pay less because
the valuations were less than the average.

Mr DAVIES: That is perfectly true. One
person told me that he rushed in and paid his bill
because he thought the board had made a
mistake. Hei said he did not query it, but just
rushed in and paid it.

The Minister indicated there would be a full
increase in the 198 1-82 Budget accordingly. I am
pleased to hear the Minister say he has the figures
of the breakdown. I would like to have had them
whilst speaking in this debate.
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Mr Mensaros: They were issued in a Press
statement.

Mr DAVIES: I must have missed that one. I
wondered how the Government was able to say
that by this single action it would recover about
$3 million.

I sidetracked myself a little there, but I had
been speaking about the board's rive-year
development plan. I mentioned that the charges
wvould be well above the inflation rate and as the
plan was already out of date by two years with
respect to the inflation rate, there could be no
guarantee that in sonic cases, with the full impact
of revaluations being felt, the Metropolitan Water
Board bills for some people would not rise in
excess of 50 per cent next year. The Minister said
in his speech-

Each of the board's customers will be
aware front the annual valuation of his
property of the general level of rates that will
be payable in the years ahead. With this
knowledge,. allowance can be made in
individual budgets for future rates.

I am sure that will put a chill down the spines of
many people because it indicates they will have to
budget for increases in water rates next year. In
my opinion, those words indicate the Government
expects further heavy increases. I have already
detailed why I expect further heavy increases. It
is not just a matter of what I say, but what the
board has said in its five-year development plan.

Of course, no-one can expect a reprieve in
future years. People have been repri eved this year
because there has been a limit on inereases of 50
per cent based on last year's charges. No special
consideration wvill he given next year when huge
increases will occur, unless of course the
Government decides to bring in more panic
legislation. I can only say that people had better
begin budgeting now or they will not be able to
pay their bills next year. It is a chilling thought
indeed to think that we can guarantee them these
future increases. It gives me little pleasure, but I
believe the Government itself is not too av fait
with what is happening.

We were told that these matters get the utmost
scrutiny. I remind members of what I said earlier:.
the Government manipulated figures to its
electoral advantage at the last election. Members
might compare the Government's action in May
1979 with its actions in June 1980.

In May 1979 the Water Board submitted
proposals to the Government for an increase in
the basic charge for water from $36 to $44. an
average increase of 22.2 per cent: and front I 7c to

21c per kilolitre for excess water, an increase of
23.5 per cent. That was early in May 1979.

On I5 May 1979, the Government was
reported as having rejected proposals made by the
Water Board. I want to remind members once
again that in May 1979, the elections were less
than 12 months away. This was a rather modest
increase and the Government sent back the
proposals to the Water Board, and the Premier
was reported as saying. "Cabinet wants more
information about the board's past operations and
proposed operations for the next two or three
years." The Government was showing a great deal
of concern.

Perhaps the Government was scrutinising the
figures; but what happened? The Government
ordered an investigation into the proposal. I
believe that investigation was carried out by
Treasury.

A fortnight later, on 29 May 1979. it was
announced that the Government had pruned
severely the board's initial proposals. The Premier
said, "This is no good for the public. Cut them in
half." Both the increases were reduced to a level
of approximately I I per cent. The Government
was really considerate at that time!

What did the Premier say about it all!? He is
reported as saying, "The Government thought the
boa rd's original proposals did not reflect
reasonably predictable revenue results in a normal
year free of restrictions. The Treasury
examination of the finances made it practicable to
adopt a different approach without endangering
the board's financial liquidity."

So the Treasury had a second look at the
matter and, on this occasion, the Premier said
that Treasury information made the Government
certain-the Government. not the autonomous
Water Board-a different approach should be
taken and that approach would not endanger the
board's financial liquidity.

As I said earlier, the charges were cut by
approximately 50 per cent. It was reported at that
time that, "The Government slashed the board's
figures in half, because it was clear that they
would have resulted in a substantial surplus."

Let me remind members that, in May 1979, the
Water Board wanted an increase of
approximately 22 to 23 per cent. The Government
said at that time. "No; send it back. Let Treasury
have a took at it." The Government cut the
increase in half. It said, "It will not affect the
board's financial liquidity." Then the Government
slashed the figures by half, because it felt it was
clear the increases would have resulted in a
substantial surplus in the board's finances.
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It was also reported that, "The Government's
review of water charges with the Treasury and the
board had produced what was thought to be a
break-even operation for the board and because of
the cuts it would be necessary for the Treasury to
arrange any overdraft finances, if the board ran
into liquidity problems during the year." The
Government said, "We have rescued the public.
We have slashed the board's increase by 50 per
cent, Had we left the situation as the board
wanted it, there would have been a substantial

supu.We cannot have the board making a
urls That was on 29 May 1979.

At the end of June 1979, only four weeks later,
the Water Board completed the financial year
with an operating deficit of $5.5 million and an
accumulated deficit of $8.3 million. So
presumably at that time the board was going to
try to get a little extra back to clear the deficit.

If the board was going to make a substantial
surplus then-and the Treasurer said it was
-why did not the Government give the figures
the same scrutiny on this occasion as it gave them
on the previous occasion'? The request was cut
from 22 per cent to I1I per cent when the board
approached the Government at that time. It was
clear when the figures came out a mnonth later
and showed an operating deficit of $5.5 million
and an accumulated deficit of $8.3 million, that
the board was in a serious financial position. That
occurred before the election.

On 5 June 1980, we know what the increases
were. There was an increase of 50 per cent in the
basic charge for water and an increase from 19c
to 24c per kilolitre for the supply of water beyond
the allowance. That was a 20 per cent increase.
Sewerage rates were increased by an average of
15 per cent and drainage rates by an average of 9
per cent.

As a result of the huge increases made on that
occasion, after the election, it was evident that the
increases made before the election were kept
artificially low so that the Government could
irresponsibly curry favour with the electorate.

The claim that the latest increases were
reasonable does not in any way absolve the
Government from its lack of responsibility in May
1979.

Let us see what has happened to the board's
financial position. As I said, in June 1979 it had
an accumulated deficit of £8.3 million and the
Premier said that the increases Cabinet allowed in
May 1979 would provide for a break-even
situation. That break-even situation turned into
an operating deficit of $2.4 million and an
accumulated deficit of $10.7 million.
(221

So before the election the Government said,
"We will cut down the increases to I I per cent
and the board will break even." Then the Premier
said, "The Government acted responsibly.
Treasury's investigations had shown that an I I
per cent increase would give the board a break-
even position." So much for Treasury! It was $2.4
million out in its calculations.

As at 30 June 1980, the board had an
accumulated deficit of $10.7 million. Who will
pay for that? There is no prize for guessing who
will pay for it-we will. Whereas the board might
have been able to avoid that deficit by imposing
slightly higher increases in its charges earlier, we
are going to have to suffer much larger increases
now to pay for the accumulated deficit. I do not
have to explain the situation to members. I am
sure they know as much about it as I do and they
certainly know as much about it as does Treasury.

Therefore, in the long run, the customers of the
Metropolitan Water Board will have to pay for
the deficit, part of which has been accrued
because of the Government's irresponsible
financial management. It will have to be paid off
in instalments incorporated in the charges made
by the board for water, sewerage, and drainage.
The Government was merely putting off the evil
day and it can take no pride in that.

In May 1979, a careful scrutiny by Treasury
had indicated there would be a break-even
position, but that turned into a deficit of $2.4
million, giving an accumulated deficit of $10.7
million, as at 30 June 1980, and we will all have
to pay for that.

I can see little joy for the future. My remarks
arc based on the Metropolitan Water Board's
Five-year plan in which it sets out the increases
which will be necessary in line with the rate of
inflation. I have drawn attention already to the
statement made last year by the Federal
Treasurer in regard to inflation rates.

This year the board wanted to set its charges at
a level which would help it partly wipe out the
accumulated deficit of $10.7 million and that is
where the extra $3 million came from. The board
said, "We can get that from the public. We will
reduce our accumulated deficit of $10.7 million
and that will help the position a little."

But, of course, the Government has said, "No'
and the possibilities are that there will be higher
charges next year. There will be a deficit, and
that deficit will have to be funded, If the deficit is
not reduced we will still have the same deficit, or
a greater deficit and then have to pay higher
charges to meet the funding of that deficit.
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This poor Financial situation is created, at least
in part, by the Government's financial
manipulation in keeping waler rates artificially
low in a pre-election year. As a consequence.
higher charges are made in subsequent years. and
they will be necessary in future.

To summarise: I support the legislation. But, 1
point out that the concession is only for this year
and people could be hit hard again next year. The
board's own plans provide for further steep
increases in all charges over the next five
years-higher than the inflation rate.

This Bill was born in panic: there is not the
slightest doubt about that. I do not know what
would have happened had the Premier been here.
I do not know whether anything would have been
different. Perhaps he would have ridden out the
storm the same as he has done on many occasions.
Perhaps he would have said, "They will forget
about it in a few weeks." Possibly he would have
been right. However, there was panic in the camp
because the Premier was not here. We had
contradictory statements: There was an error;
there was not an error, it was before Cabinet but
not noticed. Those are the kinds of statements we
heard.

As I said, this Bill was born in panic. Part of
thc Government's panic-its response-was to
duplicate the 1975 inquiry into the effect of land
valuations on charges. Why it was necessary for a
second inquiry within five years, I do not know.

The first action the Government should have
taken-and the kindest action-would have been
to get out the Keall report and study what was
recommended previously. If I remember correctly
there was a period of something like two years
from the appointment of the previous committee
to the publication of the report. Most people were
beginning to despair. Many of the
recommendations contained in that report have
been ignored.

The situation which the previous inquiry sought
to remedy, and which this Bill also seeks to
remedy, arose because of Cabinet's inadequate
scrutiny of board submissions. It arose because of
the manipulation of charges last year, because it
was a pre-election year. It also arose because of
the ongoing and repeatedly demonstrated
inefficiency and incompetence of the
Metropolitan Water Board. There is no doubt
about that.

As 1 have said several times previously-and as
I have repeated several times this afternoon-the
only answer is a shake-up of the board from the
top to the bottom, and to place water supplies
under a single authority, Statewide. Also, there

should be a Full, all-embracing public inquiry into
the operatons of the board.

We do support the Bill initially but there are
several matters of great concern which need
attention. The Government should at least take up
the suggestions we have made as the only answer
to the continued bungling of the Metropolitan
Water Board.

MR TONKIN (Morley) [4.34 p.m.]: I suppose
there is nothing more fundamental than the
quality of our water, our food, and our air.
Therefore, we believe that the quality of the water
which people drink is a very grave matter. On top
of that, charges made to people for the supply of
water have been increasing. We have questioned
the higher charges being made for an inferior
commodity.

This Bill will limit the increase in charges to 50
per cent. When I saw that announcement by the
Government I wondered why we should have to
face a limitation of 50 per cent, which is
something like four times the rate of inflation. It
can be argued that Governments should and must
increase charges at least in line with inflation, but
when the increase is 50 per cent we must question
the reason.

Perhaps the Government is charging extra
because of the, additional materials which the
board is delivering to properties. Of course, I refer
to snails-alive and dead. Apparently we are
being charged for this added service.

I was horrified to discover that my electorate
seems to be singled out for this snail invasion. I
was staggered to find out the number of streets in
my electorate where snail infestations have
occurred. I will mention some of the streets in my
electorate as follows: Benara Road, Eden Hill;
Brockmill Road, Beechboro; Sturtridge Street,
Eden Hill; Hardaker Street, Eden Hill;, Sturtridge
Street, Lockridge; Rugby Street, Bayswater;
Blochley Way, Culworth Road, Broadway, Troy
Street, Anzac Terrace, Penzance Street, Ireland
Way, Scadden Street, lolanithe Street, Parmelia
Way, Carmen Way, Ida Street, Cumberland
Way, Mann Way, Ivanhoe Street, First Avenue,
Kenny Street, Kathleen Street, Eileen Street, and
Geraldine Street, all in Bassendean. There are
some of the streets where live and dead snails
have been round.

We are aware that there has been talk about
the board using lithium salts to control the
infestation. Lithium has caused thyriod
enlargement and bone marrow ailments. Indeed,
we are able to read that poison from lithium salts
causes diarrhoea, vomiting, drowsiness, skin
eruptions, muscular weakness, lack of co-
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ordination, slurred speech, athetopic movements,
convulsions, coma, and blood pressure fall.

Mr Pearce: What do snails cause?
Mr TONKIN: Those ailments are something

we should be very concerned about. I notice
members of the Government laughing. I ask
members to look at the member for Murdoch who
seems to think that what I am saying is funny. He
is an Honorary Minister and hopes to become a
permanent Minister if he can get the numbers in
this place, and he thinks it is a joke that people
should drink such water.

Mr Blaikie: Do not be ridiculous.
Mr MacKinnon: The member for Morley is the

joker.
Mr TONKIN: The present water supply is

infested with snails, and the Metropolitan Water
Board is considering adding lithium salts in an
attempt to control the snail infestation. However,
the smart alceks who have been elevated recently
to Honorary Ministers seem to think that is
funny.

There is another organism much smaller than
snails and far more deadly which also is in our
water supply-and about which the board
knows-and the existence of which the board is
doing its best to hide.

Mr Blaikie: I hope the Press refers to your
speech on the mercury content of fish. This
speech is just as silly. You should be more
responsible.

MrTONKIN: Isthata fact?
Mr Blaikie: You should have read the

member's speech regarding mercury in fish.
Mr Pearce: The board is putting poison in the

water supply to kill the snails.
The SPEAKER: Order! The House will come

to order and the crass-Chamber conversation will
cease.

Mr TONKIN:. I can understand the bitterness
of the member for Vasse at being overlooked
again and not being appointed to the Ministry.

Mr Blaikic: I have some bitterness about what
you did to the fishermen of Western Australia
and how you almost put them out of business for
a period with your scaremongering tactics over
mercury in fish.

Mr H. D. Evans: What has that to do with
snails in the water supply?

Mr TONKIN: What about my scaremonger ing
tactics about mercury in fish?

Mr Blaikic: You were unfair to fishermen and
un informed!

Mr TONKIN: I am not allowed to call the
member a liar, but what he said is untrue. I based
my statements upon facts which the then Minister
for Conservation and the Environment gave to the
House. I am simply replying to interjections, Mr
Speaker.

The SPEAKER: I suggest that you ignore the
interjections and discuss the matter before the
Chair.

Mr T 'ONKIN: I will, Sir, but I must say that
my fears about the mercury were substantiated by
the replies to questions in this House.

Mr H. D. Evans: And a restriction was placed
on the size of shark sold.

Mr TONKIN: That is right. The present
situation fits into the same pattern. On that
occasion figures were denied by the Government
behind which the member for Vasse sits, but the
Minister then had to admit that there were high
levels of mercury in the fish, and particularly in
large fish, It is bad enough to have snails in our
water supply, but it is far worse to realise that the
main concern of the Metropolitan Water Board
was to prevent the people knowing about it.

Mr Pearce: That is right.
Mr TON KIN: That is a crime. The Premier is

fond of talking about traitors, but I would say
that a person who is paid by the public and who
uses his position to deceive the public when we are
facing a dangerous situation is a traitor. Certainly
such a person is not serving the public, It is
scandalous to read statements of this kind.

As I see it, our main concern is that a servant
of the people should keep the knowledge of an
existing problem from the general public. The
main idea was to keep the wool pulled over the
eyes of the people so that they do not know what
they are drinking in their water, and they do not
know what the water is being treated with to
eradicate the snails.

Is the member for Vasse happy to sit behind a
Government that is prepared to deceive the people
by not telling them that there are high levels of
mercury in our fish and that lithium may be
added to our water, despite the fact that both
these substances are poisons?

The member for Vasse talks about
responsibility. Obviously to his mind
responsibility means deceiving the people and
preventing them from knowing what is going on.
If it is not safe to drink water, what is it safe to
drink? As I said before, Water, air, and food, are
fundamental substances for our well-being, and I
would be ashamed to sit behind a Government
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which says its main purpose is to prevent the
people from knowing the truth.

Another part of the document I have reads-

The problem at the moment would seem to
be a threefold one, and one of the three is to
keep the problem from the public.

That is the main concern-to keep the problem
from the public!

The Government's attitude is one of sheer
impudence, and that is a rather mild term to use.
It is the people's water, and it is the people who
pay the wages of the servants who say that the
people shall be deceived. Why are the people to be
deceived? Because this Government wants to be
returned to power; in other words, the board is
acting politically to try to prevent the
embarrassment of this Government. It is a
conspiracy against the people; a conspiracy to
keep things quiet.

The Opposition will have no part of such a
conspiracy. We believe the people have the right
to know about the impurity of their water. I have
just read out to the House a list of the streets in
my electorate where the water is infested with
snails. According to the member for Vasse and
other Government members, I should keep quiet
about the matter. Are we to believe that is being
responsible? Should I enter into a conspiracy with
the member for Vasse and his ilk and say nothing
in this House? Because I rise to protest about
what is happening, I am said to be irresponsible.
If that is the definition of the member for Vasse
or the word "irresponsible" then I am pleased to
be irresponsible. I serve the people of Western
Australia; I do not serve vested interests. I believe
the people have a right to know what they are
drinking, and especially they have a right to know
what kind of deadly toxins are being put into the
water supply in order to eradicate the infestation
of snails.

Mr Blaikie: Are you saying that the water
supply is impure and the people should not be
allowed to have it?

Mr TONKIN: The member for Vasse cannot
understand simple English. I am saying there has
been a conspiracy. Employees of the Metropolitan
Water Board have been told to keep the
information from the public, and I am saying that
the public has a right to know.

Mr Blaikie: Are you saying the water quality-

Mr TONKIN: The member ror Vasse should
not try to put words into my mouth. It would take
a far cleverer peson than he to get me to say
things I do not intend to say.

We have called for an inquiry-not a cover-up
or a whitewash job. Quite obviously the people
who have sought to deceive the public should be
dealt with firmly. This will not happen under our
Government.

Mr Blaikie: Are you saying that the water
quality-

Mr TONKIN: I would like to draw the
attention of members of this House to the policy
of the Australian Labor Party. We are seeking a
study into the optimum size or the Perth
metropolitan area. Some years ago I had the
privilege to put forward to our party the
suggestion for such a study, and my suggestion
was rollowed up very capably and at some length
by the member for Geraldton.

One reason for our belief that the optimum
population of the Perth metropolitan area should
be a matter for study was the likelihood of a
deterioration in the water supply with the
unchecked growth of the metropolitan area. Our
prophecies are coming true. Members should not
forget that we were called prophets of doom and
gloom at the time, but members should look at
what has happened. We are paying more and
more for inferior quality water, and the
deterioration in the quality of our water supplies
has not been gradual. Over the last few years the
deterioration has been rapid. So while we are in
favour of the limitation of the increase in charges
to the public, certainly we are not in favour of the
kind of conspiracy that has occurred to deceive
lte people about our water supply.

MR HERZFELD (Mundaring) [4.48 p.m.]:
The Bill before the House deals with water rates
and the limit to be placed on these rates for the
current financial year.

The member who has just resumed his seat and
the Leader of the Opposition who spoke before
him, spent a great deal of time talking about all
sorts of matters other than charges.

Mr MacKinnon: Hear, hear!
Mr HERZFELD: The Leader of the

Opposition produced many facts, but he was very
short on providing answers to the queries he
raised.

Mr H. D. Evans: You are the Administration;
you are supposed to be doing that-not fouling
things up.

Mr HERZFELD: He criticised and vilified the
board. He called it all sorts of names, and yet he
could not point to matters that called for rightful
criticism. In fact, he used information supplied by
the board to beat it about the head.
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It is important when discussing problems
relating to charges to be realistic and to consider
the facts behind the facts. The Leader of the
Opposition very rightly pointed to information
contained in the board's five-year development
plan which indicated that, if the plan were
followed, there would be increases in charges in
each of the next Five years. However, the Leader
of the Opposition did not try to explain or look
further than those figures.

If one examines the five-year development
plan-provided, of course, one accepts the policies
of the board-one will see the reasons for the
necessity of increasing charges from time to time.
The principal policies of the board arc spelled out
in the beginning of this document, and can be
summarised by saying. firstly, that the board has
a responsibility to provide both quantity and
quality of service to the consumers of Perth and
that it will meet high levels of quantity and
quality as long as the consumer is prepared to pay
for this level of service. This statement indicates a
high cost factor is associated with high levels of
service.

The second significant policy of the board is
that it aims to charge for this service in an
equitable way. 11 is on the question of equity that
we come to the point of this Bill. The Government
should be congratulated. not castigated, for
bringing this measure before the House because
by bringing it here it has recognised that due to
circumstances beyond its control, an inequitable
situation has developed. This situation developed
because of a revaluation. The Government should
not be castigated for having moved so quickly. it
should be praised for the speed with which it
recognised the problem, dealt with it and brought
it berore this House.

When in 1978 the Government introduced in
this place a Bill to bring about what was called a
".pay-for-use" system of water charges, the
measure received the approbation of both sides of
the House.

Mr Jamieson: With some reservations.
Mr HERZFELD: I agree there were some

reservations, particularly from the member for
Wclshpool. However, they were not reservations
on a question of principle but reservations on the
application of the principle. Indeed, if one reads
the reservations and criticisms expressed by the
member for Welshpool and the member for
Balcatta one will see they were in conflict with
the principle they said they subscribed to.
However, that is water under the bridge. The fact
is that a pay-For-use system was instituted for
domestic water supplies.

The fact that the pay-for-use system was
instituted only for residential water supplies is at
the root of some of the problems we face today,
and the reason for the committee of inquiry
established by the Government and the reason for
the measures contained in this Bill. The Leader of
the Opposition criticised the fact that the
Government established another inquiry
when-according to him-a similar inquiry was
conducted in 1975. The Leader of the Opposition
will not accept, of course, chat circumstances
change and chat these matters need to be
considered on a regular basis.

One of the circumstances which has changed is
that we now have a dual system of charging for
water. The system is based on a fixed charge,
levied on the domestic consumer while others are
charged according to a rating base. The board
receives revenue from a third area; namely,
payments received for water sales. It was the mix
of these three areas, and how each area was
shared out that was at the root of the problems
created when this year's assessments reached the
public. It was not something which could have
been anticipated, unless someone had been
prepared to examine each assessment
individually-all 290 000 of themn-sored in the
computer.

The fact is that if remedies are to be Found and
equity restored, the relationship between the fixed
charges on the one hand and the racing system on
the other needs to be examnined. I am heartened
that the investigating committee will be looking
closely at this aspect of the problem.

The situation today is quite different from the
situation which pertained in 1975 when a straight
rating system existed. I am also heartened by the
fact that the board itselF in its Five-year
development plan states it constantly reviews the
relationship between the two sectors, and how it
affects the consumers in each sector. No doubt
the board's review and findings will be an input at
the appropriate time when charges are reviewed
next year.

I share the concern of the Leader of the
Opposition at the board's projections of revenue
requirements over the next five years. However, I
am not willing to criticise the board on that basis.
I have been prepared to take the time to analyse
the board's programme to establish just how it
intends to spend the revenue it says it needs.

When one looks at this programme, it is
difficult to see how savings may be effected in the
board's programme and, therefore, in its revenue
requirements. I recognise that the board states in
its own report that it is examining this question of
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effecting savings. In one of the latter sections of
the report, members who care to read it will see
the sorts or investigations which are being carried
out.

One such investigation is into whether it is
necessary to maintain a policy of eventually
sewering the whole of Perth. An analysis of the
board's revenue requirements for sewerage reveals
that a high percentage is allocated to the cost or
providing headworks to meet additional loadings
which will arise from areas to be sewered in the
future. Therefore, ir one can reduce the areas to
be sewered-safely. with the use or. perhaps ,better designed septic systems, or some other
device-there will be a reduced requirement for
revenue for the construction of headworks.

That surely is one positive approach for which
the board should be applauded. Certainly the
Leader of the Opposition gave no credit in that
regard.

The other matter which is abundantly clear is
that the increase in revenue required by the board
in its water programme is brought about largely
because of the increase in the gross demand for
water within the metropolitan area. The board
points out that all the cheap water has been
harnessed and that each new source tapped will
result in more expensive water being supplied into
the mains. I do not think that point is made often
enough or loudly enough. The problems the board
races with increased charges stem directly from
the fact that the cheap dam supplies have just
about been exhausted. There are very few such
sources left which can be harnessed. Those that
remain are distant and therefore very costly to put
into the system.

The board has now to turn to groundwater
which has to be pumped from the ground and
then pumped again to the treatment plants. It IS
then distributed from the treatment plants into
the reticulation system, all of which adds
considerably to the cost of supplying water.

I put the point of view that one of the areas the
board and the Government needs to look at
carefully is the charges levied on excess water. If
one cares to look at the Binnie report one will see
a graph which indicates that even at this time the
price of excess water in real terms is less than the
price of excess water charged in 1965. In other
words, over a period of 15 years the price of
excess water in real terms has not increased, Of
course, this means there is no inducement or
encouragement for people to save and to consume
less water, with the consequence that the demand
continues to grow.

I believe there is room for a pricing structure
which will more closely implement the pay-for-use
System, which will conserve water as a result of
which there will be a reduction in the revenue
required by the board.

Before I conclude, I shall comment once again
on some of the points made by the Leader of the
Opposition in criticising the board. Whilst any
organisation can be improved, there is no doubt in
my mind that there has been a great increase in
efficiency in the board's operations and in the
administration of the board over the last few
years. I think it is important such aspects of the
board's operations should be mentioned for the
record.

During the last few years, the board has
implemented corporate policies and objectives
which are very important and very worth while
and which should be placed before those people
who have an interest in the affairs of the board.
The board has been very open in its objectives and
how it is going to implement them.

Mr Pearce: What about the snail infestation
mentioned by the member for Morley?

Mr HERZFELD: The board has done this in
such a way as to allow the Leader of the
Opposition to study its planning and deduce that
there will be increases in water charges and rates
over the next five years. It is unfortunate that he
did not go beyond these increases and explain to
the House just why these increases were needed. I
hope he will take an opportunity one day to look
at the reasons for those increases as they are spelt
out very clearly by the board.

The board has explained that Perth is a
dynamic and growing city. While it is not its role
to make any suggestion as to the way Perth
should grow-as the member for Morley is wont
to do-the board does recognise that growth will
take place and it bases its predictions on that
growth. Heaven help us if the member for Morley
and his ilk ever get the opportunity to erect a tO-
foot fence around the city in an effort to stop its
growth, as he seems to want to do.

The boa rd's five-year development plan
explains in some detail the financial problems it
has at this time. If one cares to analyse those
problems it will be realised they stem back to the
period when members on the Opposition benches
were in Government. If one considered their
handling of the board's finances in those days. one
could make accusations far greater than those the
Leader of the Opposition has made today.

There are also great technical problems in
serving Perth with water, and these are explained
in the report. For instance, decisions made nearly
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25 years ago have meant that Perth has been
developed along corridors, which is not the most
efficient way 10 service a metropolitan area which
is growing as fast as ours is. I do not criticise that
particular concept, because it was decided on the
basis of the style of living of the people of Perth
and what they wanted. Nevertheless, it should be
recognised that by stretching our urban areas
along corridors we increase the cost of servicing
those areas.

I mentioned earlier the problems we face
because of having used up available cheap water
sources. There is still plenty of water available
and the board quite categorically states there is
sufficient water within easy reach of Perth to
meet the city's needs well into the next decade.
However, to harness and distribute this water will
cost a great deal.

The board indicates that sewerage requirements
are peculiar to Perth in the way they affect the
need for additional revenue in the future., Again,
the corridor concept makes it more costly to
service such areas. If it were possible to have
radial-type development as is historically the case
in other cities throughout the world, all services
would be much cheaper.

Additionally, there are particular problems
associated with environmental considerations
when providing services. I need not spell out that
such considerations have costs associated with
them. The boa rd indicates that these
considerations cost it something like 7 per cent of
its total outlays. So when it meets these very
stringent environmental requirements, the
community has to pay the price.

I totally support the measure before the House
and I am hopeful that it will not be long before
some very real and in-depth information is put
before us and the public from the committee
inquiring into rates and charges, particularly in
relation to the equity of charges for water and
sewerage. I believe we can move closer t o a
situation of equity and, hopefully, this committee
will come up with the right answers. In the
meantime, those who have been worst affected by
changes during the last revaluation will get some
relief. I support the Bill.

DR DADOLJR (Subiaco) [5.12 p.m.]: My
remarks will deal mainly with the financial
aspects of this Bill. The Bill relates to one of those
vicious charges I was commenting on last week
during the Add ress-i n- Reply debate. I have
considered this matter and it is one of those
problems which have existed along with other
service charges and we cannot get away from the

fact that these increases have been much higher
than we had expected.

I had been led to believe that charges for water
were to be increased by 50 per cent, by 1 5 per
cent for sewerage, and 5 per cent for drainage.
This would have given an overall increase of 22
per cent. But that was not to be the case, because
we had a revaluation of which the Cabinet was
cognisant and the bills from the department went
out with much larger increases. I know there have
been some adjustments, but they do not mean
much when one considers the charges were so
very high, and certainly higher than expected.
Some charges were so high that it became
necessary to introduce this Bill to limit charges to
no more than 50 per cent on last year's accounts.

On lB July last a special party meeting was
called which was chaired by the Deputy Premier
during which we were able to discuss the various
aspects of this Bill as one happy family.

Mr Davies: There is an insinuation there that
you are not always happy.

Dr DADOUR: I was happy to find that 1 was
able to have my say, as were the other back-
benchers. We were like one big happy family. I
really felt as though I was part of a party and I
was in the decision-making process. Although the
first part of it was with the committee or' inquiry
and it was a foregone conclusion the other part
was left to us to make our own decisions.

I thank the Deputy Premier for his foresight
and his understanding of the problem. It was a
very vicious problem as all members know but
now we have reached a conclusion and something
good has come out of it.

However, that does not alCt the fact that the
charges have been vicious. The point is-as I was
attempting to postulate last week-that these
charges are no longer service charges; they have
become taxes. There is money being made from
them by the Government.

i wish to refer firstly to the 3 per cent levy
charge. Over the years both sides of the House
have been represented in Government and both
parties have been responsible for the loans
programme for the building of water, sewerage
and drainage; essential public health measures.
These measures are all essential to health.

With all the loan money we have borrowed, and
borrowed, and borrowed, it is only now that our
borrowings have been reduced to cover past
borrowing and thus enable repayment or' those
past borrowings. However, we arc still saddled
with the interest. I do not know what priority one
should put on the water and sewerage building
nearing completion in Lof'tus Street. It is in excess
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of $14 million but perhaps it is more like $20
million. At the commencement of building the
cost was estimated at $7 million. We find that the
word depreciation is slowly creeping in and the
amount is becoming larger every year.

We are changing the name of the game: instead
of loan money, we are using the word
depreciation. This means that the consumer today
has to pay for the proposed follies of tomorrow
and the follies of yesterday.

If one considers the Five-year plan from the
point of view of what the poor consumer has to
pay, one will receive quite a shock. I refer to the
Metropolitan Watter Board development plan,
1980-1985 on page 52 under item 6.11. h
states-

The capital requirements of the next five
years will entail an increase of $275mi in the
external indebtedness of the Board, which
currently amounts to $381m. Additional
annual borrowings of between $54 mi and
$6511 plus borrowings of up to $44 m per
annum for conversion of maturing loans will
be required. These loans will carry relatively
high interest rates (when compared with past
borrowings). By the financial year 1984/85,
annual interest charges will be more than
twice the 1979/80 level. This is illustrated in
the following diagram.

I say to members, "Look at that folly". We are
borrowing at a higher interest rate today to pay
back our loans of yesteryear. This is costing a
fantastic amount of money and on top of that we
are asking the consumer to pay not only for the
loans of yesteryear but also for the works of today
and tomorrow. That money is called depreciation.

The next item under the heading "Cost of
Depreciation" is as follows-

1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-8 3
1983-84
1984-85

$10.1 million
$14.4 million
$19.5 million
$26.7 million
$35.4 million
$45.4 million

That is 12 per cent of the total expenditure today.
In five years' time it will be 24 per cent. If one
reads the development plan carefully one will find
that in X number of years the amount will be 50
per cent. So the taxpayers will be paying, in
revenue for water, sewerage and drainage, up to
50 per cent in expenditure for capital building. It
will then be 100 per cent greater than it is now.

We arc asking too much of the ratepayers. We
are changing the name of the game. The manner
in which we have always carried out our capital
works has been by loan money, not by revenue. If

we are to be fair let us at least get rid of what has
been done in the past-clean the slate.

Let us wipe off the past interest and loans
which are costing us $381 million now. Over the
next Five years that amount will increase by $275
million. The budget to borrow $65 million plus
$44 million in the conversion to major loans will
carry higher interest rates. We arc asking the
public to carry this. Surely what we arc asking is
not equitable. We cannot ask the public to pay.

For my own home the water, sewerage and
drainage rates have increased by 64 per cent. I
can carry that because I am earning good money.
However, I find many of the people on small
incomes are having great difficulty in paying.

I wonder where we are going with all our taxes.
Irrespective of what the Water Board wants to do
or does not want to do, the direction comes from
the Minister at the time. I do not blame the
Water Board for the increases, I blame the
elected members of Parliament and the Minister
concerned. He is the only one I can blame. He is
responsible. If the Minister says he did not know
of the increases then he should not be the
Minister.

The people will not tolerate these rises. It really
hurt me when the Deputy Premier said in the
party room-whilst announcing the
increass-that certain Ministers, certain
Treasury officers and members of the Water
Board wanted to ride the storm. In other words,
let all the increases go as they are because the
public will soon forget. I find that unpalatable. It
is very wrong and that sort of thing should not be
allowed to occur.

When the Minister says he did not know, that
really hurts me even more because he knew about
these rises.

When we talk about depreciation, the Minister
says it is good business practice. Perhaps it is
if a company is saving for new equipment, but
it is not for the Government: especially when it is
paying for last year's capital works.

With regard to the new building in Loftus
Street, I ask: Why is the department not still
housed in Havelock Street? There has been
no increase in the public service. On top of all
this the public are being charged for the
inefficiency of a Government enterprise.

Whichever way we look at it, Governments are
bad business. I am certain if one went into those
departments and culled the unnecessary and the
dead wood one would probably have an efficient
department. I would call an efficient department
one which could compete with private enterprise,
but that can never be because the Government
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says the department carries more burdens than
private enterprise.

I hope the committee undertaking this inquiry
will come back with some positive findings
because one gentleman in my electorate who owns
a small block of flats has had an increase in land
taxes over the last 15 years of up to 9 900 per
cent. I would hate to think what the rate would
have been this year if the increases for the lanid
taxes had gone along in the same say.

I hope the committee of inquiry does come up
with a solution. I felt I had to have my say
because it is one of the areas in which I believe
the Government must pull up its socks if it i s to
do the right thing by the people.

MR .JAMIESON (Welshpool) [5.26 p.m.]:
After what we have heard from the two previ ous
speakers I suggest that not only should the
committee of inquiry look at the Water Board's
accounts, but also the Public Accounts
Committee should be looking very closely into the
matter and reporting to this House urgently.

The fact that the Water Board-because of its
callous mistake-looked like making a
considerable amount of money is quite
inexcusable. This is the matter we should be
debating.

Like other speakers. I have no objection to
supporting the proposal because it is at least some
relief to the people who have been hard hit by a
situation which should have never occurred.

As was stated by the previous speaker, one
finds it hard to justify some of the actions of the
Water Board, especially with regard to its
sewerage transactions.

Thcre is a large sewerage pumping station at
Canningion. Developers paid for 80 per cent of
the cost of the station. The developers paid for
that in cash but the people who have blocks of
land there did not have to pay. However, the
developers have to pay the same rates as the
people who did not contribute. The system is not
good when this happens.

The case I just quoted was not an isolated one.
This occurs in new areas. As soon as a developer
moves in he is hit by the Water Board to pay the
headworks cost. I am not objecting to that if the
board has financial problems but of course that
would have to be shown. It should not be that one
person pays for the whole facility and then is
charged the same rate as those who have not
contributed to the headworks cost.

That reminds me of a similar set of
circumstances at the time I took over the Public
Works portfolio some years ago. To refresh my

mind I looked up the Cabinet Ministers at that
time because I remember my Cabinet colleagues
having roasted me when I first brought forward a
proposition for increases. I argued at that time
that there must be some increase otherwise the
Water Board would be at risk. The board has a
responsibility to balance its accounts and it has to
make its way with reasonable finances and then
build on that.

My request was for a nominal increase of only
20 per cent. After battling for three weeks
Cabinet finally granted approval. The actual
submission made at that time was for the
adoption of new rates as a result of recent
revaluations, the consequence of which was to
require a reduction in the rate in the dollar
although in effect there was to be an increase in
the actual amount of payment on the part of each
ratepayer. That is exactly what happened on this
occasion, but why was not the Minister awakened
to what was happening?

Mr Mensaros: Who says I did not know?
Mr JAMIESON: Then why were the errors

compounded? Surely the Minister is not that
dense. He gives us the impression he is capable,
but he allows his advisers to mislead him. The
advisers have provided the Minister with
information which has forced him into the present
situation, It is about time he started to stir up
some of those advisers.

We have been told it was a brilliant idea to
appoint a commissioner instead of a general
manager.' What good that did, I do not know.
Two other people have remained virtually in their
same positions, as the chief administrative officer
and the assistant administrative officer. A rose by
any other name! Another fellow was added to the
top of the list, and we have the situation
mentioned by the member for Subiaco where
complaints are received from the wages staff. The
area of work is increasing, and it has to be looked
after. Fewer and fewer staff are employed in that
category.

The metropolitan area is increasing in size so
there must be a necessity for an increase in staff
maintenance. However, that is not occurring
while at the top echelon of management there is a
continual increase.

The members of the various unions are able to
read,' and work out the position for themselves;
they are not all dummies. It seems quite peculiar
to them that they are expected to do more and
more while the internal staff-the administrative
staff-is getting larger and larger even with the
computers which are available to them. If this
trend continues there is no doubt we will have
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additional trouble with regard to the finances of
the Metropolitan Water Board.

The board is in the peculiar position of being
obliged to provide a service under the provisions
of an Act. It is not a free enterprise agent, and it
is not a commercial business selling water. A
commercial business would simply sell the water
at so much a kilolitre, and the people would have
to pay for it. We have reached the stage where we
are having hassle after hassle.

Mr Sodeman: There is only one "Hassel" in
this House!

Mr JAMIESON: 1 am sorry about that;
perhaps the Minister will have to change his
name!

We seem to be having additional problems each
year. First of all, there was an extra allowance of
50 kilolitres so that the people would not be too
upset by the new system which was to apply. That
concession applied for a year. Now we are
discussing a limitation to 50 per cent on increased
rates, and that concession will apply for a year.
But, what will happen next year?

When I took my case to Cabinet-and my then
deputy leader would probably remember the
occasion-I had to go back to the board to get an
assurance that there would be no further rises in
the foreseeable future. I was able to get that
assurance from Mr Samuels, the then general
manager. He said that if the Government went
along with the 20 per cent increase there would be
no problems in the near future. He said the board
would be in front, and would be able to use the
rate stabilisation fund. There were no further
increases for three years, until the present
Government came into office.

Since the present Government has been in
office there has been an increase practically on an
annual basis. 1 cannot see that the board will ever
be able to pay for all the services mentioned by
previous speakers, such as picking up the
sewerage backlog-if that is desirable. I
think it is desirable, and has to be done. The
whole of the metropolitan area has to be sewered
sooner or later for health reasons. But, that will
come only when we have some form of Federal
grant, not loan money. We need money we can
pour into such works and bury it. That is what
happens with sewers; people do not see them and
they do not like spending money on something
they cannot see. However, sewerage service is a
vital part of the community and has to be
Financed in some way.

There is no other way to provide new works,
except for the small amount of local authority
funding in low-lying areas, and other schemes

which are financed by developers. That
development is confined to the corridor
development. Other areas which have not been
developed because of a lack of sewerage facilities
will never be developed unless there are some
future Federal grants. People with small holdings
are not able to pay the cost of development and
they cannot afford to be associated with any
development because of the high cost structure.
They take the view that as soon as sewerage goes
through their area they will develop. The
Metropolitan Water Board takes the view that as
soon as the developers are prepared to pay for
sewerage, it will go through. That is the type of
impasse which exists in many areas. The problem
will not solve itself without some special grant
from the Federal Government.

My main complaint is that I think the Minister
misled himself, or was misled. Perhaps he went to
sleep and allowed himself to become involved in
the double increase without equating one with the
other. Obviously, there have been increases in the
past; it was mentioned in the minute to which I
referred. We cut down the rate in the dollar
because of an increase in valuations. It is so
simple. Many shires in the metropolitan area are
finding that they have to follow the same course
because of increased valuations.

From what the member from Subiaco said, it
seems as though there may have been some move
in the party room to let the matter ride. Perhaps
it was thought that the people would manage
somehow, and that not many would complain:
there would not be another election for three
years-and the people would forget.

When this relief is provided, I am wondering
what is in store for the future. I hope that before
long our Public Accounts Committee will provide
a full report on the activities of the Metropolitan
Water Board, and recommend that the present
board be ejected, and a new start made.

If the board is not prepared to come up with a
better proposition than the one it has brought to
us so far, it is a reflection on the Minister. He has
some responsibility to see that the board is guided
along the right road. The board should not get
into a situation where it has to make
recommendations to charge exorbitant amounts
which people on low incomes cannot possibly
meet. The board should be able to keep in front of
its requirements without these excessive charges.
That could mean cutting back on some luxuries.

The board is being squeezed out of the public
works building, and is renting office space
throughout West Perth. I suppose it is just that
the department which owns a building should be
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able to use it. I do not know very much about the
new board building, except that it looks very nice
from the freeway. Probably it will live up to the
example which most departments set-one tries to
better the other when new structures are built. I
suppose the Education Department will follow
suit, and one cannot blame the department for
that attitude.

The crux of the matter is that these exorbitant
charges have been imposed on the ratepayers. The
only thing we can do is to give the ratepayers
some small relief by going along with this Bill, so
that no-one will be charged in excess of 50 per
cent above last year's rate. That will help some
people. If this concession is to apply for only one
year. those people whose rates went up by 200 per
cent and 300 per cent will have to pay the extra
next year.

MR SKIDMORE (Swan) [5.40 p.mn.1: I support
the Bill and, in doing so. I will criticise the
services supplied by the Metropolitan Water
Board. One would expect an increase of this
nature would provide for some sort of service in
return. I will refer to some issues in my electorate
where a reasonable service is not provided. In
fact, the service has been very poor. On at least
half a dozen occasions I have had to complain in
order to get a main cleared in the Swan View
area.

On each occasion I complained to the
department about the high chlorine content of the
water at Swan View-it was so high the water
was not drinkable, and it smelled to high
heaven-I was told there was a malfunction in the
metering device which injects the chlorine into the
water. However, the fault never seems to~ be
repaired and the people in the area are subjected
to overdoses of chlorine.

I will refer also to the question or' cleaning
mains in the Bassendean area. Over a period of
some seven or eight months I endeavoured to have
some mains flushed out, but I did not achieve
anything. It was only when I became obnoxious
towards the department that I got something
done.

Mr Blaikie: That would not be too hard for
you.

Mr SKIDMORE: 11 was not too hard, and
while idiots are in the department I will stay that
way. At least by being obnoxious I was able to
have the mains flushed out after a period of seven
months.

Let the department be fair. If charges are to be
increased, let us have a service commensurate
with that increase. The people are not getting that
to which they are entitled: that is my bitch.

I will deal with the problems associated with
the cutback in staff. The cutback is the cause of
the lack of water services in the metropolitan
area. Quite recently there was considerable
discussion on the infestation of sewerage mains by
rats and cockroaches. Those infestations were
brought about by a lack of servicing. The
servicing was not done because an insufficient
number of people are employed to provide that
service.

The Water Board has failed to flush out mains.
and at the end of the mains there is a rotten
stench of cockroaches, and the water is
unpalatable.

I Will deal now with the major infestation of
snails in the Bassendean area. I have not said it is
a "major infestation"; the Water Board has made
that statement. The engineers employed by the
board say there is a major infestation.

I will refer to some of the areas which are
causing concern. The duplicity of the Water
Board in trying to ensure the public does not
become aware of the problem is amazing. The
problem was first noted in my electorate in
Guildford Road, opposite the Bassendean
Railway Station, on 5 January 1979. That was
the first instance of the infestation of snails in the
water mains. The mains contained live and dead
snails, and one would imagine the live snails were
breeding and possibly infiltrating other areas in
Bassendean. In fact, that is what happened.

The infestation has been gradually spreading
for a year or more into the subsidiary mains and
other street mains in the Bassendean
area-Kenny Street at the corner of Chapman
Street. Kathleen Street between Chapman and
Shackleton Streets, Eileen Street between
Chapman and Shackleton Streets, Villiers Street
between Fisher and Hardy Streets, Clarke Street,
Parker Street between Bridson and Palmerston
Street , the Fire Station in Parker Street between
Palmerston Street and Old Perth Road, James
Street between Old Perth and Guildford Roads,
Hamilton Street between Watson and Reid
Streets, and Whitfield Street between Old Perth
and Guildford Roads.

It might be thought it is not so bad when only
five or six streets are affected, but members
should note the locations of those streets.
Information given to me seems to suggest the
problem is not serious because snails are not
dangerous to health, but I have been told that
when some meters were cleaned they were found
to contain one or two tablespoonfuls of snail shells
which were causing blockages. The dead snails
and the meat out of the shells had been washed
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through the meter into the main and into the
waler which people drink.

I do not like snail meat in that form and I do
not think anybody should be forced to eat it in
that form. If!I want snails I go to a restaurant and
buy the edible type. Everybody in Bassendean is
eating these pieces of meat which are coming
through the water mains. Members might laugh
and say, "What the hell?" I say it is not good
enough to be introducing such high increases in
our water charges and then serving us snail meat
in our water. That is not an exaggeration. It can
be substantiated by the reports of the
departmental engineers.

Mr Sibson: What about the shell grit'?

Mr SKIDMORE: Shell grit is bad, too. At
Caversham Caravan Park a man who was taking
a shower found shell grit coming out of the
shower rose. He wondered what was going on.
Members opposite might make it a laughing
matter and try to ease criticism of the
Government and the Water Board's ineptitude,
but that is not the way I carry out my duties in
this House. It is all very well to say it does not
really matter.

The physical results of that infestation are bad
enough, but I want members to know what is
happening. From January 1979 to the time when
the pollution increased to such an extent that the
problem was highlighted in the daily Press, very
little appears to have been done. The duplicity of
the Water Board in its dealings with the people in
the metropolitan area, and in particular in my
electorate, can be seen in departmental memos.

A memo dated 18 March 1980 from M.
Fitzhardinge. a level 3 engineer with the
Metropolitan Water Board, deals with the
infestation of snails in water mains. There is no
indication to whom the memo was sent. It refers
to an infestation of the mollusc physa acura which
was causing a problem in the water mains, and it
appears the source of the water to the area in
question is the Mt. Yokine reservoir, which has
not shown any infestation of snails. However, the
Greenmount reservoir had shown a large number
of molluscs during cleaning operations in 1979.
but as yet no sign of them has been recorded in
the Greeninount distribution system.

Mr Davies: They had reports of them back in
January 1979.

Mr SKIDMORE: That is right. The memo
went on to say-

The problem at the moment would seem to
be a threefold one-

(a) Identifying the extent and source of the
infestation.

(b) Finding a method of control.
(c) Keeping the problem from the public.

That is great from a level 3 engineer in the
Metropolitan Water Board! Why did they want to
keep the problem from the public? It becomes
patently obvious. Some 13 months after it was
first reported that there was a problem with
snails-

Point of Order

Mr MENSAROS: Mr Speaker, I ask you to
request the honourable member to table at the
end of his speech the document from which he is
quoting: that is, the stolen document.

The SPEAKER: At the conclusion of his
speech I will ask the member for Swan to table
the document from which he has been quoting.

Mr SKIDMORE: It will be my pleasure. Mr
Speaker. I have wiped off the fingerprints and I
think it will be all right. I have no objection to
tabling the document because it is a Government
document showing the engineers' concern about
the infestation, and had the Minister bothered to
read it perhaps something would have been done
some time ago.

Debate Resumed

Mr SKI DMORE: The memo goes on-
The extent of the infestation would

possibly be the simplest of the three tasks
and could be executed by van drivers or
service truck personnel. It is possible that the
least number of people involved in this
operation the better due to the Board/Union
situation.

That is a sinister remark. The Water Board does
not want to cause any trouble in ease the public
will get on side with the unions in their struggle
with the board; so they must be kept apart. It
shows that the union was telling the truth at the
time when it said its forces were cut down to such
an extent that it was unable to control all these
infestations in the sewerage and water supply
systems. If the Government is going to charge so
much for these services, we should have good.
clean, reliable water, not polluted water. The
memo continues-

A major problem as I see it would be
keeping the problem as it exists from the
general public and Water Supply Union as I
am sure in the present climate much
misreporting and sensationalist comment
would be made. With this in mind I would
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suggest only the people directly involved in
the problem identification and control be
informed. During snail tracking surveys the
personnel involved would have to discreetly
carry out their duties so as not to alarm the
public.

In other words, if a servant of the Water Board
felt there was reason to suspect a serious
malfunction which would affect the health of the
people, it was not to be reported; he should shut
up and say nothing so that the public would not
know what sort of water they were drinking. It
does not matter if they are drinking stinking,
putrid snail meat with the water that comes out of
their taps.

I said earlier that it was not I but the engineers
in the Water Board who said it was a maj .or
infestation. I want to quote again, from the same
documents, a memo from D. J. G. Punch to the
Engineer (WS) dated I May 1980. It mentions
finding snails in several locations in the Guildford
depot area, and it goes on to say-

Two actions are suggested.
(a) To carry out a more detailed

investigation by checking on meters etc
as to the presence of snails and the area
in which they can be found and

(b) The cleaning of Greenmount Reservoir
at an early date to try and remove what
appears to be a major source of
infestation.

I estimate that an area of about four square miles
is badly infested with snails. It runs from Ashfield
to Guildford, through Eden Hill and Lockridge,
and almost up to the Bayswater area. We should
question the right of the Government, and
certainly the right of the Water Board, to increase
water charges. I believe the constituents whom I
represent are entitled to a water supply which is
not polluted.

Mr Blaikie: That is fair comment. You could be
connected with Laurie Oakes, the way you are
getting this information.

Mr SKIDMORE: I am not connected with
Oakes. He put the Liberal Party's Prime Minister
and its Treasurer in a spot by breaking the
Budget. I am not privy to Mr Oakes' documents. I
round the documents from which I am quoting in
a certain place at a certain time. The honourable
member can speculate about where I got them.
but he will not find out. I do not care what he
does or whether he thinks I am associated with
Oakes. As a matter of fact, the significance of his
remark escapes me.

It might be a leaked Water Board document,
but it certainly was not I who leaked it. The

documents were quoted extensively in the
newspapers about a week ago. Perhaps the
Minister wants me to table them so that he can do
something about the matter. Perhaps he wants to
try to determine how I got a copy and who passed
it to the news media. Frankly, I do not know who
gave it to me.

It was on my desk when I came to Parliament
House yesterday. I do not know how it got there,
but I was certainly very glad to see it and to use
it,' because it has provided me with ammunition
and enabled me to show the Government has been
hoodwinking people in respect of this snail
infestation.

When one looks at the size of the snail, one
would not worry too much about it because it is
quite small. It will not harm one or cause one any
trouble; but when multiplied by millions it can
cause a problem. Bear in mind that hundreds of
thousands of meters have snails in them, but are
not so badly infested that they stop. The water
pressure might be sufficient to flush the snails
through the meter; the problem arises when the
water pressure is not sufficient to do that. Bearing
all that in mind, probably we have only just
reached the tip of the iceberg.

The problem first became apparent in
Bassendean right near the railway station, and
now the snails have been found I V miles down
the road in Ashfield. Within 14 months the snails
have moved approximately two miles to Lockridge
and Eden Hill. That is a most worrying thing.

What effort was made by the board to
overcome the problem? It was recognised that the
Greenmount reservoir should be flushed out. But
one of the most remarkable aspects is that one
engineer said the infestation appeared to have
started in Mt. Yokine, and since then snails have
appeared in the Greenmount reservoir. Obviously
they travelled From Mt. Yokine to Greenmount.
Another engineer said the infestation started at
Greenniount, and the snails finished up at Mt.
Yokine. That is not a bad sort of distance for a
snail to travel. Members can conjecture in their
own minds about the millions of snails which must
be in the water mains between the two sources, Of
course we should be concerned; I certainly am.

I want to conclude on the note that while I
support the Bill because it does give relief to those
who have received an increase-that increase will
be restricted to 50 per cent-I share the concern
of the member for Welshpool that the measure
will last for only one year. I am always suspicious
of such proposals, because I wonder what will
happen next year. My own increase was quite
considerable, and I canvassed the people in my
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street regarding their increases, which also were
considerable. So far we have not reached an
increase of 50 per cent. When we consider the
rate of inflation and equate it with a maximum
increase of 50 per cent, we surely would not feel
we are getting a fair crack of the whip. I am sure
we are still dipping out and the increase is still far
too high. Certainly it is an increase which was not
justified when we consider the service we do not
receive from the Metropolitan Water Board.

[The papers were placed on the Table of the
House for the informnation of members.]

MR STEPHENS (Stirling) [6.04 p.m.]:
Members will be pleased to hear the National
Party will not oppose the Bill. We are aware that
the basic problem is not one of high valuations. I
believe the Metropolitan Water Board made some
miscalculations, which indicates its ineptitude,
especially when we realise that at the time of
making the rate 97 per cent of the valuations were
known. So I agree with those who suggest that we
should have a very close look at the operations of
the board.

The problems of valuations are not peculiar to
the metropolitan area. Last year residents in the
Shire of Albany were faced with the same type of
problem. In some instances their rates increased
by over 600 per cent in one year.

This brings me to the point of whether the basis
of valuations is correct. I do not know why the
supply of water is based on a valuation. The State
Energy Commission does not operate on
valuations; it has a basis upon which capital is
provided and a charge is made for the energy
which is used by the consumer. I think we should
be looking at an approach along those lines in
respect of the Water Board. I am aware that a
committee is looking into all aspects of the
matter.

Mr Mensaros: I am glad to hear you make a
suggestion; but how would you apply it in the case
of sewerage-pay-as-you-use?

Mr Pearce: A tax on toilets!
Mr STEPHENS: The Minister stated the

Government, with all the experts at its disposal, is
looking into the matter. I am suggesting that
while the inquiry is being made consideration
should be given to the supply of services along the
same line as that adopted right from the inception
of the State Energy Commission.

Sir Charles Court: Everyone will have
constipation!

Mr STEPHENS: The Government has
appointed a committee, and here is an opportunity
for the Government to involve back-bench

members from both sides of the House or, more
importantly, from the other place, in an
endeavour to give the public of Western Australia
some value for their money. After all, back-bench
members are paid, whether or not their services
are used. This is an opportunity for the
Government to appoint a parliamentary Select
Committee to carry out investigations. This would
more fully occupy the ability of back-bench
members.

MR WIILSON (Dianella) (6.07 p.mn.]: It has
been said often enough already, but I need to say
it again: the Opposition has no option but to
support this Bill and any other measure to peg
rate increases. It is not often we get the
opportunity to support any such measure
proposed by this Government, so this is a
refreshing exception to the rule to which we are
accustomed.

However, there is another matter about which
we should be concerned when considering the Bill
before us; it is a matter which has been raised by
other speakers and, to some extent, by the
previous speaker. I refer to the public
accountability of the Metropolitan Water Board.

In recent times we have heard some muted
noises-and they are welcome even if only
muted-from Government members and from the
Premier himself regarding their apprehension
about the so-called qangos. If ever there was a
qango about which we need to be concerned, in
my view it is the Metropolitan Water Board. It
amazes me that members of the
Government-back-benchers from whom we hear
so little-should feel obliged to let the public
know they are still there, still alive, and, because
of their comfortable majority, still aiming pin
pricks at the Government. I am surprised they
should express any views about qangos and try to
show some concern about the problems we face as
a result of them. We even have a Government
member in the upper House moving a motion to
that effect.

I do not really take these muted noises from
Government members very seriously because even
in this year-as the Leader of the Opposition has
so very ably demonstrated to the House-the
Government has set up a whole range of
committees of inquiry; and we have even heard
about one committee set up previously in respect
of water supplies, the recommendations of which
have been virtually ignored.

We ought to be concerned about the lack of
public accountability of the Metropolitan Water
Board. This is a matter which should concern
every member of this House. just as it has
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concerned many people in the community. There
is a wide degree of general dissatisfaction with the
operations of the board, and it was interesting to
hear the comments of the member for Subiaco
about the fact that certain members in the
Cabinet were prepared to tough out the recent
public outcry in respect of increases in water
rates. Obviously some members in the Cabinet
were prepared to tough out the situation; and
obviously the Minister for Water Resources was
one of those. He would have been the leader;, his
public utterances when the public outcry first
began indicate that very strongly.

I understand from some people who contacted
me that the Deputy Premier, who was Acting
Premier at the time, was receiving a flood of
phone calls from various people of influence, and
he was telling them to ring the Minister for
Water Resources. Obviously he was quite sure
that the Minister for Water Resources was the
person the public should be trying to soften up in
an endeavour to bring about a change of attitude.
Following on the remarks of the member for
Subiaco, that indicates quite clearly the attitude
existed in the Government, despite the degree of
the public outcry, that the Government should
tough out the situation and do nothing.

There is further evidence to suggest that the
decision taken by the Government to hold a public
inquiry, which is already operational, was a
sudden and recent change of heart. It represents a
relatively sudden conversion on the part of the
Government, because at the end of 1979 in the
final days of sitting I put a series of questions to
the Minister representing the then Minister for
Water Supplics, who for reasons best known to
the Premier is no longer in that position, My
questions concerned the problem experienced by
small businesses in the city area. I notice the
member for Murray is now leaving his seat; he is
one of those people who was rather concerned
about the problems faced by smatl businesses, and
I thought he would have taken up this matter tong
ago if he were genuine.

I mentioned in particular a small businessman
who operates three city stores, employing 12
young people. His water rate account amounted
to$ It1 497. He has only two hand basins amongst
his three premises. I put a number of questions to
the Government regarding its policy in this
situation. 1 asked the Minister representing the
Minister for Water Supplies whether in view of
the apparently exhorbitant level of' water rates in
proportion to the services provided and the
possible detrimental effect on small businesses
being abte to employ more young people,
consideration was being given to the stringencies

being imposed on firms by such high rates. The
Minister answered, "None. Costly installations
are required to service such properties."

I then went on to ask whether it was likely that
there would be any review of the rating system in
the near future, to which the Minister replied.

Sitting suspended from 6.1IS to 7.30 p.m.

M r W ILSO N: Pri or to t he tea s uspension I was
pointing to the Government's new-found concern
for small firms confronted with huge water rate
imposts in connection with the proposal for an
inquiry which was announced by the Deputy
Premier some months ago. The requests for an
inquiry came from a widespread section of the
community. There were requests from business
leaders-, and it appears there were even requests
from Government members.

In welcoming the Government's proposal to
limit rate increases, and the decision to set up an
inquiry into inequities in land valuations, the
Exdcutive Director of the Perth Chamber of
Commerce went on to say that the terms of
reference for the inquiry, however, would not
resolve the problems that had brought about the
present situation. In saying that, he was saying
much the same as the Leader of the Opposition
was saying in calling for a full public inquiry into
the Metropolitan Water Board. I understand that
a Liberal MLC, Mr Neil MeNeill, had also called
for an inquiry into the workings of the board, only
to retract his call later. He waited to see whether
the Government's proposed action might not work
out better than had been expected initially.

Although the Government's proposal for an
inquiry is welcomed, I think it is a little suspect in
view of the Government's new-found enthusiasm
for the inquiry which, until December last year,
had not been intended, as the then Minister had
indicated. In making his announcement, the
Deputy Premier said that the public would be
able to make submissions to the inquiry. He said
that the study would take account of high and
rising valuations, the economics of farming in
certain areas, small businesses in the city, the
country, and the north, and rural holdings near
developing urban areas. He went on to say he
expected the committee would have an open
inquiry; and he presumed that its report would be
tabled in Parliament.

That is not a wholly positive statement about
the results of the inquiry by this committee. We
have the deputy Premier's say-so that he expects
it will be an open inquiry; he presumes its report
will be tabled in Parliament. There seems to be a
small qualification there. One would have
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expected he would be able to say that, definitely,
it would be an open inquiry, and that, definitely,
its results would be tabled in Parliament.
However, he fell short of saying that. Therefore,
one must wonder what the eventual outcome will
be.

In view of the widespread calls for such a
public inquiry, the guidelines laid down for the
Government's proposed committee of inquiry fall
a long way short of the fairly widespread public
expectations. The mood of many people in my
electorate was evidenced by the great flood of
calls I received at the time these increases were
announced. That indicates there is a great deal of
dissatisfaction amongst the public about the
operations of the Water Board.

A lot of this dissatisfaction centres upon what
might be thought to be fairly small issues.
However, they are major irritations to people.
There are many aspects of the operations of the
Water Board about which ordinary members of
the public have a great deal of doubt. This is
indicated by the matter raised with me by a
constituent at the end of last year. Apparently he
received an account for five kilolitres of excess
water. Being a sensible person, he wondered why
the Water Board had gone to the expense of
spending 20c on a stamp to post an account for
95c worth of excess water. I suppose any sensible
person would wonder about the sort of econowmic
management for which the Government from
time to time-not with its tongue in cheek-feels
great pride.

Mr Pearce: That may be its job creation
scheme.

Mr WILSON: I raised this complaint by way
oF question 2582 of 1979. 1 asked the Minister at
the time whether it was a fact that the
Metropolitan Water Board was sending out
accounts to consumers who used as little as live
kilolitres over the 150 kilolitre allowance for
amounts as small as 95c. I asked if it was normal
practice for the board to issue an account for 19c
if a consumer used one kilolitre only above the
allowance. The Minister said that. yes, accounts
were rendered for four kilolitres and above.
Apparently it was considered that that was an
acceptable practice.

Naturally, when a member of the public has
made an effort-as many people have in the past
couple of years-to restrict the amount of water
usage because he is responsible in his use of
waler, one can understand his reaction when the
public authority seems to fritter away any
advantage that might be achieved by this sort of
administrative practice. It may be a small matter:

but it is certainly these aspects of the system that
people look at when they feel dissatisfaction about
the operations of public authorities.

In view of the qualified statements of the
Deputy Premier about the way in which this
committee will operate and the way in which its
results will or will not be made public, we ought
to look with a little suspicion at the Government's
intentions in Setting it up. We should be rather
guarded in our opinions. Although, as has been
said already, we welcome the ceilings which will
be implemented for this 12-month period only,
and although we do not object to the setting up of
a committee of inquiry, we would have liked to
see a full public inquiry, to allow members of the
public to raise the matters about which they feel
such strong dissatisfaction. A lot Of People in the
community share that view with us.

In relation to the operations of the board, the
people should be convinced that the board is fully
accountable to the public for its operations. Any
submissions the public might wish to make to the
committee of inquiry should be made in public;
and there should be a guarantee that the results
will be made public when they are coneluded.

With that comment, I conclude my remarks.

MR MENSAROS (Floreat-Minister for
Water Resources) 17.40 p.m.]: According to
custom, I should thank members for their support
of the Bill-

Mr Pearce: That is a grudging sort of thing.
Mr MENSAROS: -but I was fairly

disappointed with the tone of the whole debate,
with the possible exception of the speech of the
member for Mundaring. However, I think the
Leader of the Opposition was very fair, because
he said he welcomed the Bill, which gives him the
opportunity to have an open season on the board
and the establishment. That is precisely what he
did. He did what he promised.

Nothing we heard during the debate dealt with
the provisions of the Bill, oF course; but there was
a barrage of criticism against public utilities.

Mr H. D. Evans: A little bit warranted, you
must admit.

Mr MENSAROS: I would be 'he last to say
that the Metropolitan Water Board is the best
Organisation, whether one Compares it with other
utilities in the State, or whether one compares it
with other semi-govern mental organisations or
instrumenta lities. It is easier for me to say this,
because I have had some experience, some
members might recall, with a larger
instrumentality. I was involved in recommending
to the Government the reorganisation of a larger
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utility. That was reasonably successful, judging
by the criticism which comes from members.

Mr Pearce: At least you cannot get snails in
electric light wires.

Mr MENSAROS: I ask members to take their
role seriously. If they have the slightest
expectation of being an alternative, responsible
Government in which they would be in charge of
these things, they should realise that the
betterment and reorganisation of a utility cannot
be achieved just by scolding the institution
through its members. They should give credit
where credit is due. From a psychological point of
view, do members opposite think that is the way
to achieve a result?

Most of the comments in connection with the
debate were the very old assertions-that on the
one hand, there should be better service and
things should be done which cost more money;
and on the other hand the charges should be
lower. I do not know how any responsible person,
let alone a member of Parliament. can follow this
line. As an illustration, very reasonably the
Leader of thc Opposition said that the Water
Board should have more telephones. I agree with
him. Then he said that the clarity and the quality
of the water are not good enough, so this should
be improved. He spoke about issuing separate
notices before the water supply is restricted for
non-payment. Of course, to this date that course
of action has not been taken, deliberately, because
of the cost involved.

We could go on talking about the assertions by
various members who have complained about the
charges while at the same time demanding more
expenditure. I just do not know how one can meet
this situation.

I do not mind members being critical, because
this is the place in which they should draw
attention to problems which exist; but one would
have expected that, along with the criticisms,
members opposite would have offered some
positive suggestions. However, that did not occur,
although the member for Mundaring did raise
certain issues.

Mr Davies: I summed up at the end of my
speech and said what I thought needed to be done.

Mr MENSAROS: The Leader of the
Opposition was able to refer to the various aspects
of the workings of the Water Board in relation to
this Bill: but despite the fact that he made somec
suggestions, no positive ideas which would hel p us
to solve the problems were forthcoming.

The Leader of the Opposition recommended
that a full inquiry into the activities of the board
should take place. I cannot comprehend exactly

what he had in mind, because on the one hand he
criticised the fact that an inquiry had been
initiated, but on the other hand he suggested a
full inquiry should be held.

Before I proceed to make a detailed
explanation, I should like to refer to the unethical
approach taken by some members opposite who
chose to refer to matters outside the provisions of
the Bill. The member for Morley used fear-
mongering tactics when he referred to organic
matter, such as snails, which had been found in
one of the service reservoirs.

I should like to take a leaf from the book of the
member for Welshpool who, a short time ago.
criticised Ministers, saying that they are busy
men, therefore, why should they personally decide
whether or not a member could visit one
institution or another. How do you, Sir, imagine
that a Minister, or even people at the top
management level of the board, could be shown
the details of all the material which passes
through the board's laboratories?

Water is a complex material and it contains
hundreds of different organic substances,
including micro organisms and other living things.
There has been no attempt to cover up anything.
That is just nonsense which has been used in a
sensational manner by irresponsible media
reporters in an endeavour to put fear into the
minds of the public.

However, it should be remembered that the
particular document referred to was stolen. I
should like to mention at this stage that I have not
seen the document which was tabled by the

meber.
Mr Davies: I think he gave a copy to the Press

at the same time.
Mr MENSAROS: It is irresponsible and

unethical to try to put fear into the minds of the
public as a result of information obtained from a
stolen document.

Not only are these organic substances quite
harmless, but it is also true that the board has
never used, nor has it ever considered using.
lithium in the water. The information taken from
the stolen document was misread. The member
for Morley was only too willing to use it. Had the
member for Morley been given a stolen
motorbike, he might have recognised that he was
a receiver of stolen goods: but, despite the fact
that he used material from a stolen document, he
sees himself as a Robin Hood.

Mr Tonkin: Those documents belong to the
people.

Mr MENSAROS: The documents were stolen.
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Mr Jamieson: Isn't (he public allowed to see
them'?

Mr Davies: You can't get over it by talking
nonsense like that.

Mr MENSAROS: I received a telephone call
from a member of the media who, presumably,
was a young man. In years gone by, I have
discussed this matter with older journalists,
including Mr Don Smith, and they have expressed
views quite different from those which appear to
be held today. At that time I was told that a
journalist of the calibre of Mr Don Smith would
never use material which was obtained illegally;
but ethics change.

Mr Tonkin: You are not on the side of the
people, we know that!

Mr MENSAROS: Nevertheless, having used
material from stolen documents, the member for
Morley still maintained, under privilege, that
lithium is being used. In Fact, it has never been
used.

Mr Tonkin: Who said that?

Mr MENSAROS: The board has never
considered using lithium.

M r Tonkin: Who said that?

Mr MENSAROS:. The member for Morley
made that slatement.

Mr Tonkin: I did not say it had been used; that
is nonsense!

Mr MENSAROS: The member for Morley
should check the report in Hansard. He referred
to material contained in the report and in the
stolen document and he mixed them up. The
situation is that lithium has never been used.
However, even if it had been used, I should like to
point out a number of chemical substances are
used by the board.

Mr Tonkin: I'll say they are!

Mr MENSAROS: It may be said that,
ultimately, every one of these chemicals could be
responsible for killing someone; but it depends on
the size of the dose or the quantity put into the
water.

I want to make it clear that no attempt has
been made to cover up anything. As long as I am
in charge of the activities of the Water Board, I
will not try to stifle free expression of opinion. If
any of the young office irs want to make a
recommendation, even if it proves to be
unsuccessful, I will allow them free expression so
that their ideas may be discussed at a higher level
and a decision made about them. It is important
that opinions of all responsible Water Board

officers should be heard, so that constructive
advice may be used.

The SPEAKER: Order! I should like to
interrupt the Minister for a moment. A short time
ago he asked me whether or not a document
which had been referred to earlier had been
tabled. In fact it has been laid on the Table of the
House. It was taken away from the table
temporarily while the Hansard staff used it for
their purposes. However, it has now been returned
and I will have it placed back on the Table of the
House.

Mr M ENSAROS: If we are not dealing strictly
with the provisions contained in the Bill, it is clear
that two main problems exist. The first is: Does
the board have to spend the moneys for which it
has budgeted in its five-year plan which was
referred to by the member for Mundaring? I
wonder what the member for Morley would say in
response to a suggestion that it is not necessary to
remove the sewage from Cockburn Sound right
into the sea, but that it may be piped straight into
the sound, If such a suggestion were adopted, $5
million would not be expended in future years,
therefore, rates and charges could be reduced. A
decision would have to be made as to whether all
the areas involved should be sewered, or whether
we should adopt the suggestion made by Dr Baird
who said that, in areas which have sandy subsoil,
it is not necessary to deep sewer.

1 am putting forward these remarks quite
seriously, because when one arrives at an answer,
a saving may be made in terms of rates and
charges. Unless that is done, it must be accepted
that the'expenditure budgeted for by the Water
Board over the next live years will in fact have to
be met by charges.

The second question is: How do we distribute
this expenditure amongst the people? Various
suggestions have been put forward. I interrupted
the member for Stirling when he was on his
fet-a practice which I do not indulge in
frequently-when he said, "Charge according to
use". Nobody has yet suggested how we should do
this. How does one charge according to use with
sewerage services?

Mr Cowan: He was not talking about usage. He
was talking about capital expenditure.

Mr MENSAROS: Although servicing of the
loans is a large item, it is a necessary consequence
of capital expenditures. No serious suggestions
have been made so far which would enable us to
depart from a system of valuation-based charges,
other than that which has been adopted in regard
to excess domestic water.
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Obviously if it were decided that the system of
charging should be changed, some people who feel
they pay enough already, would have to pay much
more. This would occur if we alleviated the
problem referred to by the member for Dianella
in relation t0 water charges levied on shopkeepers.
When one looks at the matter from the point of
view of mathematics, it can be seen there is no
way out. If a certain amount of money is required
to provide services and to increase water quality,
which most members demand, this money must
be obtained and the charges distributed amongst
consumers.

I amn not saying the present system is good. I
am, however, saying that we hope the inquiry will
bring forward some constructive ideas, especially
in relation to valuation-based rates and charges.

Mr Davies: Have you made any decision as to
how the inquiry will operate'? Has its terms of
reference been laid down'?

Mr MENSAROS: Members of the inquiry are
aware of the terms of reference. I have already
redirected submissions to them. I hope to be able
to speak to the members of the inquiry so that I
can inform them of my thoughts on the matter.

The basic question is: Are the expenditures
justified'? If they are not, it is possible we could
save a great deal of money. The second question
then remains and that is: IHow do we distribute
the collection of the money?

I should like to turn now to the propositions put
forward by the Leader of the Opposition. I can
promise him there will be changes in the
organisation of the board; but they cannot all be
implemented immediately. Changes in the
framework of the SEC were carried out
successfully but after a period of time subsequent
to my taking office.

The Leader of the Opposition referred to a
single authority handling water resources. I have
given such a suggestion a great deal of thought.
but I have not made up my mind on it. It appears
to me that, as long as we continue to have the
policy under which water supplied to country
areas is subsidised heavily by the taxpayer-I
believe the subsidy is approximately 60 per cent in
areas-I cannot see this proposition as a solution.

Services provided by the Water Board in the
area of sewerage, drainage, irrigation, and water
supplies are subsidised heavily in country areas
and, although I have considered this matter in
some depth. I cannot see how a single authority
would operate effectively. On the one hand, it
would have to deal with an area which was
heavily subsidised. and the amount of subsidy
would depend on the will of the Government of

the day, whilst, on the other hand, the services
provided would be paid for by the users.

I believe I shall probably arrive at the final
conclusion that a single authority is not the
answer to the problem. It may be necessary for
changes to be made to the Water Resources
Council which deals with both metropolitan and
country water resources. It is possible that the
available resources could be integrated to a
greater extent.

Mr Davies: Is there to be a further breakdown
in administration?

Mr MENSAROS: I do not quite understand
what the Leader of the Opposition means.
because I cannot see any change taking place as a
result of the change in accommodation of the
Water Board. At the moment it occupies part of
Dumas House and after it moves into the new
building, it will take with it parts of its
organisation which are presently accommodated
in rented premises. That would mean that certain
sections of the Public Works Department, which
are also accommodated in rented premises all over
West Perth. would move into Dumas House.
Parkinson's Law will decide the future after that,
I suppose.

Mr Davies: I did not mean separated
physically: I meant separated administratively
with the Country Water Board being broken up
into several sections.

Mr MENSAROS: I have heard nothing about
such a situation. The undertakings of the country
water service are rather complex and. since its
inception, some powerful bodies have evolved. The
same situation applies to irrigation boards.

I would not claim that I have caught up with
this 100 per cent but I know it is fairly complex
and involved. Instead of separation, some
unification will be done if it appears to be
feasible: and it might be feasible. Everything has
been costed and charges have been levelled
according to the costs, leaving to the taxpayers
the loan servicing. Perhaps there could be a trend
towards an equal charge.

I return to the assertion that the board has
made a mistake or, as some members claimed, the
Government has made a mistake. I can assure
members that neither made a mistake. Not all the
valuations were available. Never in the history of
the board have all the valuations been available
when a rate was struck, because whoever does the
valuation-and now it is the Valuer
General-will not have completed it at that time
so that the rates could be announced and the
necessary machinery and paperwork done before
the beginning of the new financial year. We will
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never have them 100 per cent. We probably have
thenm 100 per cent on the last day of the Financial
year. or even a little later in certain complicated
cases.

That does not mean we cannot strike the rates,
because the valuations of almost all of the
districts-one member cited 90 per cent-are in
at a given time and the average valuations of the
districts are given to the board. The proof of it is
in what the Leader of the Opposition said. He
said he knew the average valuation increase
before the election. I do not claim that I knew it
then. I knew in April that the board had a few
samples, and in May when it had many samples
of districts it knew the average was about 140 per
cent. When all the valuations came in that
average did not change. That is understandable,
because that is the law of averages and statistics.
It does not mean the board misled anyone.

What happened was that despite the fact that
the average increase was 140 per cent, when every
single property owner's valuation was known,
some might have increased by 400 or 500 per
cent, No district increased by more than 272 per
cent in average, but within some rating districts
some individuals' valuations might have gone up
by 400 or 500 per cent. There is no provision in
the board's Act for departing from a value-based
charge and striking a rate of cents in the dollar,
and no-one has ever suggested that the Act be
changed. What happened this time was precisely
what the member for Welshpool said always
happens. So. there was no double increase, as he
put it. Once it was established that the average
increase was 140 per cent, a simple calculation
was made for striking the rate.

I n maki ng the calcu lat ion t he board ai ms at an
increase. In sewerage the increase aimed at was
I5 per cent, and the rate for sewerage had been
13c or 13.2c. Because the average increase was
140 per cent, a simple division was made, coming
up with what would be the increased rate. When
IS per cent is added, the rate for sewerage
became 6.25c. So there is no double increase.

Mr Jamieson: How did you get so far out in
your estimates*?

M r M ENSA ROS: We did not.
Mr Janmieson: You did. You made that

statement to the public.
Mr MENSAROS: I did not make that

statement. No-one made it. Someone might have
become confused with the fact that the board had
budgeted for a $3 million surplus to reduce the
accumulated deficit, which the Leader of the
Opposition rightly said was $10.7 million or $10.9
million. The board wanted to reduce it gradually.

and budgeted for that. The Cabinet, the Treasury,
and everybody knew that. Someone said the $3
million was a mistake, but it was not. Ic was a
deliberate action to reduce the accumulated
deficit.

Mr Parker: Why did you introduce this Bill
only after the public outcry?

Mr MENSAROS: When the member for
Fremantle has been here longer, he will
understand that a responsible Government, having
been elected by a majority, has respect for public
opinion.

That was the reason individual cases went Up
sky high. The Leader of the Opposition asked me
to supply the figures, and I will explain how these
individual increases came about, although I
cannot quote them all. If we talk about valuation-
based water charges for commercial and
industrial premises, 28 per cent of the total
ratepayers finished up paying less than they paid
last year because niot only did their valuations not
increase by 1 40 per cent but they increased so
little that, together with the fact that the rates
were halved, those people paid a lower rate; 15
per cent had an increase from zero to 15 per cent;
8 per cent had an increase from 15 to 25 per cent,
7 per cent had an increase from 25 to 35 per cent;
12 per cent had an increase from 35 to 50 per
cent; 20 per cent had an increase from 50 to 100
per cent, 6 per cent had an increase from 100 to
150 per cent-, and only 4 per cent had an increase
of more than I50 per cent.

In the figures on sewerage, 16 per cent are
paying less this year; 35 per cent had an increase
from zero to IS per cent; 29 per cent an increase
from 15 to 25 per cent:, 7 per cent an increase
from 25 to 35 per cent; 3 per cent an increase
from 35 to 50 per cent; only 10 per cent had an
increase of more than 50 per cent. I do not think I
should give the drainage rates, but it is
remarkable that in drainage only 3 per cent
incurred an increase larger than 50 per cent.

Of course, the people whose charges were lower
than last year or whose increase was minimal
would not have complained. The complaints
related to cases where the revaluation, which had
nothing to do with the board, caused their rates to
be increased. As has been said, the increases were
calculated on the basis of 50 per cent of water,
and that was translated to the commercial and
industrial rates based on value, which, in the case
of domestic rates, are fixed. The increase in the
price of water over the allowance of I50 kilolitres
was 26 per cent; in sewerage it was IS per cent;,
and in drainage it was 4.5 per cent.
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Sonic people could say on looking at the total
estimated profit and loss account of the board
that the increases arc higher in somc cases than
the average rate increase aimed at. It is only that
some ncw services came into existence, and with
the rates on ncw services the income from
sewerage increased by more than 15 per cent over
last year. but the amount over 1 5 per cent is
based on fees, sundry charges, and particularly
new customers of the board coming onto the
market, as it were. That of course created a total
increase in income from this source which was
higher than I5 per cent.

I conclude by saying that despite all the
criticism it appears to me at the present moment,
for want of any better suggestion, the expenditure
for which the board budgets is necessary. As I
said, it is open to anyone to convince the board
and the Government that it should not sewer
certain areas at all, that it should leave the
backlog or in-field sewerage untouched, and
discontinue extending sewerage into the
electorates of the member for Welshpool and the
member for Balcatta. If that were generally
accepted, the rates could be lower: but, of course,
a rate would have to be decided on.

I remind members that another necessary
expenditure, which accounts For more than one-
third of the board's total expenditure, is the
servicing of the loans. One member criticised the
board and asked why it paid for capital works out
of loans. Every Government instrumentality does
that, and if it did not it would have to charge even
more in rates because it would have to set aside
more for depreciation-which was equally
criticised-in order to fund its capital
expenditure. We cannot have something for
nothing: that is the lesson.

Despite all the outcry. it is quite interesting to
observe that the Perth Metropolitan Water Board
does not have the highest charges in Australia;
nor does it have the lowest: but it is nearer to the
lowest charges in the States. The charges are
difficult to compare because the systems for
charging are different everywhere. In Brisbane
and Hobart water is not metered: there is a high
base charge which everybody pays, and people
can use as much water as they want. Those two
States are fortunate in having enough water.

I took out examples in three ways-what I call
modal samiples. which would cover most of the
people who pay a certain amount. Then I took out
the median, which simply means a mathematical
cut, where everybody pays either less or more
than the amount which is in the middle. I then
took out the average. The average is misleading
because it could be taken out of balance or be

changed by the high assessments of only a few.
So, the median, which is the average household, is
the best example.

ihave a few examples of the amounts paid For
water, sewerage, and drainage. In Western
Australia the median water charge is $8 1.60; in
Sydney $92;, in Melbourne $90; in Adelaide $90;
in Brisbane $111; in Hobart $1 19; and only in the
very heavily subsidised Canberra is the charge
lower.

For sewerage, the figure for Western Australia
is $128; in Sydney $195;, Melbourne $133:
Adelaide $90; Brisbane $76; Hobart $71. So we
are somewhere in the middle. The charge for
drainage is insignificant because we are talking
about amounts of $20 to $22.

Even if we added the three together we would
not be on the highest scale;, in fact, we would be
better than average.

1 took out another example because there was
so much talk about small businesses. It is very
difficult to compare small businesses in various
States. I took a typical small pharmacy which
uses very little water, but is charged according to
valuation. I used a pharmacy in Dianella and
compared it with similar examples in other States.
The Dianella pharmacy paid $565 for all three
services, whereas in Sydney the total amounted to
$700, and in Melbourne it was $565, the same as
in Perth. The account in H-obart was much
higher, but it is not a fair comparison because it
includes other services.

So I think it can be seen that the Government
introduced this Bill because of a public outcry.
The Government followed the public demand. We
are not claiming it is the final solution; far from
it. We know we have a lot to do in order to bring
the whole charging system onto some equitable
basis.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second lime.

In Commigiee

The Chairman of Committees (Mr Clarko) in
the Chair; Mr Mensaros (Minister for Water
Resources) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Section 94 inserted-
Mr DAVIES: This is the main clause of the

Bill. I thank the Minister for his reply, although i
do not agree entirely with him. Whether Or not
the Government was aware of the valuations, or
whether or not the Opposition was aware of them.
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is of little consequence. I used that only as a
debating point to draw attention to the conflicting
statements which appeared in the Press.

The fact remains chat the Government had a
submission saying the board was going to collect
$102 million and spend $99 million, and it did not
realise the rate which had been struck would
cause a surplus of $3 million. One would expect
that a new rate would give one a balanced budget
ait the end of thc year. but on this occasion there
was to be a $3 million surplus, and we do not
know whether it was noticed at that stage. That
surplus was to be used to reduce the accumulated
deficit of $10.7 million. Either the Government
thought it was a good method by which to reduce
the deficit, or it did not mind taking a little extra
money from the public.

If the Water Board really wanted to do
something about the deficit it should have
considered the valuations and struck, perhaps, an
extra 0.lc as an additional rate and spread the
additional amiount over all consumers. Some
consumers had excessively high valuations, and I
understand some of these are still to be
challenged. If the challenges are successful the
income available to the board will be reduced.
Some consumers received inordinately high
valuations, which caused the Government to panic
and decide it had to do something.

Had the Premier been here I believe he would
have brazenied out the matter. A week is a long
time in the life of a Government. and the Premier
would have sat back and expected the people to
pay. That did not happen. The Government said,
"What can we do about it?" and eventually
admitted it had made a mistake of $3 million.
Then the Government said, "No. we are sorry,
that was a mistake. It was actually there all the
tinme for us to see: there was revenue of $102
million and expenditure of $99 million, but we did
not notice it before. We don't think it is fair that
we should make a profit of $3 million, so we will
give it back to the people by ensuring that no-one
pays a rate which is increased by more than 50
per cent over the rate he paid last year."

We do not know whether new rate notices will
be issued. If new notices are issued extra work
will be imposed on the board, which will mean an
added impost on the public. This is not the result
of bungling by the Water Board because it was
quite honest in its submission to Cabinet; it is the
result of bungling by the Cabinet. I think the
Minister said less than 10 per cent of accounts are
involved;, and the Government decided to give
back a little this year and the Water Board will
suffer.

I wonder what would be the position had the
Water Board not budgeted for a surplus in the
First place? Would the Government say that it
would give a little back to the people with high
valuations and add a little onto those people
whose valuations are not so high? Had the Water
Board initially aimed for a balanced budget, it
would now be looking at a shortfall of $3 million.

All this is speculation, of course, because no-
one will ever know what would happen as the
situation is not likely to occur.

I rose initially to say that whether the
Government knew what the valuations were going
to be is of little significance. Obviously the board
did know because it was able to budget for a
surplus of $3 million; and having struck a rate it
intended to use the surplus to offset some of the
accumulated deficit of $10.7 million. Now that
cannot be done, and we will have to delay the day
when we repay the deficit. As the Premier has
said often enough, the deficit will be spread over
all the People; and if the board does not budget
for a surplus next year or the year after, the
people will have to pay extra to fund the deficit.

These things give us little comfort; that is the
reason I say we must have a full inquiry at least
into the accounting sections of the Metropolitan
Water Board. The board was set up about 1963 as
a semi-autonomous authority, and since then it
has suffered nothing but interference from [he
Government.

In May 1979 the Government told the board to
halve its proposed increases, because it was a pre-
election year;, and the Government said there
would be a balanced Budget. Only a month later
the accumulated deficit of the board was shown to
be $8.3 million, and now it is $10.7 million after
another financial year. Therefore, the bungling
lies on the head of the Government because it
interfered with the board in May 1979. and
because it did not notice that the requested
increases of 50 per cent, 26 per cent, 15 per cent,
and 9 per cent would provide the hoard with a $3
million surplus.

I do not know whether there is justice in what
we are doing tonight. Some people have been
faced with a great burden, and those who are
unfortunate enough to be required to pay less
than 50 per cent more than they paid last year
will receive no benefit at all from this measure.
Those who have paid more than 50 per cent extra
will receive the benefit. But all we arc doing is
delaying the day when we will have to pay back
the accumulated deficit, and strike the
appropriate rate to do so.
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Mr MENSAROS: The Leader of the
Opposition repeated many comments made in the
second reading debate, which I will not answer. I
repeat that there was no mistake made by the
board in its submission. To my mind and to my
knowledge there was no mistake in the minds of
members of the Cabinet. Had something been
suggested, I am sure the Leader of the Opposition
would agree the media would have picked it up
and made it snowball.

A budget is an estimate and this applies more
so in the case of the Water Board than in the ease
of any other public utility because the estimate is
based on guesswork. One cannot predict the
consumption of water, from which a portion of
the revenue is derived. The sale of water bears
heavily on the revenue received. When making
estimates we do not know what sort of winter we
will have. If there is plenty of water in the service
reservoirs, people will use more water; but if there
is insufficient water in the reservoirs we may have
to introduce restrictions. It is always a matter of
guesswork.

I want to set to rest the mind of the Leader of
the Opposition regarding invoicing. He might
have noticed that at page 2. line 25. the Bill says.,
' for the purposes of this subsection the

assessment of rates payable on that land for that
period shall be deemed to have been amended
accordingly". The reason for that is that the
board will not have to send out new accounts to
those people who are affected. If people calculate
their increase properly and pay their accounts, the
matter will be closed. If they calculate incorrectly
and over-pay, their accounts will be credited for
next year. It is only in cases where people under-
pay that it will be necessary to send an account;
and this would be done anyhow: because, as the
Leader of the Opposition knows, rates payable to
the board may be paid in two moieties, one due
upon receipt of the account and the other due six
months later. That is printed on the account,
although I must admit it is in fairly small letters.
That will overcome the matter of additional
expense-or at least I trust it will overcome it to a
great extent.

In the second reading debate I forgot to say
that the board has no intention, nor has the
Government, to meter private bores. That would
not be of significance. We must consider that the
service reservoirs if full, have a maximum
capacity of 552 million kilolitres.

We cannot establish the exact capacity of
underground water, because it fluctuates; there is
no way of measuring it precisely.

Let me give members another relevant figure:
The peak consumption in the metropolitan area
about five years ago-before the drought
period-was 210 million kilolitres. That Figure
must be related to the peak capacity of 552
million kilolitres. About 10 per cent of that
amount-some 20 million kilolitres-was supplied
from underground sources.

During the drought years, the total
consumption was reduced due to a programme
aimed at educating the public to use water more
wisely and, no doubt, due to many people paving
areas which formerly were grassed. So, despite
the increase in population, and despite the
increase in connections, consumption reduced to
about 145 million kilolitres. Of this amount, half
was supplied from underground; only about 70
million kilolitres was drawn from surface storage.

Mr Davies: The campaign to save water was
too successful.

Mr MENSAROS: If one is looking at it from
the point of view of the Metropolitan Water
Board's interests, yes, it was too successful. It
certainly was very successful from the point of
view of the brick manufacturers!

The present total holding in our reservoirs is
some 140 million kilolitres, compared with a peak
last year of 171 million kilolitres. With a bit of
luck and if we do not have more than three or
four dry days between heavy rains, the run-off
into the dams should build up and we will
probably reach, if not surpass last year's capacity,
which was the lowest in history.

Clause put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment,

report adopted.
and the

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by

Mensaros (Minister for Water Resources),
transmitted to the Council.

Mr
and

QUESTIONS

Questions were taken at this stage.

CITY OF PERTH ENDOWMENT LANDS
AMENDMENT BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Council without

amendment.
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ADDRESS-IN-REPLY: SEVENTH DAY

Motion

Debate resumed front 19 August.
MR Mel VER (Avon) 19.041: We have entered

the arena of the first session of the Thirtieth
Parliament and in accordance with the procedure
of the Parliament, the subject matter before the
House is the Add ress-i n- Reply.

To somec members, the Address- in- Reply is of
no consequence but I believe it is one of the most
important debates in the Parliament. Firstly, it
allows members or Parliament to place before the
Government the submissions they receive from
their constituents; but secondly, and just as
importantly, it allows the Opposition to highlight
the hypocrisy, mismanagement and tack of
foresight shown by the Government.

This will be the theme of my address tonight.
However. I preface my remarks by saying that I
join with the previous speakers in congratulating
the Speaker on his re-election.

I also congratulate the new members of this
Parliament and say it is quite obvious to me that
the new members who made their maiden
speeches in this Address-in-Reply debate have
made their mark and very important points stood
out-firstly and perhaps most importantly, their
sincerity: and secondly, the fact that they were
about to make a sound contribution as well as
signal their intention to be here for some time.

May I humbly congratulate them on their
speeches and wish them well. I also wish to give
them sonic advice, for what it may be worth.
They should treat their electors like a farm-look
after it and it will return them dividends; neglect
it and allow it to run down and it will soon pass
from their hands.

I will now speak about a matter which I feel
has been overlooked by this Parliament for a long
time, and that is the subject of the defence of our
nat ion.-

I was really amused to read in the Budget
released last night that millions of dollars would
be spent on defence. Now, I will not denigrate
previous Governments but it amuses me that
previous Govern ments-mai nly Liberal
Governments because they have been in office
longer-have spent millions of dollars on a
defence programme which, has been allowed to
sink to the very lowest ebb.

In The West Australian of today was the
following statement-

The Budget places heavy emphasis on
defence security. Spending will be up 7 per
cent in real terms to $3 541 million.

This is really staggering when we consider what is
really needed in the facets of everyday life,
whether it be housing, health or education.
However, because of our neglect in this field we
have to spend a large amount of money-and how
is it being spent?

Thousands or even millions of dollars are being
wasted in this State alone. Yet we would be the
most vulnerable country in the world as far as
defence is conerned. However. Western Australia
has something in its favour. The only things we
have in our defence are our flies and confusion.
Flies are our real defence, particularly in summer
time, and with all due respect to the member for
Vasse, if an aggressor ever landed at Busselton
there would be a quick retreat.

While speaking on the housing amendment I
stated that the 511 Supply Company was
established during the last war by the American
Navy. All the mines, torpedoes and bombs were
stored there and members may not know that the
American submarines sailed from Fremantle to
the Java Sea and other regions with torpedoes and
mines from the 511 Supply Company.

Perhaps many people in Western Australia do
not know of the great accomplishment in taking
these torpedoes and mines to Fremantle and
loading them onto the submarines. When the
hostilities subsided the Army took over that area
and the ammunition of Western Australia was
stored with the 511 Supply Company.

Mr Coyne: Some was stored at Rockingham.

Mr Mel VER: That was only a small issue. It
was not very much.

We have read for months about the wisdom of
this Federal Government and what it will do
about the defence of this State and this nation.
However, the Government closed the 511 Supply
Company.

The supplies were transferred to the naval
installation at Byford. Seventeen civilian people
from the town of Northam were employed by the
511 Supply Company. Consequently, the town
looked upon that as an industry because the town
received revenue as a result of that employment.

As soon as I knew that the company was to be
closed I called upon the Chamber of Commerce
and the Northam Town Council and several other
bodies. For the first time they agreed with me and
j oined with me in a submission to the Federal
Minister for Defence to have the company
retained.

I thought that there could have been some hope
of reprieve but I soon saw my submission was lost
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when painters and carpenters moved in to
upgrade the closed premises.

I want to record the amount of money spent on
this project. The other night in this House I
commented on this matter, although not at
length. I intend to do that now. The Federal
Government knew that the establishment was to
be closed, and yet $82 600 was spent on it. I have
here the questions which were asked on my behalf
by my Federal colleagues. I will not bore the
House by reading them all, but the plain fact is
that S82 600 was spent on something that will not
be used.

That is not the end of the story. Although there
wats no-one in the houses used formerly for Army
personnel, they were all painted. For years the
women living in these houses had requested built-
in wardrobes. Finally, when no-one was living in
the houses, it was decided to build these
wardrobes. We know that such fixtures cost
thousands of dollars.

H-ow ludicrous it is to centralise our
ammnunition in the one place. It is quite
ridiculous, when facing a threat, to have one
package of ammunition in one place.

I would like to refer to another waste of money.
Sonic Leopard tanks are stationed at the
Canuingra camp in Queensland. These tanks were
purchased from Germany. and I have no quarrel
with that: everyone is aware of the quality of the
German tanks. However, once these tanks have
travelled in excess of certain track miles, they
must be brought back to camp on prime movers.
They arc not allowed to return under their own
power. I assure members that this information is
correct.

Mr Hassell: Why is that?
Mr MeIV ER: This is at Government instruction

to cut down on spending. At the same time we see
in the Press that invalid pensions are to be
reviewed. In fact- they may be cut out altogether.
and yet millions of dollars are spent as I have
described.

It amuses me to see reports in the Press that
Government officials are coming here to look for
an Army site in the north-west. In the town of
Northain there is a military camp containing
hundreds of modern huts. The hospital there
could be turned into a military hospital in 24
hours. Three-quarters of the army personnel in
the 1939-1945 conflict were trained in the
Northamn camp. I can well remember when I was
a schoolboy the hush in the town on a Sunday
morning when the band struck up. The band
played for the men to march to the railway
station to board the train for Fremantle. They

then boarded the Aquiianiu and the Queen Mary.
These ships took the cream of our State and of
our nation to foreign lands. Many prayers were
said for the men and the women who went off on
these ships. Of course, we arc also aware that
thousands of these people did not come back.

This Federal Government of ours-the Prime
Minister of which is the greatest disaster in the
history of Australia-is sending people to
Western Australia to look for an Army camp site.
I am reminded of the old football saying. "You
don't change a winning team".

The store at Northam cost $0.5 million to erect,
and it now contains nothing but a few old tents
which are hired out occasionally to the girl guides.

Of course there would be one problem with a
camp at Northam-there are now no trains to
take the soldiers to Fremantle. [ doubt whether
we have sufficient Army trucks here to transport
the soldiers, and certainly we would have
insufficient buses. This is the present state oF
affairs in Western Australia.

Members may wonder why I amn raising this
matter now. I mention it because of my coneern.
In my view we do not need to fear China or
Russia, and certainly we should forget the
emotional rubbish we read in the Press about
Afghanistan. Nobody seems to be taking any
notice of the build-up by the Japanese nation of
its Army, Air Force, and naval power. I know we
must trade with Japan and take as much money
as possible from the Japanese. However, I want to
emphasise that we must never underestimate this
nation and it is imperative we monitor and retain
continual vigilance in respect of its defence build-
up.

Although we may not have anything to fear
from the present generation, we must not forget
the humiliation suffered by the older Japanese.
Japan is a nation we can never trust. We still have
patients in our repatriation hospitals who are
suffering from the effects of the war with Japan.
The Japanese envoys in Washington were talking
about peace in our time while the bombs were
raining down on Pearl Harbour and killing
thousands. We can never trust a nation like that,
irrespective of how much iron ore it buys from us.

Mr Old: YOU reckon you can trust the
Russians, do you?

Mr MeIVER: Every week and every month
Japan grows stronger. I can still remember the
words of my commanding officer when I served in
Korea. My commanding officer was a very
distinguished and highly decorated man; I am
very proud to say that he was a Western
Australian. WVhen we visited Japan on leave he
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said to us, "Gentlemen, you will be spending your
money in the beer halls, in the gift shops, and on
taking out women. However, remember this:
every pound you leave in Japan will help to
support an empire that will never forget its
humiliation." 1 have never forgotten those words.
I am not merely being emotional tonight; I am
trying to emphasise what I believe to be a grave
threat to our nation.

I must be honest and say that I did not spend
all my time in Japan walking around the
botanical gardens of Tokyo and other cities.
However. I did take heed of the words of my
commanding officer, and certainly I remember
them still.

If the people of Western Australia believe all
the rubbish about defence they hear from
members of the Fraser Government, they deserve
all they get. When Mr Whitlam was in power we
were told that members of the Labor Party were
Communist and not interested in defence. We
came under fire also for disbanding the school
cadets. However, at least our cadets were looked
after in those days. Now the cadets must find
their own transport to Northam. We never see
anything about that in the Press nor do we hear
from those people who were so vocal against Mr
Whitlam.

I am sure members will remember when school
teachers were made officers and received pay
benefits. There was a great exodus from the cadet
corps when that scheme was wiped out. How
sincere were those people'? I concede that some of
them were genuine, but now it is very hard to get
anyone to take on these jobs.

Let us look at the situation of the reserve Army
today. If an unemployed person joins this reserve
force, he is paid $3 to attend one parade.
However, the payment of this $3 affects his
unemployment benefits. I see in today's Press that
this situation is to be reviewed. I hope it is, but it
is still the current practice. The allowance for
attending one parade is $3, but this sum is taken
as income and will affect unemployment benefits.

Let us see what happens when a young
unemployed person goes to camp. He does not
receive any pay for 1 2 weeks. How would we feel
at the agc of 18 or 19 if we had no money? These
young men would not be able to buy two ounces
of tobacco or take out their girlfriends. On top of
that, when one of these people leaves the camp he
has to re-apply for social service benefits and then
wait a further six weeks to receive any money. Let
us be a little realistic. Certainly I am not trying to
be political on this matter it is just ridiculous and
stupid.

If we want to have these young men in our
reserve forces, we must be prepared to pay them
some money. Millions of dollars were spent on
H MAS Stirling, and yet it is absolutely useless.
The only contribution it makes to defence is to
provide a place for the American warships to tie
up. This then provides the men of the United
States naval forces with a place for "R and R"
leave. Do members really believe that HMAS
Stirling would be of any benefit in times of
conflict? It would be knocked out in about five
minutes. A sunk ship across the channel in
Cockburn Sound would mean that nothing could
get in or out. Certainly there would be nothing
left of Fremantle-bombs do not always hit their
target.

Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Watt}. in your own
area of Albany you have one of the best harbours
in the world. You have King George Sound from
which the AIF expeditionary forces were sent
overseas in the 1914-1918 conflict. It could easily
hold the American fleet. H MAS Stirling should
be scrapped. The Commonwealth has wasted
enough money now; it would not hurt to waste a
little more. The facility should be transferred to
Albany. Only then might the capital of Perth and
its Port of Fremantle feel a little safer.

In addition, the Town of Albany would benefit
from American naval personnel on "R and R"
leave spending money in the town. I have been
around a little, and I know distance never worries
service personnel. If they want to come to Perth,
they will come. Unfortunately, there is no train
available for them to travel on, but perhaps the
US Navy would charter a special flight to bring
them up to Perth. However, knowing Albany and
the personality of its people as I do, I am sure
they would want to remain there and enjoy the
hospitality of the Albany people.

Before the last Federal election Prime Minister
Fraser said, "We will have submarines. We will
have ships. We will have everything down at
HMAS Srirling." We do not even have a canoe!
We must get through to the people of Western
Australia the type of bandits who are directing us
from Canberra.

A Federal election is due to be held this year.
This is one of the greatest issues-apart from fuel
prices-on which the election should be fought.
The people of Western Australia must be told the
truth.

The Covernment is spending a great deal of
money on contracts, building sheds and the like.
Good luck to the contractors; I do not hold that
against them. However, we cannot throw wrought
iron, nails, and galvanised iron against a
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mechanised army with sophisticated weaponry.
Just imagine if a conflict arose next week. We
have an Air Force equipped with Macchi jet
trainers. What a suicidal effort that would be' It
would be like the Wirraways which went against
the first bombing attack on Darwin, Broome and,
to a lesser extent, Geraldton during the 1939-
1945 war. They were using tommy guns against
sophisticated aircraft!

The situation has not changed today. Instead of
spending millions of dollars on buildings , we
should be putting the money into air and naval
power. We have a vast ocean, and the enemy must
be defeated before they reach our shores.

Mr Coyne: What about a railway line up the
west coast'?

Mr MeLVER: I have already mentioned that. I
can understand the member not taking the point,
because he is too concerned about East Perth.
This myth put forward by the Federal
Government must be exposed. Millions of dollars
have been spent and half of it has been wasted.
The Government should be realistic, and come to
grips with the real problem. I am reminded of old
Menzies, when he set the Brisbane line. What a
marvellous man! The old mongrel should have
been taken out and horsewhipped instead of being
decorated. He would have left us for dead.

I pray to God that conflict will never eventuate.
I pray our young people will never know the
horrors of human conflict. I trust that, with our
Christian way of life and with God's help, these
things will never take place. However, many
people seem to accept that it is inevitable, so we
must be prepared.

As members know, I am the Opposition
spokesman on transport.

Mr Sodeman: Does that include canoes?

Mr McIVER: The Minister for Transport can
relax this is a matter about which heC knows
nothing! I refer to the remarks of the Premier
prior to the last State election, when he was i .n
Kalgoorlie trying to win a few votes, and trying to
change the voting patterns of people who had
voted Labor all their lives. It is quite obvious to
me that although the initials have changed from
T. D. Evans to E. T. Evans, the quality of
representation for the electorate of Kalgoorlie will
remain as high as it always has been.

I refer members to a report in The West
Australian of I February 1980 under the headline
"Freight rail-lines power plan". Is that not typical
of the Premier? He effects a great entrance,' like a
ballerina through the curtains. The drums roll,
the orchestra starts to play, and out steps the
Premier into the spotlight.

Mr Davies: He is more like Don Lane.
Mr MOlVER: The article states-

The Premier, Sir Charles Court, has
pledged to electrify the Kalgoorlie- Kwi nana
railIway by 1985.

He said that though no firm estimates of
cost had been calculated, the work was
expected to run into hundreds of millions of
dollars.

Mr Jamieson: Where is the money coming
from?

Mr Mel VER: The article continues-
Electrification of the Kwinana to Bunbury

rail link would follow by 1990.
Mr Jamieson: Where is the money coming

From?
Mr McIVER: That is a commendable

objective. However, members would know that, as
tbe Opposition spokesman on transport matters, I
have been urging the Government over a long
period to electrify our rail system. Whenever I
have advanced this suggestion, the Premier has
always interjected and said, "Do you realise how
much this would cost? Do your homework!" It is
all in Hansard.

Then, of course, the Premier goes to Kalgoorlie
to win a few votes. He honestly believes we can
run electric trains simply by pushing a switch, just
like we turn on an electric light. Where does the
Premier propose to obtain the power in Kalgoorlie
to run electric locomotives?

Mr Rushton: From the normal place.
Mr McIVER: Where is that-the Star and

Garter, or the two-up school?
Mr Rushton: We will use coal-generated

electricity. Just be patient: it will be there.
Mr !vcIVER: Did the Minister mention coal,

Tom? I often feel sorry for the Minister for
Transport, but I feel particularly sorry for him on
this occasion because it is obvious the Premier
made that statement without any prior
consultation with his Minister for Transport or
the officers of his department.

Mr Rushton: You are wrong.
Mr McI VER: Perhaps I am wrong. However, I

asked a series of questions here tonight. Members
should keep in mind I asked those same questions
on I February 1980. If this matter were so
important to the future of Western Australia, and
if the Premier is supposed to know all about it,
would members not think the Premier could
answer the simple questions I asked?

Mr Rushton: My direction to the Commissioner
of Railways was before that time.
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Mr MOIVER: I must interrupt the Minister; I
anion my feet. The Minister does not have a clue!
Two days before the Premier made his statement,
the Minister for Transport had tried to denigrate
the Leader of the Opposition and me by claiming
what we said about the electrification of the
Perth-Fremantle line and the Elrail situation was
rubbish. When the Premnier's statement was made,
the Minister rang the office of the Leader of the
Opposition and asked for a copy of his report. Is
that or is that not fact?

M r Rushton: You have it out of context again.
Mr McIVER: I am not going to dwell on that

point; I do not intend to embarrass the Minister. I
will have ample opportunities at a later stage of
the session in debates on future Bills to do that.
The Minister never had a clue that this was going
on.

Yesterday, the member for Collie asked the
Premier the following question-

What is the Government's programme for
the electrification of our railway system'?

The Premier's reply was-
Westrail has recently completed a

preliminary study to test the economics of
electrifying the Perth-Bunbury-

Bunbury gets a mention! His reply continues-
-and related branch lines involved with

heavy haulages and also the Perth- Kalgoorlie
main line connection to the Eastern States.

It has slipped a little. Kalgoorlie had the
headlines, but now it is down to Perth-Bunbury.

Mr Rushton: Further investigation proved the
benefit would be greater in that area.

Mr MOIVER: The Premier's answer
continued-

The work done on these studies has been
used as input to the Australian Railways
Research and Development Organisation
(ARRDO) for a submission to the
Commonwealth and State Governments on
the potential for national main line
electri fica lion.

The report that hats been produced by
ARRDO indicates that in particular the
Perzh-Bunbury line should be considered for
immediate electrification and the Kalgoorlie
line at a later stage.

Goodbye Kalgoorlie! His answer continues-
The Government has approached the

Commonwealth Government to fund a
comprehensive economic engineering study of
the Perth-Bunbury and related lines on a
similar basis to the Sydney- Melbourne study.

I have said time and time again in this House that
in any constructive approach to the upgrading of
our rail system, we should get rid of the Bunbury
traffic bridge. It should be rebuilt to allow more
than a single line from Claisebrook to Goodwood.
The line would be out of action for only a short
period. The Government should tell the people of
Western Australia, "We are going to spend only
one-quarter of the amount we could spend on
railways, but we are going to be constructive. We
are going to build a new bridge in one year so that
we can proceed with the upgrading of the line."

Mr Rushton: Don't you have any regard for the
commissioner's advice'?

Mr McIVER: Of course I do, but I am
speaking only as a member of Parliament. I do
not have the access to the commissioner that the
Minister has. If our circumstances were reversed,
I assure the Minister that the bridge would be in
the process of being dismantled now. I would take
it to Cabinet and say, "if we are going to do
something constructive in the field of transport,
we should get rid of this bridge. We should build
a new bridge which provides for a double line to
work from Claisebrook to Goodwood."

Mr Coyne: Do you know what they would say?

Mr Sibson: It is a bit heavy to take to Cabinet.
You said you would take the bridge to Cabinet.

Mr McIVER: I did not say I would get it
through. I believe that in 1983 we will have an
opportunity-the people being willing-to take it
to Cabinet. I have always had a good relationship
with the Leader of the Opposition and my
colleagues-

Mr Old: You will continue to do so'?
Mr MeIVER: That is what the Minister has to

do. What was spent on the transfer station at
Gosnells? A sum of $720 000!

Mr Rushton: You have got the wrong station.
Mr MOlVER: Why make a great Taj Mahal of

a transfer station when one could manage with a
lesser complex'?

Mr Rushton: You are living in the past.
Mr MeIVER: The Minister wants to

concentrate on a method of saving money. He
cries "poor mouth". He says there is no money to
build a bus shelter at Wundowie to keep people
out of the rain, but he spends all that money down
there.

Mr Rushton: Do not be so parochial.
Mr MOIVER: The Minister has to take the

money from the car parks to lengthen the
platforms. There is no money because, evidently,
the Government submission to the Federal
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Government was knocked back: so the
Government has to take the money from the car
parks. The Minister says that people should not
have to step into the railway carriages in the
suburban rail system from the blue metal. How in
the name of hell will the Government induce
people to travel like that'? When Moses led the
Israelites to the Promised Land, he offered them
better comfort when he took them across the Red
Sea.

These things go over the head of the
Government. The Government does not seem to
realise that every country in the world and every
other State in Australia are spending millions of
dollars on transport, and yet we are going
backwards. I realise the situation with the time, so
I will just make a few remarks in conclusion.

In 1983 the people of Western Australia will
want another Government, and they will have one
because the policies and the actions of this
Government will be embedded in the minds of the
people. The actions of this Government will echo
and re-echo through the corridors of time. I
cannot wait for 1983.

MR GRIEWAR (Roe) [9.48 p.m.]: I do not
agree with the last remarks of. the previous
speaker.

I would like to join other members of this
Parliament in congratulating our Speaker on his
election to the Chair. I also offer my
congratulations to the new members in this place.

Three members of this Parliament were
privileged to be guests of the British Government
during the recent parliamentary recess. Through
the medium of this debate. I would like to express
sincere appreciation to the British Government
for the generous hospitality it extended to us.

Mr Blaikie: Hear, hear!
Mr GREWAR: The hospitality was extended

to us in a way that only the British could do
it-with great flair and great dignity.

The study tour enabled us to see something of
the great energy developments occurring in
England. utilising coal, uranium, oil, and
renewable energy sources. There were points of
contact with the top administrators and
technicians in their fields. It was plain to see that,
to retain any degree of prosperity, we must
continue with the cheap sources of energy.

Our fears about the use of nuclear power were,
I believe, completely dispelled. We visited a
nuclear power station and discussed the use of
atomic power with experts in this field. England
has been using atomic power for a great number
of years. It is continuing to install nuclear power

plants. The power is cheap, clean, and safe.
Adequate safeguards are taken in the storage of
the fuel, and conversion in the power plant.

The coal industry in Britain has vast
resources-sufficient oncurrent usage for about
300 years. However, it was the authorities of the
coal industry who expressed concern to us about
the use of coal in power generation. It was their
belief that coal was far too valuable to burn and
that, in the future, we should be looking at coal as
a source of hydro-earbons for the petro-chemical
industry, and for the production of synthetic
materials. The coal industry authorities in
England regarded the way we use coal at present
as a crime against future generations.

While in England we inspected the agricultural
industries, forestry, and fisheries. While England
is a great manufacturing country, it also is a great
primary producing country. We were amazed at
the production recorded in the agricultural
system , albeit at tremendous cost. The inputs of
fertiliser and herbicides were rather staggering.
by our standards. For the agricultural industries
to be viable, they had to be subsidised heavily.
Prices were guaranteed to a great extent.

The prices an English farmer receives are, in
many cases, twice those obtained by an
Australian farmer. That indicated to us that
Australia's future as an agricultural nation is very
promising, provided we are not competed out of
the market by tariff imposts.

The farmers of England do not operate in a
very profitable situation. This is due mainly to the
size of their farms. The scale of farming in
England is very much reduced when compared
with the Australian scene. Many farmers
expressed concern about Britain's involvement in
the European Economic Community. I believe
many farmers at this stage would prefer to reduce
Britain's commitments in Europe.

We were interested in and impressed by the
great areas planted to forests on prime
agricultural land as well as poor agricultural land
throughout England, Scotland, and Wales. Vast
forests were being established in every county of
England we visited. We were surprised at this,
because the production on agricultural land is
probably four or five times as high as the
production on our wheatbelt. Forest production is
only half what we achieve. It takes about 70 years
to attain a saw log under the English system.
whereas we can do the same in approximately 40
years. If they can operate a forestry system on
prime agricultural land, surely we could do much
the same.
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I believe we should look very closely at our
forests industry because it could have a much
greater potential than we realise. The economy of
England was obviously in a very sad state while
we were there. Inflation was probably at its peak
of about 22 per cent.

MrT.iJ. Burke: A conservative Government,
Mr GREWAR: That is what was left over from

the past, The purchasing power of consumers was
only 60 per cent of the Australian rate.
Unemployment was increasing, and business
confidence was lacking, There was no initiative.

Mr Bryce: Maggie Thatcher promised to cure
that.

Mr GREWAR: She is doing it, as I will
explain. No doubt there are many factors
involved. I could lay the blame very squarely on
the amount of nationalisation of British industry
that has occurred. Everywhere we were-British
steel, British coal, the British railway system,
transport generally. the airways-everything had
British Government involvement or funding, or
complete control. We in Australia should take a
warning from this, and not tread the same path.
Private enterprise has a vested interest in
efficiency and staying in business. That is
something that Government enterprise does not
have.

Big Government has been a disaster in those
fields. It is easy for us to slip into the same sorts
of pitfalls. All the time we are facing requests for
Giovernment involvement in our statutory
marketing boards, and for more involvement in
transport, housing and other fields. I believe we
should be considering selling off some of our
Government utilities before they become more
fully entrenched. I believe the involvement of
private enterprise would do much to make these
industries more efficient.

Mr Bryce: Which of these agricultural
industries would you scll off?

Mr GREWAR: The whole lot of them-all the
statutory marketing boards. I would leave it for
private enterprise. I am convinced private
enterprise would do a much betIter job.

I support the remarks of the member for
Subiaco about selling the Government laundry.
There is absolutely no point in the Government
being involved in a facility such as that.

Mr Pearce: Do you want to be associated with
the other remarks made by the member for
Subiaco of a musical nature'?

Mr GREWAR: We were pleased to note that
Mrs Thatcher was alive to the damage that was
being caused by the nationalisation of industry.

She was doing her best to sell off part of the
Government utilities.

Mr Bryce: Meanwhile, British capital still
leaves the country.

Mr GREWAR: It was interesting to note that
even in the education field there was talk about
the use of a voucher system rather than tax
reimbursements. Such a scheme would give
parents a much greater choice in education, and
would bring private enterprise into the education
field much more strongly than it is in Australia.
Our Government should be monitoring that
development.

Mr Bryce: Adam Smith would have been proud
of you.

Mr GREWAR: There is a great deal of
opposition in ,the agricultural Press to the
possibility of private plant breeders patenting and
distributing seed of new plants they have bred.

Mr Bryce: Do not tell me you agree with that?
Mr GREWAR: This is a very interesting trend.

In England we saw a great deal of agriculture;
and we were most impressed by English varieties
of crop and pasture plants. Practically all of them
are bred by .private plant breeders. They have
done an excellent job. The same thing applies
throughout the whole of Europe. European
varieties are sold in England, and British varieties
are sold in Europe.

In the past Government agencies have done a
reasonable job in breeding new plant varieties; but
they lack the funding and the initiative that
private enterprise has to be able to cater for all
situations. We know that safeguards in legislation
may be necessary.

It is my belief that we have great potential in
our agricultural industries; and we must tailor our
plants to suit our conditions. That aspect is sadly
lacking at present. In 25 years on the south coast
of this State we have not had a suitable cereal
variety to grow, yet we have probably one million
acres of potential cereal country. The answer of
the department is there are not the resources to do
it. We will have to continue using wheat belt
varieties. These varieties are bred for drought or
dry conditions-varieties which withstand the
rigours of low soil moisture. This is potentially a
very productive region; and we have a great
capacity for much higher yields. We want
varieties with a high yield potential which are
disease resistant.

Mr Blaikie: Just on that point, would you say
the high rainfall areas of Western Australia have
possibly been neglected in this area?
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Mr GREWAR: The high rainfall areas have
been sadly neglected. The department has limited
resources. Private enterprise could well enter this
field and provide varieties suitable for our
conditions. In England, yields have been raised
many-fold with the use of suitable varieties.

For six or seven years we had a problem with
clover scorch disease on the south coast. It took
six or seven years for the department to breed a
suitable variety of clover which would grow free
from disease under the conditions there. I do not
blame the department for this, because it does not
have the necessary resources. However, had these
resources been available from private sources, it
could have produced -a suitable variety of clover
much earlier and millions of dollars of lost income
would have been saved.

Mr Skidmore: Would the producer have to pay
for the research costs?

Mr GREWAR: The producer would have to
pay for the seed.

Mr Skidmore: Surely he would have to pay
something for the research.

Mr GREWAR: Research costs would be
incorporated in the price of the seed. That is fair
enough. No-one minds paying double the price for
the seed, if he gets double the yield. In future we
will have a much greater need for different
varieties in other areas. There are prospects of
plant oils being used as a substitute for diesel fuel.
At the present time we have a few varieties in
Western Australia which are suitable for our
condit ions: but we will need a great deal more and
we could need them in the next few years.

The present varieties do not produce a
sufficient yield to make them competitive. We
could produce double-yield varieties and plant oils
could compete with diesel fuel in cost.

Mr Jamieson: You only need the Fraser
Government back again and they will be
competitive!

Mr GREWAR: We bred wheat varieties with
high baking qualities. We have not looked at the
potential to produce varieties with high yield
qualities for the production of ethanol: but this is
an area which should be looked at.

If this legislation goes forward, with safeguard
controls built into it to prevent malpractices, I am
sure it will benefit our agricultural system. What
we saw in Britain certainly convinced me that it is
a very worth-while direction in which to proceed.

The member for Vasse mentioned the role of
the media in England and I would like to express
my thoughts on the same subject. The most
notable feature of the British media was the

excellent presentation of factual material on the
economy and on important events.

Mr Bryce: A bit of competition.
Mr GREWAR: The newspapers carried wide-

ranging articles on these matters and they covered
the whole world situation. They gave scant regard
to crime and scandal which make headlines in
Australia, Our Press is obviously sick. I do not
know whether it is a reflection of our society; but
it seems to thrive on what is sordid and trivial.

Mr Bryce: Including coverage of strikes.
Mr GREWAR: Including the coverage of

strikes which we noticed was a very small part of
the English news items.

Our newspapers are parochial with local news
taking precedence over world news which is of
greater import. We certainly read occasional
articles about political upheaval in an overseas
country, and similar matters, but our newspapers
are dominated by items referring to such
situations as the recent problems at Noonkanbah.
The volume of debate in the newspapers in regard
to that issue has been far greater than is
warranted and it has overshadowed world events.

Closer to home, parliamentary debates are
reported when they refer to social issues and
important legislation usually attracts only page 33
coverage in The West Australian.

Television in Britain is a delight. The types of
programmes on television were of a very high
standard with unbiased and factual
documentaries. This was in stark contrast to the
programmes in Western Australia which are
limited in the production of world news and are
not devoted to great factual events.

Mr Bryce: Is that influenced by the socialist
enterprise, the BBC?

Mr GRE WAR: The BBC seemed to present a
wonderfully balanced and unbiased attitude on its
programmes.

The lighter programmes on the commercial
stations in England were not devoted, as ours are,
to the exploits of cowboys and criminals. They did
not have to maintain the attention of the audience
by the use of profanities and by similar means.
Our population demands better standards of its
media than those of a great deal of the material
we receive now.

I should like to be a little more parochial and
discuss some recent events which affect my
electorate. Most importantly, I should like to
refer to the Government announcement of an
escalation in land releases. Most agricultural
land in Western Australia is in my electorate and
north of it; hence land release developments are
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very important to my district. The Government's
announcement wvill bring about further
consolidation aind stabilisation. It will encourage
expansion of industries serving agriculture and it
will make Esperance a much more valuable and
important service cente for the whole region.

The Rural and Allied Industries Conference
looked at three million heetares of land with
potential for development. Approximately 90 per
cent of that is in the Esperance area. Of this area,
approximately 70 per cent could be suitable for
development, as far as rainfall and soil types arc
concerned. The figures I refer to apply after the
excision of areas for reserves and for other
purposes.

It is planned that this land will be released over
at period of 10 years with, perhaps, an extension
should anl economic downturn occur.
Approximately 500 to 600 farms will he
established in this period. It would involve also
the setting up of several new towns, the provision
of new facilities such as schools, and the
construction of roads and other services. It will
mean a great deal to this country. A total of 10
(arnis in my area produce $1 mnillion-worth of
income a year. So an extra $50 million will
eventually be derived from agricultural
production as a result of this new development.'
This will have tremendous significance for the
industries in my area and will obviously bring
about a doubling of the population. It will make
our abattoir viable.

I am pleased the Government has made this
announcement. 1, as members arc aware, have
been fighting for this to take place for seven
years. L-and releases ceased in 1970 and I believe
the cessation was based on the wrong premises.
Land releases should not have been stopped at
that time: rather. they should have been phased
down in line with economic conditions. Everything
should not be turned off just because an industry
experiences an economic downturn.

We are now 10 years behind with our
agricultural development. In agricultural terms
that is probably not a great length of time: hut in
terms of the lives of people who want to take up
farming land, it is a very long period. All this land
should have been developed by now during a
period when fuel and fertiliser costs were cheap.
The costs for these commodities have risen
approximately fourfold in the last few years.

I do not subscribe to the view expressed that we
will run out of agricultural potential and
agricultural projects to develop. I am sure that.
once we have finished development in the south-
western area of the State, there will be great

scope for pastoral development in the Kimberley
and also for irrigated agriculture. After that I
believe our technology will extend to the eastern
fringes of the wheatbelt areas. It is only a matter
of producing improved varieties of crops, better
machinery, and better technology. If this
occurred, these areas could support crops.

I am interested also in some of the plants which
yield hydrocarbon compounds. These are being
tested throughout the world and it is known they
will produce crude oil substances which can be
refined into products suitable for use in the
transport industry and in other areas.

It is frequently possible to grow these plants in
desert areas and I am sure that, although this
method of cultivation would be costly to develop.
there could be great scope in the future.

I believe there is a wild rubber bush in
Queensland, which probably grows in the
Kimberley as well, wvhich yields hydrocarbons. A
total of 600 000 hectares of that plant could
produce sufficient oil-type material for all of
Australia's transport needs.

I was most surprised at the view displayed by
the Department of Agriculture in its answer to a
question I asked today. I asked what work the
department had been doing on plants which
produce hydrocarbon compounds. The answer was
that nothing was being done by the department,
but it was monitoring the situation. I believe we
must be more innovative than that. As a nation,
we can benefit greatly from developments in these
fields and we should be leaders.

Side by side with new developments in
agriculture in the future, we will have the need
for greater intensification. For many years to
come there will be opportunities in agriculture for
Australian people, but we must remove our
blinkers and develop our technology.

I was pleased to learn of the involvement of
mining companies in the exploration for coal in
my electorate and I commend them for that.
While there are no definite indications at this
stage, it appears vast resources of coal are
available. This coal is of a similar type to that
mined at Yallourn and it is to be found
approximately 30 miles from Esperance.

I am pleased the mining companies have taken
up the challenge and are investing their resources
in this area. When I made a speech in Parliament
about 12 months ago I was apprehensive about
whether or not anyone would take up the issue.
My frustrations were compounded when I
received no comment after personally taking
samples of materials to mining companies and
trying to obtain their interest. However, drilling
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activity is occurring over a wide area and rumour
hats it that there are sufficient coal reserves [or
powering major generating units.

M r T. H. Jones: What is the assessment of how
much is there'?

Mr GREWAR: Various assessments have been
made. I believe the volume is quite large and it is
fcit there is enough coal to last for a long time.

Mr T. H. Jones: Do you know how much
tonnage is there?

Mr GREWAR: 1 have some indications, but
the estimates are still very inconclusive and it is
difficult to be confident about them. However, we
could well have sufficient coal [or a power plant
and possibly a smelter or even a petrochemical
industry. My hope is, once the reserves are
known, the SEC will join with the mining
companies and provide a power generating
facility. Power is needed for expansion in the
goldfields and Esperance regions. The power
could be [ed into a grid system once the resources
are assessed fully. There are plans to extend the
power supplied to the goldfields, passing through
areas of the State serviced already by the SEC. I
propose that the line should continue eastwards
from Muja to Esperance. and then north to the
goldfields, If this were done, it would provide
power to remote agricultural areas which are not
served at the present time and it would also give a
feeder point for coal-fired power generation at
E-sperane

No doubt private enterprise will find uses [or
our coal, but an assured market of'one million
tonnies of coal a year for a coal-generating power
house would do much to establish the industry. It
would allow the companies scope to develop
alternative uses in the petrochemical area or in
other industries.

Property owners have expressed concern
regarding their liability under the law when open-
cut mining occurs on their properties. This
concern hits been fired by farmers' legal opinion
and misrepresentation of the Mining Act. I have
been assured by the Minister that adequate
compensation will be paid to any farmer on whose
property mining operations arc carried out. I do
not believe a stipendiary magistrate worth his
po.ition would allow mining if a landowner was
made non-viable, because a mining company
wanted to mine his land.

I believe the mining company, in its own
interests, would try to establish adequate
compensation, or try to re-establish a farmer on
another property and purchase his property from
himi.
(23)

Much of the coal ties in the saline area and
could be mined by the open-cut method. It would
provide an excellent drainage scheme which
would help to reduce the future dangers of salt
encroachment in the area. All in all, coal mining
could bring great supplementary benefits to our
region. Not only would it provide a power source,
but also it would help to improve agriculture.
New labour-intensive industries would develop
and eventually hundreds of workers would be
employed in the area. Not a great deal of
agriculture would be lost in the process, and that
which is disturbed would be replaced in a better
condition than it was previously.

I t is i nterest ing to note tha t i n t he LaIke G race-
Nyabing area there are interesting developments
in the discovery of gold. It is possible that two
mines could be developed in the area, provided the
price of gold remains high because the gold is not
of very high grade. I believe the economic
uncertainty which exists in the world will lead us
to the development of the mines, and that will
lead to other industries in the area, which is
becoming less populated as agriculture becomes
less extensive.

To round off, I have one further comment. It
concerns the SEC extension to my electorate. I
urge the SEC, and the Government, seriously to
consider providing power at a price which rural
consumers can afford. Because of our broad acres
and our remote settlements our contributions are
much higher than those of the rest of the State. In
many cases the farmers are in the difficult
position of not being able to meet the capital
contribution. I hope that the price set for August
1981 will be continued at that level and not
increased after 198 1.

As power is required for generation purposes, it
is reasonable to expect amortisation of capital
Costs Over a longer Period. That would help to
contain the initial cost at a hopefully lower level.
There must be a method acceptable to both the
com mission a nd t he consu mers. A ftecr all), on ly I1h
per cent of the south-west portion of the State is
not connected to the grid system. The bulk of the
connections 'in the past were made at a very low
rate, and electricity has been supplied cheaply.
We hope it is possible for a meeting ground to be
established so that the commission and the
consumers can contain costs in this area.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr T. H.
Jones.

Houiseadjiournred at 1O. I9p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
MINING

Western Mining Corporation: Baldivis

321. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) How many bores are now checked on a

regular basis around the residue pond
belonging to Western Mining and
situated in Baldivis?

(2) How often are they read?
(3) Will he provide me with the results of

those readings over the last six months?
(4) Are there any other bores around the

disposal pond which are not used for
monitoring purposes?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(I) and (2) A total of 17 bores-7 monthly

10 twice yearly.
(3) The results from the bores are shown in

the tabled papers that I will make
available to the Hon. Member. They
require a considerable degree of
technical expertise in their interpretation
as they are obtained from the analysis of
grab samples, mainly taken from the
bottom of the bores. In the case of bores
I1I- 17 the bottom of the bore is also the
bottom of the aquifer and the results
should not be taken as representative of
groundwater quality throughout the
aquifer.

(4) The Metropolitan Water Board has
several other bores for groundwater
assessment in the general locality of the
tailings lake.
Six private bores in the area have been
checked periodically by the Public
Health Department but since March
1980 this monitoring has been carried
out by the Metropolitan Water Board.
(see 3).

The paper was tabked (see paper No. 193).

RECREATION
Off-road Vehicles

345. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Local
Government:

(1) How many authorised officers have been
appointed under the Control of Vehicles
(Off-road areas) Act since it came into
operation?

(2) In which local government authority
areas and Government departments have

such appointments been made?
(3) How many infringement notices have

been issued in each local government
authority in the metropolitan area since
the Act came into operation?

(4) How many-
(a) permitted areas; and
(b) prohibited areas,
have been gazetted since the Act came
into operation and in which local
authority areas are these located in each
case?

Mrs CRAIG replied:

(1) I have appointed 55 persons as
authorised officers but I do not know
how many may have been appointed by
municipal councils.

(2) The 55 are associated with the
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife or
the Metropolitan Water Supply,
Sewerage and Drainage Board.

(3) l do not know.

(4) (a) 8 Permitted Areas have been
gazetted for the following
municipal districts-

Shire of Mandurah (1)
Shire of Rockingham (1)
Town of Kwinana (2)
Shire of Gingin (2)
Shire of Swan (1)
Shire of Swan/Shire
Mundaring (1)

(b) There are no Prohibited areas.

of

RECREATION
Off-road Vehicles

346. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:

(1) How many vehicles have been registered
by the Road Traffic Authority under the
provisions of the Control of Vehicles
(Off-road areas) Act since the Act
came into operation in October 1979?

(2) What are the numbers of each different
type of vehicle so registered?
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(3) How many transfers or registration have
been efrected under the same Act in the
same period?

(4) How many infringement notices have
been issued in the period since the Act
came into operation?

(5) How many prosecutions have been
instituted under the Act in the same
period?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) To 8 August 1980, I 667 vehicles were

registered.
(2) Four wheeled vehicle 56

Motor cycle I1020
Three wheeled vehicle 195
Beach buggy 393
Other 3

(3) Sixty-nine transfers of registration have
been effected.

(4) and (5) Prosecutions and the issue of
infringements under this Act come
within the jurisdiction of local
authorities. The information requested is
not available.

TIMBER
Jarral, and Karri: Volume

347. Mr BARNETT, to the -Minister
representing the Minister for Forests:

(1) What was the volume of saw logs cut in
the financial year 1979-80 in-
(a) karri;
(b) jarrah?

(2) What was the volume of sawn timber
cut in the financial year 1979-80 in-
(a) karri;
(b) jarrah?

(3) What was the estimated increment' of
wood in the Financial year 1979-80 in-
(a) karri;
(b) jarrah?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) and (2) As stated in the answer given to

the same question-No. 283 of 14
August 1980-the information is not yet
available.

(3) (a) and (b) The answer to the same
question-No. 283 of 14. August
1980--was provided on that day.

The honourable member will be
advised as soon as the information
is available.

WOOD CHIPPING
Regeneration

348. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Forests:

What was the total area of pure karri
and mixed karri in the woodchip licence
area regenerated with-
(a) karri;
(b) other eucalypts;
(c) pine.

in (i) the financial year 1979-80;
(ii) since the woodchipping

industry began in 1975?
Mrs CRAIG replied:

(i) Regeneration for financial year
1979-80-
(a) 2 109 ha.
(b) 122 ha including 105 ha mixed

with karri.
(c) Nil1.

(ii) Regeneration since woodchipping
began in 1975-
(a) 8 803 ha.
(b) 122 ha.
(c) Nil1.

WOOD CHIPPING
Area Cut

349. Mr BARNETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Forests:

What was the area of jarrah and jarrah-
marri forest in the woodehip licence area
cut over in the financial year 1979-80
for
(a) saw logs and woodehips;
(b) saw togs alone?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(a) I 202 ha.
(b) I 621 ha.
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WOOD CHIPPING

Regeneration

350. Mr BARN ETT, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Forests;

What was the cost per hectare of hand
planting in the woodchip licence area in
the financial year 1979-80?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
$119.

POLICE
Massage Parlour's

35 1. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Police and

Traffic:

Further to my question 182 of 1980
relevant to massage parlours do the
records of suspected illegal activities
kept by the vice squad include-

(a) massage parlours;

{b) people who
parlours?

operate massage

Mr HASSELL replied:

(a) Yes.
(b) Yes.

NOONKANBAH STATION
M~inisterial Press Secretary

352. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Minister for
Resources Development:

(I) During his two visits to Noonkanbah
Station, did Mr Hugh Ryan furnish any
reports, either written or verbal, to the
Government on the situation there?

(2) If "Yes", what did the reports concern
themselves with and what was the
substance of them?

(3) Did any of the reports concern the
activities of news media representatives
at the station?

(4) Is he aware Mr Hugh Ryan reportedly
had very little contact with news media
representatives during his two visits to
Noonkanbah Station and that during
last Sunday's events at the station he
remained in the locked water drilling rig
compound taking notes and physically
separated from news media
representatives?

(5) How does he reconcile t hese facts with
his claims in this House that Mr Ryan's
duties were to co-ordinate media activity
and provide information to the media?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The general situation at Noonkanbab.
(3) No.
(4) 1 can hardly be expected to know what

was reported to Mr. Burke about Mr.
Ryan's activities. However, I do know
that, after the silent theatricals at the
drill site gate on the Sunday, Mr. Ryan
left the site and spoke to a journalist
who complained that he had not been
able to get close enough to the senior
police officer present-although there
was no indication that he had attempted
to speak to him. Mr. Ryan offered to
effect an introduction, but the offer was
declined.

(5) This question, and others asked by
Opposition Members previously, seem to
display a fundamental misunderstanding
of the roles of Press Secretaries and
media representatives. Press secretaries
do not co-ordinate the activities of
journalists in the field on such
assign ments-t hat job is left to Chiefs of
Staff, News Editors or whatever ocher
personnel arc appointed by each section
of the media.
A Press Secretary's role is to help to co-
ordinate the Government's activity in
relation to the media. Not all media
were represented at Noonkanbah during
either of Mr. Ryan's visits, but the
Government still had a responsibility to
answer their queries on events there. Mr.
Ryan was also available to assist media
representatives on site in any way that
might have been possible. As a matter of
record, I did not say that one of Mr.
Ryan's duties was "to provide
information to the media"
What I said was that Mr. Ryan was of
"considerable assistance in co-ordinating
media activity and providing
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information to the media". As I have
explained above, that means he was of
considerable assistance to the
Government in its media activity and its
provision of information to the media.

HEALTH
Speech Therapists

353. Mr STEPHENS, to the Minister for
Health:

(1) With respect to speech therapists, how
many are employed in hospital and
school situations respectively in-
(a) country areas:
(b) metropolitan area?

(2) At what centres are they located?
(3) Has a survey ever been made in Western

Australia to ascertain the number of
children needing assistance?

(4) If ' ?No", will he arrange for a survey to
be carried out?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) (a) Hospital-

full time
3 part time
I vacant

School-Nil
(b) Hospital-29 full time (includes I

Mental Health Service) I part time
School-(Special handicapped)-5
full time

In addition, the Department of Health
and Medical Services employ 10 full
time and 6 sessional speech therapists
not hospital based; Mental Health
Services employ 9 additional speech
therapists not hospital based. The
Commonwealth Department of Social
Security and Veterans Affairs
Department also employ speech
therapists.

(2) Country Hospitals
Albany (1)
Bunbury (2)
Esperance (1)
Geraldton (1)
Kalgoorlie (1)
Pinjarra (I part time)
Dampier (I part time)
Tom Price (I part time)
Port Hedland (vacant)

Metropolitan Hospitals
Princess Margaret Hospital (9)
Royal Perth Hospital (3)
Royal Perth (Rehabilitation)
Hospital (5)
Queen Elizabeth 11 Medical Centre
(4)
Fremiantle Hospital (4)
Armadale-Kelmscott Memorial
Hospital (I)
Bentley Hospital (1)
Swan District Hospital (I)
Swanbourne Hospital (1) (Mental
Health Services)
Mount Henry Hospital (full time
position, part time occupant)

Metropolitan Schools
Willetton (1)
Sir James Mitchell (3)
Koondoola (1)

(3) A study of the needs for speech therapy
services is presently being undertaken by
the Department of Health and Medical
Services.

(4) Not applicable.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Rates: Pensioners

354. Mr BATEMAN, to the Minister for Local
Government:

(I) Can pensioners who are receiving full
pensioner benefits plus a small annuity
from the Veteran Affairs Department
have the whole of their local government
rates or' part of' their rates deferred?

(2) If "Yes", what action must they take to
do this?

(3) If not, why not?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) Provided that pensioners hold a

pensioner health benefit card or meet
the criteria for health benefit card
eligibility and comply with the
ownership and occupation conditions,
they are entitled to a rebate or
deferment of rates.

(2) Application whouLd be made to the
relevant rating authority.

(3) Not applicable.
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HEALTH
Medical Practitioners: Fees

355. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Health:

Is he prepared to implement in Western
Australia the view of the New South
Wales Health Commission on doctors'
fees, namely, that general practitioners
should have to publicly fndicate their
level of charges and that specialists
should charge only the Commonwealth
scheduled fee?

Mr YOUNG replied:
No.

HOUSING
Redevelopment of SHC Estates

356. Mr BRYCE, to the Honorary Minister
assisting the Minister for Housing:
(1) In which of its metropolitan estates have

redevelopment programmes been
implemented?

(2) What was the size, nature and capital
cost involved in each case?

(3) Which other parts of the metropolitan
area are currently, or have been, under
consideration for redevelopment?

(4) What basic criteria are used to
determine whether or not an area is
suitable for redevelopment?

Mr LAURANCE replied:
(1) to (4) The information requested by the

honourable member will take
considerable time to collate. The
information will be provided by letter as
soon as it is available.

PENSIONERS
Motor Vehicle Registration Fee

357. Mr BRYCE, to the Treasurer:

(1) Is he aware that Victoria has
introduced a system of allowing a 50 per
cent concession to pensioners in respect
of motor car registration fees?

(2) What would be the estimated cost to the
Government of implementing such a
scheme in Western Australia?

(3) Will he give consideration to this
measure in the forthcoming budget?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(I) Yes.
(2) The estimated full year cost of extending

a similar concession to pensioners in
Western Australia not already in receipt
of the existing motor car registration fee
concession is approximately $800 000.

(3) The Western Australian Government
currently provides motor car registration
fees concessions to those pensioners with
special needs. Totally and permanently
incapacitated war pensioners receive a
100% concession and invalid pensioners
and other repatriation pensioners receive
either a 50% or a 100% concession
subject to an income test.
In view of the concessions already
provided to those with the greatest need,
consideration has not been given to
adopting the Victorian measure in the
forthcoming budget.

TOWN PLANNING: MRPA
Land: Redeliffe

358. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning:

(1) In respect of land held by the
Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority on the Swan River in
Redcliffe in the vicinity of Garvey Park
and Tibraddon stud farm, what is the
precise area of land held by the
Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority and/or the Main Roads
Department?

(2) How is the land designated?
(3) What plans does the Metropolitan

Region Planning Authority have for the
future use or development of the land?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) In the area generally bounded by Hay

Road and its prolongation to Central
Avenue, Central Avenue. Swan River,
Hilton Grove and Fauntleroy
Avenue-40.731 0 ha.

(2) Land is classified under Metropolitan
Region Scheme as Parks and
Recreation, Controlled Access Highway
and Urban.

(3) No detail plans have been prepared for
the development of the area.
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TOWN PLANNING: MRPA
Land: Bassendean

359. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning:
(I) In respect of land held by the

Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority on the Swan River in
Bassenidean, at the end of West Road in
the vicinity of "Old McDonald's Farm",
what is the precise area of land held by
the Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority?

(2) How is the land designated?
(3) What plans does the Metropolitan

Region Planning Authority have for the
future use or development of the land?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) In the area bounded by Hardy Road.

Villiers Street, West Road, Swan River
and French Street-25.587 8 ha.

(2) Land is classified under Metropolitan
Region Scheme as "parks and
recreation."

(3) No detail plans have been prepared for
the development of the area.

HEALTH

Fluoridation of Water

360. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Water
Resources:

(1)

(2)

Is sodium silico-fluoride used to
fluoridate Perth's water supply?
I f so-
(a)

(b)

(c)

(3)
(4)

which company supplies the sodium
silico-fluoride;
what is the current price being paid
for the sodium silico-fluoride;
what was the total amount and cost
of sodium silico-fluoride used for
this purpose in 1979-80?

If not, what substance is used?
In addition to fluoride, what other
chemical substances are added to
domestic water supplies consumed by
residents of
(a) the metropolitan area:,
(b) country areas?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) Purchased by annual tender-

current suppliers are-

(b) Harrisons & Crosfield (Mist) Ltd
1979-80 contract S383 tonne
Chemical Industries (Kwinana) Pty
Ltd 1980-81 contract $403 ton ne.

(c) 178.6 tonnes.

(3) Not applicable.

(4) (a) (i) Chlorine, Sodium hypochlorite,
Calcium hypochlorite, Lime,
Caustic Soda are respectively
added at various times as
necessary.

(ii) Alum, Polyelectrolytes,
Sodium alginate, Sodium
silicate, Sulphuric acid,
hydrogen peroxide, potassium
per-
manganate, added and mostly
removed as part of the
treatment process at ground-
water treatment plants.

(b) Chlorination: Liquid Chlorine
(Chlorine Gas), Calcium
Hypochlorite, Sodium
Ilypochlorite, Chlorinated Lime
(bleaching powder).
Chemical treatment: Activated
Carbon, Aluminium Sulphate
(Alum) Calcium Chloride, Calcium
Hydroxide (hydrated lime)
Calcium oxide (chemical lime),
Copper Sulphate, Sodium
Carbonate Sodium hydroxide,
Sodium Alginate (Welgumn S.),
Alfloc 67 1.

SEWERAGE

Belmont

361. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Water
Resources:

(1) What proportion of the City of Belmont
has been sewered?

(2) What plans does the Metropolitan
Water Board have to complete the
provision of sewerage facilities in
Belmont?

(3) What approximate timetable is applied
to plans for the future works?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

(1) Approximately 37 per cent excluding
Perth Airport.
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(2) and (3) The board's current 5-year
programme-subject to su ificent capital
funds being available-provides for
commencement of the sewering of
Belmont area 2B in this financial year
and for Belmont Area 3A in 1982-83.
These amount to a further 5 per cent.

FUEL AND ENERGY: GAS
North-West Shelf. Sales Contracts

362. MR BRYCE, to the Minister for Resources
Development:

(1) What stage have negotiations reached
with regard to the sale of North-West
Shelf gas to the various Japanese
utilities?

(2) Since an announcement in respect of
these sales contracts was anticipated by
the Government many months ago, will
he indicate the reasons for such a delay?

Mr P, V. JONES replied:
(1) The joint venturers are currently

negotiating details of a memorandum of
intent for the purchase of LNG from the
North-West Shelf with representatives
of eight Japanese utilities.

(2) The delay in reaching final agreement is
related to the size and complexity of the
project. Both the North-West Shelf joint
venturers and the Japanese utilities are
confident that agreement will be reached
in due course. Woodside is proceeding to
commit expenditure on the project in
accordance with the agreed timetable,
which is to have gas available for the
local market by the end of 1984 and
LNG by 1986.

HOUSING: STATE HOUSING
COMM ISSION

Land Purchase
363. Mr BRYCE, to the Honorary Minister

assisting the Minister for Housing:
(1) In respect of vacant land and properties

purchased by the State Housing
Commission each year since and
including 1977, at what locations were
the purchases made?

(2) What area of land was involved in each
case?

(3) What prices were paid in each instance?

Mr LAURANCE replied:

(1) to (3) The information requested by the
honourable member will take
considerable time to collate. The
information will be provided by letter as
soon as it is available.

TOURISM
Projects

364. Mr BRYCE, to the Honorary Minister
assisting the Minister for Tourism:

(1) What were the major tourist projects in
1979-80 which were eligible for
Government assistance?

(2) What amount of money was allocated in
each case?

Mr LAURANCE replied:

(1) and (2) State Grants totalling $123 504
Were approved to assist Local
Authorities and Country Tourist
Bureaux in tourist development projects
during 1979-80.

A 'list detailing these
follows-

Projects is as

Town of Alta ny 610 Gas Barbecus--Eyre
Park

Town of Cottesloc 1 975 Servicing Beach
Devclopmnent Loats

Town of Cottesloc 50 000 Beach Development
Town of Geraldion 7 171 Town Beact

Denvelopmient
City of Stirling 2 510 Servicing Beach

Development Loan
Shire of Coolgardie 2 000 Historical Markera
Shire of Danda rap n 2070 Cervante-Reachfront

Development
Shiteof Gin Gits 5525 Guilderton Caravan

part
Shtire offoomnalliog 15000 Caravan Perk
Shire of Onowangerup 925 Picnic Facilities

osrup
Shire ofrenoagb 2025 Ellendaer Pool

Facilities
Shire of Nangarin 9es coin Operated

T9eeocpet-Mt Grey
Shire of Plantagenet 1 445 Tourist Lookout
Shire of Sandstone 10000 Caravan Park
Shire 01Taronsin 313 Tourist Rest Area-

Hunt's Hill
Shire of York 5200 Ralladong Farm

Project
Shire of 490 Aryl Homestead
Wvndham/EastMaar
Kimtecrley
Bassetton Touriot
Bureau

15 190 Yallingap Caves

5123 504
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CONSERVATION AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

Discharge of Waste: Licences
365. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister representing

the Minister for Conservation and the
Environment:

(I) How does the Environmental Protection
Authority detect illegal or unlicensed
discharges into the environment?

(2) How many licences has the
Environmental Protection Authority or
delegated authorities issued to Firms to
discharge wastes into the environment,
namely, air, land and water courses
during the following years:
(a) 1977;
(b) 1978;
(c) 1979?

(3) (a) Of the above licences, which have
been issued by the Environmental
Protection Authority or delegated
authorities;

(b) how many licences have been
amended;

(c) how many licences have been
withdrawn or revoked and on what
basis?

Mr O'CON NOR replied:
(1) Under section 57(2) of the

Environmental Protection Act, any
person may refer in writing to the
Environmental Protection Authority any
matter which gives rise to concern as a
possible cause of pollution. Most illegal
discharges come to the knowledge of the
authority in this way.

(2) and (3) The Environmental Protection
Authority has no power to license waste
discharges to the environment. However,
where such a discharge is deemed to be
causing pollution, the authority may-
(i) Where the discharge is subject to a

licence or permit issued by any
other statutory authority.
recommend to that authority that
the permit holder be required to
cease or to modify the discharge.

(ii) Where the discharge is not subject
to a licence issued by any other
statutory authority, require the
discharger to cease or modify the
discharge, or grant the discharger
an exemption subject to such
conditions as the authority
considers requisite.

COURT: SUPREME

Damages Claim

366. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Works:

Why was a damages claim in the
Supreme Court, against architects and
consulting engineers. Cox, Piggott and
Associates, discontinued on its sixth
day?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

The Supreme Court action was
discontinued due to an approach made
by the defendants and a settlement out
of court.

WATER RESOURCES
Aga ton

367. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Water
Resources:

(1) What priorities does the
Government give Agaton for
assistance for water supply?

State
Federal

(2) Who are the members of the
State/Federal committee looking at
funding of water projects?

(3) How many times has the committee met
in the last year?

(4) Who is responsible for deciding the final
priority of projects such as the Agaton
project?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

(I) The Agaton project has been included as
number four amongst resource
development projects submitted to the
Commonwealth Government for
financial assistance under the national
water resources programme.

This was done knowing the practicalities
of the Commonwealth's own preference
and the chances of receiving funds for
particular projects at the time.

(2) There is no Commonwealth/State
committee concerned with the funding
of water projects or the relative
priorities of projects.

(3) Not applicable.
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(4) The Minister for Works and Water
Resources allocates the priorities to
projects submitted for Commonwealth
financial assistance under the national
water resources programme. The extent
of Commonwealth funds allocated to
individual projects is determined by that
Government.

SEWERAGE
Industrial Effluent

368. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Water
Resources:

(1) When did the Government start issuing
accounts to people who were discharging
industrial waste into their sewers?

(2) Where the tenancy changes from a shop
equipped to handle industrial waste but
not used for that purpose (such as a
butcher's shop becoming a frock salon)
does the Water Board demand that
these shops continue to pay $72 per
annum for discharging industrial waste?

(3) How much revenue is being raised from
this charge per annum?

(4) How many outlets are paying for
discharging industrial waste which are
now performing functions which do not
involve the discharge of industrial
waste?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) In 1957, but the current method of

charging which incorporates a permit
fee ($72 per annum for minor
dischargers) commenced I July 1979.

(2) Yes, while the fixture remains and
therefore requires periodic inspections.

(3) For the current 1980-8I year
estimated $130000 from minor
dischargers
estimated $500 000 from major
dischargers.

(4) No statistics are kept which would
enable me to answer this question.

FUEL AND ENERGY
State Energy Commission: Working Capital

369. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:
(1) Will the payment of bills on a bi-

monthly basis instead of quarterly

increase the working capital of the
commission?

(2) If so, how much interest will accrue as a
result of increased working capital being
invested per year?

Mr
(1)

P. V. JONES replied:
and (2) 1 propose to answer questions
369 and 370 together.
Members should know that the two-
monthly accounts system is being
introduced mainly in the interests of
consumers. Approaches have been
received from a number of organisations
to have a shorter billing period
introduced. Also, under the quarterly
billing system, payment for a substantial
part of energy used by consumers was
not recieved for three or four months
after the start of the quarter. The
expected savings associated with the
introduction of the two-monthly billing
system are estimated between $400 000
-$600 000 per annum. It is not possible

to precisely quantify the ultimate
savings for two reasons.
First, although the Commission
anticpates a significant reduction in the
level of bad debt write-offs, the exact
magnitude of this reduction cannot be
quantified, but is estimated to be
between $200 000 - $300 000 per
annurn.
Secondly, the magnitude of the increase
in working capital can only be estimated
at this time.
In any event, the overall result will be of
benefit to the Commission and to the
people of the State.

FUEL AND ENERGY
Electricity and Gas: Bi-monthly Accounts

370. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:

What are the extra administrative costs
involved with the six State Energy
Commission billings instead of four each
year?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
See reply to question 369.
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WATER RESOURCES
Metropolitan Water Board: New Building

371. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) What is the cost of the Metropolitan

Water Board's new building in
Leederville?

(2) What was the original cost?
(3) What was the cost of landscaping?
(4) Was the landscaping contract let out by

tender?
(5) Were there any private consultant's fees

involved with the landscaping?
(6) What is the cost of reticulation?
(7) Will it be mains reticulation or bore

reticulation?
Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) $10.8 million.
(2) $ 10.8 million.
(3) $102 000 estimated (unfinished).
(4) Yes.
(5) Yes.
(6) $49 700 estimated (unfinished).
(7) From a bore with mains supply as a

backup.

SEWERAGE
Willeiton

372. Mr DAVIES. to the Minister for Water
Resources:

(1) What were the pumping station, main
rise, plus reticulation costs of the City of
Canning city zoning and development
scheme No. 30 and the Colins and
Apsley Road subdivision?

(2) What is the capacity of the pumping
station which services scheme No. 30
and the Colins and Apsley Road
subdivision, and what is the actual
utilisation of this pumping station by the
abovementioned schemes?

(3) How many lots are being serviced in
scheme No. 30 and the Colins/Apsley
Road subdivision, including public
buildings such as State primary and
high schools anid private schools?

(4) What is the cost per lot for the deep
sewerage and reticulation?

(5) What is the percentage of the capacity
of the abovementioned pumping station
used by scheme No. 30 and the Colins
and Apslcy Road subdivision and which
other suburban areas will be serviced
from that pumping station?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) These works were carried out by the

City of Canning and private developers.
The board does not have records of cost.

(2) The capacity of the pumping station to
serve town planning scheme 30 is
approximately 127 litres per second,
while that at Larissa Road serving the
Colins/ApsLey Road subdivision is
approximately 24 litres per second. All
present flow of these stat ions are from
town planning scheme 30 and
Colins/Apsley Road subdivisions.

(3) Information not readily available.
(4) Not available. See answer to (I).
(5) Town planning scheme 30 area will

probably utilise 40 per cent of the
present capacity of the Adenia Road
pumping station which will also serve
future sewerage reticulation in the
Shelley and Riverton areas. The
Colins/Apsley Road subdivision utilises
40 per cent of the Larissa Road
pumping station capacity. The
remaining capacity will be taken up by
future subdivisional development.

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION PTY.
LTD.

Radio Tower

373. Mr DAVIES, to the Premier:

(1) (a) As a result of the Government's
decision to scrap plans to build a 63
metre radio tower in Kings Park,
will it be necessary for
compensation to be paid to
Electrical Power Transmission Pty.
Ltd.; and

(b) if so, how much?

(2) Where is it now proposed to site the
tower?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) (a) No. Electrical Power Transmission

Pty. Ltd. did not seek
compensation.

(b) See (1)(a).

(2) Alternative arrangements were made
some months ago and therefore there is
no plan at this stage to erect a 63 metre
tower in the metropolitan area.
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TRANSPORT

Perth Regional Transport Co-ordinating
Committee

374. Mr McIVER, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) (a) Who comprises the Perth regional

transport co-ordinating committee;
and

(b) when was it formed?
(2) When was the last meeting held?
(3) (a) How many times did the committee

meet prior to cessation of the rail
passenger services Perth-Fremantle;
and

(b) how many times have they met
since as a full committee?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) (a) Director General of Transport

Chairman. M.T.T.
Commissioner of Railways
Commissioner of Main Roads
Commissioner of Transport
Commissioner of Town Planning
Chairman, Metropolitan Region
Planning Authority
Under Treasurer
Co-ordinator, Department of
Resources Development

(2)
(3)

Lord Mayor of Perth
Mr J. Hanley representing the
Trades and Labor Council
Mr P. J. Merner representing the
Commonwealth Department of
Transport.

(b) The Steering Committee of the
Perth Regional Transportation
Study was formed in 1970. This
developed into the Perth Regional
Transport Co-ordinating
Committee in 1972.

6 December 1979.
(a) 50.
(b) Once, on 6 December 1979.

TRANSPORT
Kelmscott Transfer Station

375. Mr McIVER, to the Minister
Transport:

for

(I ) What was the total cost to construct the
bus transfer complex at Kelmscott?

(2) What is the repayable interest rate per
annum?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) The final cost is not yet available. It is
estimated it will be in the vicinity of
$722 000.

(2) The State source or funds for individual
assets is not always identifiable as in this
instance and therefore it is not possible
to identify the interest rate.

376 and 377. These questions were postponed.

ROADS

Construction and Maintenance

378. Mr McOVER, to the Minister for
Transport:

With reference to road construction and
maintenance in the major regions of
Western Australia this financial year, is
it the intention of the Government to
employ Main Roads Department
employees, or tender work to private
contractors, as at Carnarvon?

Mr RUSH-TON replied:

As in recent years, both Main Roads
Department employees and private
contractors will be engaged on road
construction and maintenance works.

TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Nicholson Road- Wilfred Road Intersection

379. Mr BATEMAN, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) In view of the continuing number of
major and minor accidents occurring at
the intersection of Nicholson and
Wilfred Roads, will he have traffic
lights installed immediately?

(2) Is he aware that this intersection is the
only way in and out of the Canning Vale
complex?

(3) Is he further aware of the expansion of
the Canning Vale complex and the
increase in the workforce population of
this area?

(4) If "Yes" to (2) and (3), will he accede
to my request in (1)?
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Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) Accidents reported 10 the Road Traffic
Patrol for the period January 1978 to
July 1980 indicate three (3) accidents of
the type susceptible to control by traffic
signals. Currently there are many other
intersections with higher priority for
traffic signals on the basis of both
conflicting volumes as well as potential
hazard.

(2) No. There exists an alternative way out
of the Canning Vale complex via Willeri
Drive and traffic control signals at its
intersection with High Road.

(3) I am aware that there is expansion
taking place in this area.

(4) Not applicable.

EDUCATION: PRE-PRI MARY CENTRE
Gibbs Street

380. Mr BATEMAN, to the Minister for
Works:
(1) Is he aware that the Gibbs Street pre-

primary school is flooded?
(2) I f "Yes", is he also aware that the whole

playground area is flooded and has been
for some time?

(3) Is he further aware the school is built on
the lowest part of the school grounds?

(4) In view of the high water table in the
school grounds, does he realise it is
necessary for the septic tanks to be
pumped out every Monday by Buckley's
Waste Disposals, at a considerable cost
to the department?

(5) If answers to (1) to (4) are "Yes", will
he instigate action immediately to have
the school grounds and oval drained to
prevent any further occurrence of this
health and drainage problem for now
and later years?

(6) If not, why not?
Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) The pre-primary school building is not

flooded; however, the grounds are.
(2) Yes.
(3) Yes.
(4) Yes.
(5) Yes. The design of a ground-water

disposal scheme to drain the pre-school
centre grounds, and the oval, into the
local authority's stormwater main is
being prepared. The estimated cost is
$20000.

Work is to be carried out next summer
after the water table recedes.

(6) Not applicable.

RAILWAYS
Freight Rates: Grain

381. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Are grain freight rates calculated on the

distance from the rail siding to the
nearest Port?

(2) If not, how is the freight calculated?
(3) In relation to the transport of grain, how

many rail zones has the State been
divided into?

(4) What are the principal ports of each
zone?

(5) Will he provide a list of all Co-operative
Bulk Handling Limited receival points
in each zone and their rail distance from
the port?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) and (2) Yes, and to any other

destination if so consigned. Freight rates
are calculated on the shortest rail
distance between the origin and
destination stations, calculated from the
distances listed in the Railway
Commission's goods rates book.

(3) There are no clearly defined zones for
the transport of grain. However, grain
for export is consigned by the grain
handling authority to ports usually in
accordance with a set pattern.

(4) Not applicable.
(5) Not applicable.

RAILWAYS AND ROADS
Funds: Grants and Loans

382. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) In each of the last five financial years,

what amount of grant money has been
allocated to the State from the
Commonwealth for-
(a) roads;
(b) railways?

(2) For the same period what amount of
loan money has been raised by either the
State or the Commonwealth for-

(a) roads;
(b) railways?
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Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) (a) Commonwealth non-repayable

grants to the State for roads has
been provided under the provisions
of the National Roads Act 1974,
Australian Roads Grants Act 1974
and States Grants (Roads) Act
1977 and for urban road projects
under the Urban Public Transport
Assistance Program. Allocations for
roads and grants received for urban
roads projects in the last five
financial years were as foallows:-

1975.76
1976-77
1977.78

1978-791979-S0

Roads Urban Public

58300000 46667
5830000 311 785
60200000 16225
M4382 OD 65990
69 198 OD -

(b) Commonwealth grants for railway
standardisation and for railway
projects under the Urban Public
Transport Assistance Program in
each of the last five fincancial years
were as follows:-

1975-76
1976-77
1977.78

978-791979-90

of Railways

45 251
1 4007

Urban Public
Transport

$

22771

4C4 417

(2) (a) No loan moneys were received from
the Commonwealth for road
purposes in the last five financial
years. Loans raised by the State for
road purposes in each of the last
five financial years were as
follows:-

RAILWAYS
Funds: Coniribuf ions by Companies

383. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for
Resources Development:
(1) How many companies have agreements

with the State in which there is
provision for the company to contribute
funds to Westrail for capital works or
rolling stock?

(2) Will he name the agreements?
(3) Which companies have been required to

contribute to Westrail for purposes other
than freight charges?

(4) What is the amount provided by each
company to Westrail?

(5) Has Westrail repaid any of the funds
provided from this source?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) to (5) There are some 12 agreements

involved which place responsibilities
upon the various companies subject to
the agreements to provide varying forms
of infrastructure and capital associated
with railway facilities and transport
operations.
In view of the considerable detail
required, and because there would seem
to be some misleading information given
regarding freight rates and financial
payments made by the subject
companies, I am collating the
information required, and will advise the
member directly.

1975- 76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80

$
500000
800000

1 000 000
1000000
1 200 000

(b) Funds received by way of loan From
the Commonwealth for the railway
standardisation program and loans
raised by the State for railway
purposes in each of the last Five
financial years were as follows:-

weath

3975-76

1977-78

39.980

State Loan
Raisings

s

64 644
20030 -

1- 3495996
- 7 7600 OD0

PAY-ROLL TAX
Revenue

384. Mr COWAN, to the Treasurer:

(1) What was the revenue to the State
consolidated revenue fund from payroll
tax for each of the last five financial
years'?

(2) In each of the last five years, what
amount of payroll tax was paid into the
consolidated revenue fund by-
(a) Commonwealth;
(b) State
Government departments, commissions
or authorities?
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Sir
(I)

CHARLES COURT replied:

1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/ 79
1979/80

(2) (a) Commonwealth
Instrumentalities
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80

(b) State Government
aind Authorities

197 5/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80

110341 319
127 912 521
142 127344
152676587
168 042 309

935 585
1 003 338
1 230 833
I 371 961
1 511 255

Departments

32545 131
36 145901
40 722 925
45828510
49 434 278

38 5. This question was postponed.

FUEL AND ENERGY
Petrol: Country Areas

386. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Consumer
Affairs:

(1) Is he aware that retail petrol prices in
country areas are considerably higher
than in the metropolitan area in spite of
a so-called "fuel equalisation subsidy"
paid to oil companies to compensate for
freight differentials?

(2) What action does the State Government
propose to take to ensure that the
benefits of the subsidy are passed on to
the consumers?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Yes. Three factors affect fuel prices in

country areas: wholesale price, transport
costs and retail margins. The so-called
"fuel equalisation subsidy" is in fact the
Commonwealth Government's
petroleum products freight subsidy
scheme which affects the transport
component only.

(2) No action is necessary since the benefits
of the subsidy are already passed on to
consumers.

FUEL AND ENERGY
Coal: Eneabba

387. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:
(1) Has the State Energy Commission

engaged in discussions with companies
involved in coal exploration and
development in the Eneabba area
concerning possible use of such coal for
power operation in Western Australia?

(2) Have these discussions centred on the
development of a new power station in
the Eneabba area or on supply of coal
for existing plants, or both?

(3) What stage has been reached in these
negotiations?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) to (3) The Government has been

keeping in close touch with the
companies exploring for coal in the
Eneabba area. Although some
preliminary results have been obtained,
they are not specific enough at this stage
to determine the possible uses for coal
deposits.

FUEL AND ENERGY
Electricity Accounts: Fixed Charge

388. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:

(1) What is the present level of the "fixed
charge" for each category of electricity
consumers?

(2) Will he please provide a schedule
detailing the increases in this fixed
charge during the last five years?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) The present levels of "fixed charge"

are:-
(a) $3.07 per month for a customer

supplied under the Domestic Tariff.
(b) $1.58 per month for a customer

supplied under the Domestic "Off
Peak' Water Heating Tariff.

(c) $3.66 per month for a customer
supplied under the Industrial,
Commercial and General Tariff.

(d) $1 305 per month for an industrial
customer supplied under the Time
Based Demand and Energy Tariff
(TBDE).

(e) $704.58 per month for an industrial
customer supplied under the
Obsolescent Large Industry Tariff.
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(2) The increases in this fixed charge for the
last five years:-

onli Orr itrial
Ye, omtk P Commercial TEDE .g

Pk& Ocncl Indust '

$ S s $
976 0.63 N/A Nil 7W000 70000D

977 2.00 1.20 1.80 l1000 $4000
9978 2.30 1.29 2.00 101000 577.83
979 2.60 9.34 3.10 1 9100 598.08

1980 3.07 3.58 3.66 3305.00 704.58

NOTE
(1) Prior to 1 July 1977 domestic

customers supplied from other
than the interconnected system
paid a fixed charge of $1.66
per month.

(2) The domestic off-peak water
heating tariff was not available
prior to 1977.

CULTURAL AFFAIRS
Geraldion Cultural Trust

389. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Cultural
Affairs and Recreation:
(1) Has he recived a submission from the

Gcraldton Cultural Trust dated 23 May
1980. seeking the use of the building
known as the "old maternity hospital"
For cultural purposes?

(2) Has consideration been given to this
submission and to the future of the
building?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), what is the result of
such consideration?

(4) If "No" to (2), when does he anticipate
that the matter will be considered?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes.
(3) In a memorandum dated 23 June 1980

(Ref. A2570) Mr W. R. B. Hassell,
Minister for Community Welfare
advised, "that the Department for
Community Welfare is still actively
pursuing an alternative building to
enable them to vacate the former
hospital premises.
The delay has been caused by lack of
finance, which the department is again
seeking in the forthcoming budget.'!
On 20 June 1980 the Minister for
Education wrote to Mr W. C. Gerritsen,
Managing Secretary, Geraldton

Cultural Trust and stated, "the
availability of this building is dependent
upon an allocation of capital 'wotks
funds for the Department for
Community Welfare's new facility in
Ceraldton. It will therefore not be
possible to give any further information
on this matter until the publication of
the Loan Estimates for 1980/8 1"

(4) Nor applicable.

TRANSPORT

Pensioners: Free Trips
390. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is it a fact that the free trip for
pensioners on rail or bus travel each
year is not available to be taken during
school holidays?

(2) If "Yes", will be give consideration to
amending this policy to enable
pensioners who wish to travel with
grandchildren during school holidays?

Mr RUJSHTON replied:
(1) Yes. Restrictions on free travel apply to

the Thursday and Friday of the week
that school vacations commcnce and to
the Thursday to Sunday inclusive of the
week prior to school resuming. However,
there is no restriction on the half fare
travel concession for pensioners.

(2) these restrictions on free trips are
necessary because of the heavy demand
on Westrail's resources at these times
and for this reason I anm advised that
amendment of this policy is not
considered to be practicable at this
stage.

PRISON
Geraldton

391. Mr CARR, to the Chief Secretary:

(1) What stage has been reached in
planning for a new prison complex in the
Geraldton region?

(2) Can he advise such dctails as type of
prison, location and likely date of
commencement?

(3) What is proposed to be the future of the
existing Geraldton regional prison
buildings when the new prison complex
is provided?
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Mir HASSELL replied:

(1) Cabinet has approved the construction
of a new prison complex at Geraldion
for 200 males and 20 females and
associated staff housing. Planning has
not yet commenced.

(2) (a) It is envisaged that the prison
complex will provide for 40
maximum security, 60 medium
security and 100 minimum security
male prisoners and 20 minimum
security female prisoners.

(b) No firm decision has yet been made
on location.

(c) A commencement date cannot be
indicated with any real accuracy.

(3) This matter will eventually be referred
to the Land and Property Branch of the
Public Works Department through the
Minister for Works.

POLICE STATION

Geraldion

392. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Police and
Traffic:

(1) Does his department have plans for
extensions to the Geraldton police
station or for relocation of that police
station?

(2) If "Yes", will he please advise of the
details')

Mir H~ASSELL replied:
(1) No. However, the matter is under

consideration.
(2) Answered by (1).

EDUCATION

Technical College: Geraldton

393. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Education:

(1) What stage has been reached in regard
to proposals for a hostel to be provided
at the Geraldton Technical College?

(2) When is it intended that the
construction of such a college should
commence?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:

(1) and (2) Some design work has been
done but construction of such a hostel is
dependent on the availability of funds.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS AND
PROVINCES

Enrolmients and Quotas

394, Mr CARR, to the Chief Secretary:

(1) What is the latest enrolment in each of
the 55 Legislative Assembly seats and
16 Legislative Council seats?

(2) What is the present quota figure for-
(a) metropolitan seats;
(b) agricultural, pastoral and mining

seats?
(3) On current figures, which seats are

above or below permitted quota limits?
Mr HASSELL replied:
The figures are given as at 18 August 1980,
being the most recent computer information.
(1) (a) DISTRICT ENROLMENT

Ascot
Balcatta
Canning
Clontarf
Cockburn
Cottesloe
Dianella
East Melville
Eloreat
Fremantle
Gos nel Is
Karrinyup
Maylands
Melville
Morley
Mount Hawthorn
Mount Lawley
Murdoch
Nedlands
Perth
Scarborough
South Perth
Subiaco
Swan
Victoria Park
Welshpool
Whitford
Albany
A von
Bunbury
Collie
Dale
Darling Range
Geraldion
Greenough
Kalamunda
Kalgoorlie

I5 878
19081
21 505
17 595
I17 388
15 797
19681
17049
16 461
17 282
23 517
18885
17 358
16474
18 514
17086
16394
24 986
14633
14413
I15390
I5 152
15 918
I17 952
I5 245
16665
31 100
8 656
8 076
9 837
9 083
9 312
9 438
9 306
9 522

10 129
7 948
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DISTRICT ENROLMENT
Katanning 7951
Merredin 8321
Moore 11 025
Mount Marshall 7 949
Mundaring 9 329
Murray 11 307
Narrogin 7862
Rockingham 13 930
Roe 9 332
Stirling 9561
Vasse 10434
Warren 9440
Wellington 9 464
Yilgarn-Dundas 7 633
Gascoyne 4 060
Kimberley 6336
Murchison-Eyre 2033
Pilbara 17037

Total: 741 710

(1) (b) PROVINCE ENROLMENT
East Metropolitan 69 293
Metropolitan 77 222
North Metropolitan 101 542
North-East

Metropolitan 89 899
South Metropolitan 68 193
South-East

Metropolitan 8I 250
Central 23 887
Lower Central 26 474
Lower West 34 549
South 27549
South-East 23 902
South-West 29 735
Upper West 29853
West 28 896
Lower North 6093
North 23 373

(2) (a) 18051
(b) 9 368

(3) Above-Cosnells
Murray
M u rdoch
Rockingham
Whitford

Below-Perth

LAND

Reserve No. A24913: Removal of Sand

395. Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Lands:

(1) Is it a fact that substantial quantities of
loam and lime sand have been removed
from class "A" reserve A 24913, for

parks and reserves, which reserve is
vested in the Shire of Denmark?

(2) Is it a fact that such quantities of loam
and lime sand have been transported for
use on a subdivision near Ocean Beach
and also have been transported to
Albany for private commercial
purposes?

(3) Is the subdivision in (2) a private
development?

(4) If "Yes" to (3), which company or
person(s) is responsible for this
development?

(5) (a) Has any councillor serving on the
Denmark or Albany Shire Councils
a business relationship with the
developers of the subdivision to
which the materials were
transported or with the company
who transported the material to
Albany; and

(b) if so. has such an interest been
declared by the councillor(s)
concerned?

(6) What is the monetary value (sales price)
of the removed materials and what steps
will be taken to ensure that all moneys
received for the removed materials will
be returned to the public funds by the
offenders?

(7) (a) How many instances of a similar
nature have been brought to the
notice of the Minister in the last ten
years;

(b) where did they take place; and

(c) how were they dealt with?

(8) Will the Minister send an officer from
his department to inspect the damage
done to this reserve and report on it?

(9) Will the Minister table the report
requested in (8) above for discussion in
the House?
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M rs C RA IG replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) to (6) Following a verbal complaint

received by the Lands Department on 18
July 1980, and confirmed in writing on
22 July, the department, by letter dated
24 July, requested a full explanation
from the Shire of Denmark which holds
the Vesting Order over Reserve 24913
and has the powers of a Board of
Management under the Parks and
Reserves Act. An inspection of the
reserve by a departmental staff surveyor
took place on 31 July which confirmed
the fact that substantial loam and lime
sand had been removed from the
reserve. The report from the shire is not
yet to hand. Shire representatives have
indicated Verbally to the department
that the matter is to be discussed in
council and the requested report would
then follow. Until that explanation is
received, the Minister for Lands is not in
a position to respond to the member's
particular questions.

(7) (a) to (c) This information is not
readily available and would entail
considerable research into files over
the last 10 years.

(8) and (9) Answered by (2) to (6)
inclusive.

LAND
Reserve No. A249 13: Removal of Sand

396. Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Is it a fact that loam and lime sand have
been taken by private persons for private
persons from class "A" reserve A 24913,
vested in the Shire of Denmark?

(2) Would the Minister have an officer
immediately evaluate the area to see
what damage to the environment has
resulted and may continue to result due
to the removal of this material?

(3) Will the Minister table the eventual
report from this officer, mentioned in
(2) above?

(4) If the environment is being affected, will
the Minister take steps to have the
removal of loam and lime sand stopped
immediately, and those responsible for
its removal make good the area?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Loam and lime sand have been removed

but it is not yet known by whom or for
what purpose.

(2) Officers of the Department of
Conservation and Environment have
inspected the area and are liaising with
officers of the Department of Lands and
Surveys in the preparation of a report.

(3) and (4) 1 will ensure that the member is
advised of the outcome of the
investigations.

TRAFFIC

Motor Cycles
397. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for Police and

Traffic:

(1) What are the present restrictions on
young people purchasing powerful motor
cycles?

(2) Is there any obligation on a retailer to
seek proof of age from a young person
before selling him a powerful motor
cycle?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) There are no restrictions on any person,

young or old, purchasing a motor cycle.
However, if the member is referring to
the minimum ages required to obtain a
driver's licence to ride motor cycles,
these are:

16 years-for Mopeds
17 years-for Motor Cycles.

(2) No.

HEALTH: CHIROPRACTORS
REGISTRATION BOARD

Appeals

398. Mr HODGE, to the Minister representing
the Attorney General:

(1) Has the Attorney General yet finalised
Jegislation to amend the Chiropractors
Act to provide for an avenue of appeal
to a magistrate against decisions of the
Chiropractors Registration Board?

(2) When did the Minister for Health refer
the abovementioned matter to the
Attorney General?
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Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) and (2) This question is consicerea to
out Of Order (Erskine May, p.331, 19th
Edition).

HEALTH: CHIROPRACTORS
REGISTRATION BOARD

Annual Reports and Accounts

399. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Does he recall issuing a press statement
on 3 October 1979 promising to
amend the Chiropractors Act to provide
for an avenue of appeal to a magistrate
against decisions of the registration
board?

(2) (a) Does he still intend to amend the
Chiropractors Act to provide for an
avenue of appeal against board
decisions;

(b) if "Yes", when?
(3) (a) Does he still intend amending the

Chiropractors Act to ensure that
the Registration Board's accounts
are audited at least once a year;

(b) if "Yes", when?

(4) Has he received a copy of the annual
report and audited financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 1980 from
the Chiropractors Registration Board?

(5) Will he table the annual reports and
audited financial statements of the
Chiropractors Registration Board each
year when they become available?

Mr

(1)
(2)

YOUNG replied:
Yes.

(a) Yes;
(b) The amendment

introduced during
session of Parliament.

should be
this current

(3) (a) Yes;

(4)
(5)

(b) Again, during the current session.
No.
Yes, if this becomes a statutory
requirement.

LAND
Bicton Animal Quarantine Station Site

400. Mr HODGE, to the Premier:
(I ) In February this year he advised me that

recommendations relating to the
purchase of the Bicton animal

quarantine station site would be
considered in the near future: can he
now advise me if the State Government
has yet made a decision on the purchase
of the site?

(2) In February he also advised me that the
Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority would shortly be considering
a report on the future use of the land
and would then make recommendations
to the Government; can he now advise
rme-
(a) has the Government received the

Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority recommendations;

(b) if "Yes" to (a), what did the
Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority recommend;

(c) has the Government made a
decision on the future use of the
site, and if so, what is the decision?

(3) Is he aware that on 26 February 1980
the Federal Minister for Administrative
Services, Mr McLeay, gave approval for
the Bicton animal quarantine station to
be sold to the State Government?

Sir
(1)

CHARLES COURT replied:
Yes. On 5 June 1980, the Government
agreed to purchase the site.

(2) (a) Yes.
(b) (i) that "residential" is a suitable

use for the urban zoned land at
the Bicton Quarantine Station
site.

(ii) that the Metropolitan Region
Scheme not be amended to
reserve portion of the site for a
Parks and Recreation Reserve
to augment Reserve No.
33997.

(iii) that the Town Planning Board
be advised that if, and when
the land is subdivided in the
future, consideration be given
to requiring the provision of an
open space contribution on the
western side of the quarantine
site generally as depicted on
Plan No. 2.0343.

(c) No.

(3) Yes.

40 1. This question was post poned.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS
Details

402. Mr PARKER, to the Minister for Local
Government:

With respect to the 1980 municipal
elections:-
(a) how many vacancies were there

throughout the State:
(b) how many councillors were

returned unopposed;
(c) where there was an election what

was the average percentage of
electors voting-
(i) in metropolitan couri

vacancies; and
(ii) in country council vacancies;

(d) of all
whatever
sitting
returned~

icil

councillors elected, by
means, how many were

councillors who were

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(a) to (d) This information is not

available at my department in the
form requested although most could
be extracted from the annual
election returns of the 138
municipalities.

If the member was himself prepared to
extract the particulars which he
requires, I would be happy to make the
returns available for this purpose at the
department.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Employees: Time Lost

403. Mr PARKER, to the Minister for Works:

(1) How much time has-
(a) been lost; and
(b) been paid for,
under the provisions of the Building
Trades (P. W. D.A. D.-Construction-
Inclement-Heat) Order 1979 of the
W.A. Industrial Commission?

(2) With respect to construction department
employees of the P.W.D.A.D. how
much time was lost through indiustrial
accidents in the 1979-80 financial year?

(3) With respect to the same workers, how
much time was lost through strikes by
those workers in the 1979-80 financial
year?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) Information is not readily available but

is being collated and will be forwarded
to the member for Fremantle as soon as
possible.

(2) I 424 days.
(3) Information is not readily available but

is being collated and will be forwarded
to the member for Fremantle as soon as
possible.

HOUSING
Aborigines: Narrogin

404. Mr PARKER, to the Honorary Minister
assisting the Minister for Housing:

(1) Does the State Housing Commission
have a policy that, in Narrogin, where
there is one Aboriginal family living in
one of its homes it will not place another
such family in an adjacent house?

(2) (a) If not, does it have any such similar
policy: and

(b) if so, what is it?

(3) Will he
Commission
housing of
Narrogin?

detail any policy'
has with respect to
Aboriginal families

the
the
in

(4) (a) Do these policies apply to other
country towns; and

(b) if so, which ones?

Mr LAURANCE replied:
(1) to (4) In Narrogin as in other country

towns the commission endeavours to
integrate housing for Aborigines within
the wider community.

HOUSING
Aborigines: Narrogin

405. Mr PARKER, to the Honorary Minister
assisting the Minister for Housing:

1I) Is it a fact that Nos. 42
Street, Narrogin, are
homes owned by the
Commission?

and 56 Hough
"transitional'

State Housing

(2) Is it a fact that these homes are not
lined and have not had effective
heating?
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(3) (a) Is it a fact that Mr and Mrs G. G.
Bolton have been living at No. 56
Hough Street, Narrogin. for the
past seven years; and

(b) Mr and Mrs V. R. Bolton have
been living at No. 42 Hough Street,
Narrogin. Cot the past three years?

(4) If the answers to (3) are "No", what are
the periods?

(5) Does he consider this the true purpose of
a "transitional home" or that these
periods fall into the definition of
"transitional periods".?

(6) Has he or the State Housing
Commission had applications-

(a) from Mr and Mrs 0. 0. Bolton;
and

(b) from Mr and Mrs V. R. Bolton

to be moved to conventional homes in
Narrogin?

(7) Has he or the State Housing
Commission had representations from
Members of Parliament and/or others in
support of these applications?

(8) Have the applications and/or the
representations been accompanied by
certificates, statements and letters from
doctors and social workers at the Royal
Perth and Princess Margaret hospitals
concerning either the deleterious effect
these homes were having on the health
of the children of the families or the
impediment they were causing to the
children's recovery from illness?

(9) Has the result of all the foregoing
activity been that the State Housing
Commission has decided not to move
these families to conventional homes.
but rather to supply them with "pot-
belly stoves'?

(I0) If not, what is the decision?
(11) is he satisfied with the decision of the

State Housing Commission?
(12) If not, what does he intend to do about

Mr LAURANCE replied:

(1) to (12) The information sought by the
member is of a personal nature
regarding tenants of the State Housing
Commission. It has been a long standing
policy not to make information of this
nature available to the public.
However. I am prepared to make the
information available to the member by
letter.

HOUSING
Funds: Commonwealth

406. Mr PARKER, to the Honorary Minister
assisting the Minister for Housing:

1I) Are the following payments to the States
for Housing, including pensioner and
Aboriginal housing grants, correct:

Australia Wwcrn
Australia

(a) 1975-76 384693 34825
(b) 3976.77 391 770 27 355
(c) 1977-75 405 557 38 067
(d) 1978.79 335 500 31 410
(e) 3979-80 265500 26770
(f) 198".1 275500 27 239

(2) If not, what are the correct figures?
(3) Did the amount from 1975-76 and 1977-

78 result from a ive year agreement
commencing in 1973-74 and prior to the
election of the present Australian
Government?

(4) Are the amounts from 1978-79 to 1980-
8I resulting from a three year
agreement negotiated by the present
Australian and Western Australian
Governments?

(5) Using the C.P1. annual variations, what
is the percentage reduction in real terms
from June 1977-7S to 1980-81
respectively?

(6) What is the actual percentage reduction
for the same period respectively?

(7) Is the Western Australian Government
concerned with the reductions?

(8) If "No" to (7). what current action is
being taken with the Australian
Government to remedy the reduction?

(9) If any action in (8) is not successful,
what other sources of funding are
available to the State Housing
Commission to overcome the problem?

(10) In light of the fact that Australian
Government revenue has increased
considerably between 1974 and 1980 is
the funding for Western Australia
regressive and disadvantaging to the
home building industry in this State?

Mr LAURANCE replied:
(1) No.
(2) Correct figures arc-

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Australia
($1000)
384 693
391 770
405 557
335 500
265 500
285 000

Western
Australia
($1000)
34 285
37 355
38 067
31 480
26 770
27 239
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(3) Yes.
(4) Yes.
(5) Australian weighted average-6

Australian Capitals-45.90%
Western Australia-Perth-44.88%

(6) Australia-29.72%
Western Australia-28.44%

(7) Yes.
(8) See (7).
(9) See (7).

(10) Yes.

HOSPITAL
Warren District

407. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Is it intended to carry out extensions to

the Warren District Hospital to enable
extended care functions to be carried out
more effectively?

(2) If "Yes"-
(a) what is the estimated cost of any

such extensions;
(b) when is it expected construction of

such extensions will commence?
Mr
(1)
(2)

YOUNG replied:
Yes.
(a)

(b)

An estimate has not yet been
prepared;
commencement of work depends on
the completion of an approved
sketch and estimates and
subsequent allocation of funds.

VEGETABLES
Potatoes

408. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Is it intended to establish a seed

breeding and certification scheme for
the potato industry in Western
Australia?

(2) If "Yes"'-
(a) when is it proposed that such a

scheme will be introduced:
(b) what are the details or operation of

any such proposed scheme?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) An assessment is presently being made

of the benefit to the potato industry of
introduction of a pathogen tested seed
potato programme to replace the present
seed approval scheme.
The assessment involves comparison of
pathogen tested seed against approved
seed over a number of planting sites.

(2) (a) and (b) The detail of operation and
time of establishment of any new
scheme will depend on the results of
the present assessment which is
expected to be concluded towards
the end of 1983.

TRAFFIC
Drivers: Licences

409. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:
(I) Can he confirm that the Government

intends to introduce legislation to allow
holders of driving licences to motor
vehicles fitted with automatic
transmission (E classification) to drive
vehicles fitted with manual transmission
without having to pass a driving test in a
manually operated vehicle?

(2) If "Yes", when is it intended to
introduce such legislation and for what
reasons is such a change proposed?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) No. The classification of all drivers'

licences is presently under review but as
yet no firm decisions or
recommendations have been made.

(2) Answered by (1).

POLICE
Cadet Intake

410. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:
(1) Can he confirm that there will be a new

intake of police cadets in September this
year?

(2) If' "Yes", how many will be included in
the intake and when will the course
commence?

(3) If "No" to (1), when will the next intake
occur, and how many will be included?

Mr H-ASSELL replied:
(1) to (3) No. All staffing commitments will

depend on the State Budget.
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POLICE

Zdzislaw Prasalowski:- Assault
411. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Police

and Traffic:
(1) In view of the confirmation by the

Attorney General that Mr Zdzislaw
Prasalowski was submitted to a bad
assault by ex-Police Constable Thornton
on 19 August 1978-
(a) when were investigations begun

into Mr Prasalowski's complaint
about the assault:

(b) by whom were the investigations
conducted:

(c) when and on what basis was it
concluded that Thornton had
committed a bad assault?

(2) In view of Mr Prasalowski's distressed
physical condition following the assault,
why did it take so long for the police to
have him transferred to hospital for
proper medical attention?

(3) (a) When did Thornton resign from the
Police Force:

(b) under what circumstances did his
resignation take place?

(4) When did Thornton leave Australia and
why was no attempt made to prevent
him from doing so in view of the
investigation that was under way?

(5) What was the reason for the long delay
in any attempt being made to take
criminal action against Thornton for the
assault?

(6) What attempts have been made to have
Thornton returned to Australia to stand
trial'?

(7) What further action do the police intend
to take in this regard?

Mr KASSELL replied:
(1) (a) August 21 1978.

(b)
(c)

By a commissioned officer.
November 6 1979, when the
existence of an independent witness
was established as the result of
information revealed in the course
of a court action in respect of
another matter later becoming
known to another officer inquiring
into another matter.

(2) Prasalowski did not exhibit a need for
medical attention until 0545 hours on
August 19 1978, and was taken to
hospital at 0555 hours August 19 1978,

(3) (a) Resigned March 1 1979.
(b) For personal reasons to travel and

work overseas.
(4) Left Australia March 21 1979, from

Fremantle: at that time there were no
lawful means by which he could have
been prevented from leaving.

(5) Unavailability of witnesses and evidence
to enable such action.

(6) None.
(7) If and when Thornton returns, further

action will be taken, subject to
availability of witnesses and evidence to
sustain a prosecution.

NOONKANBAH- STATION
Amax Exploration: Meeting with Police

412. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:

Is he able to advise the House of the
results of police action on statements by
Mr Peter Cross on "Nationwide" of 1 3
August, which was referred to by the
Minister for Resources Development in
respect of question 64 without notice on
Thursday 14 August 1980?

Mr HASSELL replied:
No such meeting as indicated took
place.

FUEL AND ENERGY: ELECTRICITY
Country Towns Assistance Scheme

413. Mr GRILL, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:

(I) Further to question and answer number
67 of 1980. what local government
bodies have entered the country towns
assistance scheme in the last five years?

(2) Which of these bodies has had to pay an
interim tariff'?

(3) What was the level of the interim tariff
in each case?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) The following towns have been supplied

under the provisions of the Country
Towns Assistance Scheme in the last
five years-

Wyndham
Sandstone
Mount Magnet
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Camballin
Broome
Bremer Bay
Norseman
Hopetoun
Exmouth
Ledge Point
Menzies
Coolgardie

(2) Wyndham
Sandstone
Mount Magnet
Camballin
Broome
Bremer Bay
H-opetoun
Norsema n

(3) Domestic customers supplied in the
towns listed in (2) above paid a higher
Aixed charge of $1.66 per month until
the uniform Aixed charge was introduced
on I July 1977. From July 1975 to July
1977 domestic customers supplied from
the interconnected system paid a fixed
charge of $0.68 per month.

NOON KAN BAH STATION

Transport of Drilling Rig: Mobile Canteen

414. Mr DAVIES. to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:

(1) Further to question 248 of 1980
concerning the mobile canteen for the
transport of a drilling rig to
Noonkanbah. does he now know who is
paying for the cost of the canteen?

(2) If so. who is paying?

Mr HASSELL replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) W.A. Government.

EDUCATION: SCHOOL

South Perth

415. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister
Education:

for

(1) Has he received correspondence from
South Perth City Council dated 4
August complaining that extensive
additions to the South Perth primary
school have been commissioned without
prior consultation with the council?

(2) Does he propose to request the now
defunct toilet building be demolished to
compensate adjacent residents for the
adverse effect that the new library
building is having on their property?

(3) Will he also request that modifications
be made to the landscaping proposals
along the lines suggested by council and
that the roof of the new building be
painted in a matt olive-green finish?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:

(I)
(2)

Yes.
and (3) These are matters for
negotiation between the South Perth
Primary School P. & C. Association and
the South Perth City Council.

TOWN PLANNING

Public Works Department Operations

416. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning:

(1) Has she received a letter from South
Perth City Council dated 4 August
1980, which suggests that the operation
of the Public Works Department be
brought within the control of the
uniform building by-laws and district
town planning scheme?

(2) What is the Government's attitude to
the suggestion?

Mrs

(1)
(2)

CRAIG replied:
Yes.
The Local Government Act and the
Town Planning and Development Act
both exclude the Crown from such
controls though the latter provides that
public works be carried out in such a
manner as to be in keeping with the
design and intent of every town planning
scheme so far as this is reasonably
possible. The Government's attitude is to
support this principle.

NOONKANBAH STATION

Transport of Drilling Rig: Police Escort Cost

417. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:

(1) With reference to police involvement
escorting a convoy to Noonkanbah, is it
correct that some police-
(a) accompanying the convoy;
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(b) at the base camp about 70 km from
the drill site,

will get 24-hour pay?
(2) If so, how many in each instance?
(3) Will this entitle first-class sergeants to

obtain over $2 000 per week in pay?
(4) How many officers are located at the

base camp about 70 km from the drill
site?

(5) What are the rankings of the officers at
the base camp'?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) Claims will be assessed and paid in

accordance with the police award.
(2) Claims from all personnel involved are

not yet received or processed.
(3) 1 do not propose to express an opinion

until all claims are received and a proper
assessment of the overall situation under
the award in the circumstances of this
particular case is made.

(4) For security reasons the number of
personnel now in the area will not be
divulged.

(5) Answered by (4).

418. This question was postponed.

NOONKANBAH STATION
Base Camp: Cost

419. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:

(1) What were the establishment costs for
the base camp about 70 km from the
drill site, including travelling, fuel and
other expenses incurred in going to
Noonkanbah?

(2) Who is bearing the costs of-
(a) providing meals at the camp;
(b) providing tents, camp stretchers,

portable toilets and hot water
showers?

(3)

(4)
(5)

Who hired a contractor to supply meals
to the men?
Who is the contractor?
What is his fee?

Mr HASSELL replied:

(I)

(2)
(3)

A full assessment of costs has not yet
been made.
(a) and (b) The Government.
to (5) A contractor was not hired.

420. This question was postponed.

"G ILT DRA GON"
Salvage

421. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Cultural
Affairs and Recreation:

(1) Is it a fact that the Government of
Western Australia, through the Western
Australian Museum Board and the
Western Australian Museum, assumed
-control of the wreck of the Gill Dragon
under the Museum Act Amendment Act
(1964) and the Museum Act (1969)
respectively and thereby deliberately
prevented Mr E. A. Robinson from
salvaging and recovering materials
therefrom?

(2) For what period of time did the
Government of Western Australia
prevent Mr Robinson from salvaging
and recovering materials from the
wreck?

(3) Did the W.A. Museum Board and the
W.A, Museum during the period in
which it assumed control of the wreck-

(a) cause materials to be removed from
the wreck;

(b) retain and dispose of some of the
materials removed from the wreck;

(c) cause damage to the wreck;
(d) refuse to reimburse Mr Robinson

his expenses incurred in salvaging
materials;

(e) refuse to compensate Mr Robinson
as finder?

(4) At 31 August 1977, what was-

(a) the total value of materials from
the Gilt Dragon recovered and
salvaged by the W.A. Museum
Board and W.A. Museum;

(b) the total value of materials from
the wreck in the possession of the
W.A. Museum;

(c) the total value of materials
recovered and salvaged by Mc
Robinson in the possession of the
W.A. Museum?

(5) At 31 August 1977, what was the total
value of materials from the wreck of the
Gilt Dragon recovered by or in the
possession of the W.A. Museum to
which Mr Robinson was entitled?

(6) What is the total value of materials
from the wreck returned to Mr
Robinson since 31 August 1977?
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(7) What is ahe total value of materials
retained by the W.A. Museum since the
wreck was discovered?

(8) What is the total value of materials
recovered from the wreck which Mr
Robinson has been permitted to retain?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(1) The question is inadmissible in that it

seeks opinions on questions of law and in
that it relates to matters awaiting
determination in a Court of law.

(2) The question is not applicable for the
reasons given in answer to question one.

(3) (a) Yes.
(b) Disposal of material from the wreck

is controlled by an international
agreement signed between
Australia and the Netherlands in
1972 and administered by a
committee set up under that
agreement.

(c) The Museum excavated the wreck.
Reports of the excavation have been
published.

(d) The question is inadmissible in that
it relates to matters awaiting
determination in a Court of law.

(e) The question is inadmissible for the
reason given in answer to item (3)
(d)-

(4) (a) No assessment had been made: as a
matter of policy the Museum does
not, in general, undertake
valuations of such material.

{b) No assessment has been made for
the reason given above.

(c) Mr Robinson donated material
from the Gilt Dragon wreck to the
Museum in December, 1966, but,
for the reason given above, no
assessment of its value had been
made.

(5) The question is inadmissible in that it
seeks opinions on questions of law.

(6) Nil1.

(7)

(8)

No assessment has been made for the
reasons given in answer to question (4).
A collection of coins from the Gilt
Dragon was delivered to Mr Robinson
on 25/5/73: However, no assessment of
its value has been made for the reasons
given in answer to question (4).

422. This question was postponed.

ROADS: MAIN ROADS DEPARTMENT
Kimberley Employees

423. Mr BRIDGE, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Is it fact that the Main Roads
Department is to retrench local Main
Roads Department employees engaged
in day labour in the Kimberley, and
replace them with southern-based
private contract workers?

(2) (a) If "Yes", how many men will be
laid off;,

(b) when; and
(c) in which areas of the Kimberley?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) and (2) No. The completion of major
works in the East Kimnberley has
resulted in a surplus of manpower in this
region. There is, however, a considerable
turnover of labour and it is not
considered that retrenchment will be
necessary. However, some of the labour
force may be required to transfer to the
West Kimberley where there is a
continuing requirement to maintain the
manpower level until the day-labour
works on the Great Northern Highway
between Sandfire and Broome are
completed. Because of labour turnover,
no retrenchments are thought to be
required in the West Kimberley region
either.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Projects

424. Mr H-ARMAN, to the Minister for
Resources Development:

Will he give details of the projects with
a total value of $4712 million which had
been approved for infrastructure
borrowings as reported in the media on
19 August?

Mr LAURANCE replied:

Yes. Details are tabled.

The paper was tabled (see paper No. 194).
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WATER RESOURCES

Maylands

425. Mr HARMAN, to the Minister for Water
Resources:
(1) Was his department advised of an

outbreak or illness among children and
adults in the block of flats in Maylands
last week?

(2) Was it asserted that the illness was
caused by contaminated water?

(3) Was a sample of water taken by his
department?

(4) What was the result of the tests
performed upon the sample taken?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) No. The Metropolitan Water

only received complaints
discoloured water,

(2) No.
(3)
(4)

Board
about

Yes.
All samples showed nil coliform and nil
E coli. There are no grounds to suspect
that the water can be associated with the
illness referred to by the member.
During the test amoebae naeglaria was
isolated. Change in flow pattern for a
short period caused the discoloured
water; it is not expected that further
tests will show the presence of amoebae
naeglaria.

TRAFFIC
King William Street- Whailey Crescent

Intersect ion

426. Mr TONKIN, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Is he aware of hazardous and slippery
conditions at the confluence of Whatley
Crescent and King William Street,
Bayswater?

(2) How many-
(a) fatal:and
(b) non-fatal,
accidents have occurred there in each of
the past four years'?

(3) Is remedial action likely in the near
future?

(4) If so. what are the details?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) No.

(2) Year
1976
1977
1978
1979

Reported
Fatal
0
0
0
0

Accidents
Non-fatal

12
12
I8
IS

(3) and (4) These roads are under the
control of the Bayswater Shire Council.
However, it is understood that no works
are planned in the near future.

EDUCATION: PRE-SCHOOL CENTRE
Diana Crescent, Loekridge

427. Mr TONKIN, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) Are there plans to close the remedial
reading classes at the Lockridge pre-
school centre in Diana Crescent?

(2) What plans are there for this centre in
the foreseeable future?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:

(1) and (2) The Diana Crescent Centre is
made available, on Saturday mornings,
to a parent action group which conducts
a remedial class. The continued
availability of the centre for this purpose
is dependent upon this group adhering to
the conditions laid down by the school
administration for use of the centre.

EDUCATION: SCHOOL
Goollelal

428. Mr NANOVICH, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) Will the Goollelal primary school be
built in time for the commencement of
the new school year 1981 ?

(2) If "Yes", can he advise when a tender
will be let to commence construction?

Mr GRAY DEN replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) A contract was let on 23 June 1980.

429. This question was postponed.
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DECENTRALISATION
Local Contractors

430. Mr SODEMAN, to the Honorary Minister
assisting the Minister for Industrial
Development and Commerce:

(I) Country building contractors tendering
for Government works in a decentralised
location within a 160 kmn radius of the
contractor's Fixed establishment
currently may be afforded a five per
cent preference allowance on contracts,
to a maximum value of $50 000: when
was the preference ceiling last adjusted
to allow for inflation?

(2) (a) In view of the fact that $50 000
barely covers a single residence,
would he consider raising the
ceiling; and

(b) in so doing take into account
standard State Housing
Commission home building
contracts in order that they be
embraced by an adjusted maximum
contract value?

Mr MacKINNON replied:
(1) A preference ceiling of $20 000 was

established with the introduction of the
building preference policy on January 16
1973.
The present ceiling of $50 000 was
introduced on January 17 1980
following a review by the Western
Australian Products and Services
Cabinet sub-committee.

(2) (a) and (b) These matters will be
referred to the Western Australian
products and services Cabinet sub-
committee- for further review.
Following this review the honourable
member will be advised of the results.

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Anzac Road intersections

431. Mr BERTRAM, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:
(1) On what date was Anzac Road linked to

Brady Street, Mt. Hawthorn?
(2) Since that date on what date have motor

vehicle accidents occurred at or about
the intersections of East Street and
Sasse Avenue with Anzac Road?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) Precise date unknown, but believed to be

3 May 1977.
(2) Accidents have occurred on the

following dates at:
The intersection of East Street and
Anzac Road
1977-September 19
1978-March 26; April 21; September I
1979-Nil.
1980-March 29; September 9.
The intersection of Sasse Avenue and
Anzac Road
1977-July 12
1978--July 14
In Anzac Road between East Street and
Sasse Avenue
1979-December 16.

ROADS
Beach Roa d-Mirra booka Avenue Intersection

432. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) In view of the Main Roads
Department's rejection of the request to
install traffic signals at the Beach
Road/ Mirrabooka Avenue intersection
to coincide with the proposed
reconstruction of the intersection, what
consideration was given to-

(a) the contention by the City of
Stirling that the construction of the
intersection to full dual carriageway
standard without signalisation, is
likely to lead to an increase in
accidents;

(b) the special hazards posed for
children negotiating this
intersection on their way to and
from Mercy College which is
situated adjacent to the
intersection?

(2) When is the intersection now
programmed for signalisation?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) (a) Every consideration has been given
to council's submissions.
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(b) The Main Roads Department
believes that reconstruct ion of the
intersection layout to full dual
carriageway standard will lead to a
decrease in accidents even in the
absence of signal control.
Upgrading to full dual carriageway
standard will reduce the hazard for
pedestrians by permitting them to
cross one-way carriageways one at
a time and allow intermediate
refuge on the median.

(2) Consideration will be given to this
intersection in preparing the 198 1-82
programme.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
NOON KAN BAH STATION

Drill Site: AlIternatfive
84. Mr PEARCE, to the Minister for Mines:

Was the Minister correctly reported in
this morning's issue of The West
Australian as saying that the State
Government would not allow drilling on
any position on Noonkartbah Station
other than the two sites which previously
were sought by Amax Exploration? If
so, how does this report sit with the
Government's claim it is prepared to
conduct reasonable negotiations with the
Noonkanbah community over this
matter?

Mr R. V. JONES replied:
No, that was not what was said; indeed,
the word *Noonkanbah" was not
referred to in that context. What I
indicated was that the Government had
received no request or application from
Amax for a permit or for any form of
approval or permission to move to an
alternative site. The alternative site to
which reference was made, I assume,
was not within the station boundaries
but was situated on an adjacent
exploration permit area. The reason I
indicated permission would not be given
was twofold. Firstly, as I have already
pointed out, another site on Noonkcnpbah
is not available and, secondly, and more
importantly, as the company itself
knows and as has already been explained
at great length some two or three weeks
ago to Mr Cook, who inquired about
this matter, there can be no move to an

alternative site without extensive seismic
survey work. The actual seismic work
itself does not take very long, once the
equipment is: in place. it is the
assessment of the data provided by the
survey which takes time.
In addition, any alternative site would
need to be assessed under the terms of
the Aboriginal Heritage Act. When one
considers all those features, it is no
wonder no alternative drilling sites will
be available in this drilling year.

ELECTORAL

Districts: EurolIments
85. Mr CARR, to the Chief Secretary:

I refer the Minister to question 394 on
today's notice paper, which related to
the enrolment for all electorates in
Western Australia. In particular, I draw
the Minister's attention to the fact that
the remote electorate of Pilbara contains
17 037 electors, which is more than the
enrolment in 1 2 metropolitan
electorates, Does the Government have
any intention prior to the next election
to divide the electorate of Pilbara into
two parts, or otherwise to amend its
boundaries?
If the answer to that question is "No",
could the Minister indicate how the
Government justifies taking no action in
the matter in view of its oft-repeated
claims of granting lower enrolments to
remote electorates?

Mr HASSELL replied:
The Government has not formulated any
policy in relation to this matter.

NOONKANBAI- STATION
Transport of Drilling Rig: Weapons

86. Mr T. H. JONES, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:
(1) Did any of the vehicles involved in the

movement of the Noonkanbah convoy
carry weapons?

(2) Were any of the police involved with the
convoy, or assisting in its movement,
issued with arms?

(3) Were any arms of any description held
or kept by the police at or near a station
called Calywnyarda?
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Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) to (3) 1 simply do not know the answer

to the question.
Mr H. D. Evans: You should, as the

responsible Minister in a matter such as
this.

Mr HASSELL: As has been stated many
times before, because of the important
role of the Commissioner of Police at
the head of the Police Force which is
responsible to the whole community to
enforce the law impartially and without
political interference, for many years he
has been independent of direct
ministerial direction. In fact, he is
responsible ultimately only to the
Parliament, and not to the Government
of the day. That is an important
protection of our democratic system and
the enforcement of law on an impartial
and non-political basis, For those
reasons, the Government of the
day-including, I believe, the previous
Labor Administration-is not aware of
and is not involved in the day-to-day
administration of the Police Farce.
Therefore, it is not for the
Commissioner of Police to advise me or
to ask me if his men should carry
weapons in important situations. It is for
him to determine that issue. Therefore, I
am not aware of the answer to the
tjuest ion.

Mr T. H. Jones: Will you Find out and let me
know?

Mr HASSELL: If the honourable member
places the question on notice, I will
inquire of the Commissioner of Police
and if it is considered to be within the
public interest that the information be
made public, I will answer the question.

EDUCATION
School Buses

87. Mr WATT, to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is it a fact that the Education
Department's policy on school buses in
country areas gives preference to
students of Government schools so that,
in the event of a bus having more than
its legal limit of passengers, the non-
Government school students would not
be carried?

(2) If so, what is the basis for this
discrimination?

(3) Will the Minister undertake to review
the policy in order to provide equal
opportunity to all students without
preference or discrimination?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:

I thantk the member for Albany for some
notice of his question, the answer to
which is as fol lows-

(1) to (3) Education Department
contract bus services are provided
to cater for children attending
Government schools. Children who
attend private schools may also use
these services and, once included in
the bus numbers, would not be
excluded from the bus in the event
of additional Government school
children requiring transport. Under
these circumstances, the transport
branch would normally contract for
a larger bus or an additional
service.

Although eligible to use contract
bus services, private school children
may not apply for alterations to
those services unless Government
school children can also take
advantage of any such alteration.
Contract bus services are not
established exclusively for private
school children.

POLICE
Massage Parlours

88. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Police and
Traffic:

(1) In the light of the Minister's well-known
public concern for the maintenance of
law and order in this community, will he
indicate to the House why he has been
so evasive in supplying the House with
information in respect of massage
parlours?
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(2) In the light of the fact that the Minister
has indicated that although the Police
Department has no record of these
matters, but that the vice squad does,
will the Minister undertake to provide
answers to the following questions: How
many massage parlours. currently are
operating in the metropolitan area; and,
how many people are registered as being
the people responsible for operating
those massage parlours?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) and (2) Without wishing to be rude, it is

a bit of a muddled question.
Mr Davies: Nonsense! lHe put it very

concisely.
Mr HASSELL: The questions the member

for Ascot just asked have not previously
been asked.

Mr Bryce: Yes they have-hree times.
Mr HASSELL: No they have not. I have

attempted to-
Mr Bryce: You have attempted to evade the

point.
Mr HASSELL: I have not attempted to

evade the point at all. I have no reason
to evade the point. I do not usually seek
to evade the point in answering
questions. I do not have a record of the
honourable member's original question
in front of me. However, he originally
asked whether the police kept a register
of massage parlours. Was that a
question which was asked by the
member for Ascot?

Mr Bryce: In part. I also asked how many
currently were operating.

Mr HASSELL: The answer was, "No, the
police do not keep a register of massage
parlours." That was an accurate answer.
The member for Ascot then asked me to
check my reply. I checked the
information in anticipation the member
for Ascot would ask a further question,
and I have some material in front of me.
In relation to the honourable member's
first question I am advised that the
police keep some record of illegal
activities-which, as I understand it,
does not include all massage parlours.
The question was correctly answered;
they do not have records of all massage
parlours. They do have some records of
people suspected-

Mr Davies: You are playing with words.

Mr HASSELL: The Leader of the
Opposition is quite wrong. We cannot
answer questions on the basis of not
knowing what the questioner means;, if
we did we would get ourselves into
terrible trouble because of sheer
misunderstandings.

Mr Davies: Many Ministers say, "It is
presumed the member means such and
such."

Mir HASSELL: When the intent of the
question is clear, that is done, and done
by myself.

Mr Davies: You knew what was wanted.
Mir HASSELL: It was not known what was

wanted. The people who assist me in
answering questions did not know what
was wanted any more than I did,
otherwise, the answer could have been
supplied, and it would have been.

Mr Davies: You are fairly dense.
Mr HASSELL. The question came from the

member for Ascot, but all I am receiving
is volumes of abuse from the Leader of
the Opposition-

Mr Davies: Well merited.
Mr HASSELL: -because I have not

answered the question the member for
Ascot did not ask!

Mr Davies: We are illustrating how a
reasonable Minister would act in this
House.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister will

resume his seat. I warn the House that
rulings I have made previously with
respect to interjections when questions
are being asked and answered will be
invoked, because further interjections
will not be tolerated. I would like the
Minister to reply to the question asked
of him by the member for Ascot and for
him then to resume his seat. The
Minister for Police and Traffic.

M r Mclver: You had better get on with the
massage.

Mr HASSELL: The further information
which I have for the member for Ascot
is that if the member is referring to
suspected illegal massage parlours, the
following information is supplied-

The identity of persons suspected of
being involved in prostitution is
retained at Vice Squad as
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information. This part of the
4 populationC fluctuates from -tine
to tium as do -the premises from
-which They Operate. It can never be
,conclusive who is engaged in this
activity at any one time.
The situation has remained fairly
static for many years with the
,exception of a slight proliferation
:during The days of -the nickel boom.

That is as it camne -to me.
Mr Skidinore: Do you claim credit for -that,

too?
Mir HASSELL The member for Ascot

specifically asked as pant of his question,
"How many massage parlours are there
and how ma-ny people are involved?" I
-repeat: 1 do -not believe ihe police have
records. of Those matters. They may
bare-in fact, from what has been
provided I believe They do have-a
record of bow -many massage parlours
they suspect are involved in :illegal
activities, and bow many people are
involved in illegal activities in those
massage parlours.

Mr Brye That is precisely the point of my
question.

Mr HASSELL: Until tonight, that question
bad not been asked.

FUEL AND ENERGY
Ekridly Kaigoorlie and Boulder

99- Mr GRILL_ to the Minister for Fuel and
Eneri)y

(I) In answer to question 67 of Thursday
lasi, the Minister indicated that officers
of the SEC would visit Kalgoorlie to
discuss tariff arrangements for power
supplied by the SEC.

(2) With -whom will those -discussions take
place?

(3) Will members of the public together
with representatives of commnerce and
industry be given an opportunity to
expres Their views on the subject?

(A) What facilities will such members and
representiatives be given to express their
views?

(5) If they are not to be given such an
opportunity, why n=?

(6) Will the SEC officers be prepared to
discuss implementation of -the
horrendous and discriminatory -tariff as
distinct from the -mere details of the
implementation of such tariff?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(1) to (6) Firstly, as the member is aware,

-there are two officers from the SEC
going to Kalgoorlie later this week
subject to a satisfactory arrangement
being reached with the Kalgoorlie
council.
My understandiing is that they will hold
discussions with tbe local authorities
there which have been administering the
present electricity generating utility. As
to whether there will be discussions with
business houses, industry and others I
could not say, because largely that will
be influenced by the nature of the
discussions the council wishes to bold.
It must be understood that the council is
-the prime body involved in this
matter-the council and its employees
who have been responsible so far for the
administration of the local generating
authority.
With respect to the so-called
"discrimainatory" tlariffs, I indicate again
that it bus been the normal practice,
apart from one -or two small country
towns which bare entered into the
country towns assistance scheme in
recent years, thai an interim tariff
prevailed. Indeed, in reply -to a question
I have provided the list of -towns where
an interim tariff has applied, the dates
and The full details.

Mr C~rill: 1 thank you for 7That information,
but they are nowhere near as high as
-this tariff.

Mr P. V. JONES: The member hastnot seen
the tariff which will apply in Kalgoorlie.
'That is what the discussions will be
about, and the member may be
pleasandly surprised. Because of the
"'ill-informned" pressure which has been
applied-and I say that -advisedly-Ino
the goldfields as far as this scheme is
concerned, it wil be very difficult to
have an interim tariff rft All and not -to
remain on the existing tariff until 1
January 1982. Further, this is far more
involved than the commission wasfis
informed so far as the number of very
low paying customers is concerned.
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There is now a far greater need for the
commission to inspect the meters in
homes being used to measure the
consumption of power provided by the
local authority, the responsibility for
which will be assumed by the
commission.

Mr Grill: Have you not said the tariff will be
midway between the present tariff and
the SEC tariff.)

Mr P. V. JONES: That is right. But we may
be able to consider assisting because of
the range of business houses on one
hand and the number of domestic
customers on the other, particularly the
low-consuming domestic customers in
Kalgoorlie. With the high proportion or'
pensioners there, it may be possible to
give more assistance. But this matter is
not being helped by the pressure coming
from the goldfields. We are making
every effort to reach a satisfactory
conclusion as early as possible.

Mr Grill: Are you saying that legitimate
questions are pressure?

Mr P. V. JONES: We think it will be
resumed on 2 September this year. The
discussions will be held as quickly as
possible later this week.

RAILWAYS
Freight Rates: Wheat

90. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Further to question 15 of Wednesday, 6
August 1980 in the Legislative Council,
will he advise the source of his figures
for current railing freight haulage rates
for wheat in Queensland?

(2) Will he table the information from
which the answer was obtained to the
question relating to freight haulage rate
for wheat in Queensland?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) The figures were provided by Westrail
and the rates quoted were the classified
'A"-elass rates for wheat as published
by the Queensland Railways.

(2) The information was extracted from the
Queensland Railways goods rates book
but unknown to Westrail at that lime,
there were also special rates for grains in
truckloads railed from specified areas to
specified ports in Queensland.
However, Westrail understands that
these special rates have been superseded
by confidential commercial agreement
rates which apply to Queensland wheat
for export. Details of these rates cannot
be obtained.
As Westrail has only one copy of the
Queensland Railways goods rates book I
am not prepared to table it, but if the
member so desires I will see that it is
made available to him at Westrail.

AN IMALS: DOGS
Attacks on Children

91. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Local
Government:

In view of the information contained in
her answer to my question 223 of last
Thursday to the effect that she has
received an approach from the Local
Government Association and several
private citizens expressing concern about
attacks by dogs and that she has
received approaches from municipal
councils, the Country Shire Councils'
Association, and several members of the
public for changes to the Dog Act, can
she say whether any consideration is
being given to these complaints about
dog attacks and the possibility of any
proposed changes to the Dog Act?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
I do not think at any stage the member
has indicated to me just what type of
action he would like to be taken and
what changes he believes ought to be
implemented. He asked me about
attacks by vicious dogs and I indicated
very clearly those persons from whom I
had received complaints. In my reply to
his question I indicated that proposals
had been looked at very carefully and, at
the time, the decision had been made
not to amend the Act in any way.
The member would be taking a far more
constructive approach if he would
indicate to me quite clearly the manner
in which he believes the legislation could
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be changed in the first place, to prevent
people from having dogs which they
know are vicious and, in the second
place, to stop dogs from attacking
people.

EDUCATION
School Buildings: Community Use

92. Mr WATT, to the Minister for Education:

Further to a recent Press statement by
the Premier that future Western
Australian schools would be planned for
both student and community use, could
the Minister please advise-
(a)

(b)

in what way future planning will
differ from the present position,
will there be liaison in some form
with the community to assess its
needs, and

(c) is it proposed to have some form of
management scheme' which could
allow for community involvement,
especially for use during school
holidays and weekends?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(a) There is a continuation and

refinement Of present policies which
have already initiated the following
activities: joint development of
playing fields with local
government, use of school grounds
for weekend sport, joint use of
swimming pools, school-community
halls/gymnasia at high schools,
feasibility studies into libraries for
school and community, planning for
camp schools in the Kimberley and
Pilbara areas, as well as a most
significant use of high school
facilities for evening classes of
community interest.

Mr Mclver: How about a lunch shed for the
Nontham High School? We have been
trying to get one for five years.

Mr GRAYDEN: Planning will continue to
explore community needs and
propose how local groups can be
assisted within the limits of funds
available. Committees are being
encouraged to share in the cost of
school facilities specially adapted
for schools and community use as

there are substantial cost savings by
not duplicating buildings and
facilities.

(b) Yes, there is already substantial
consultation taking place with town
and shire councils, parents and
citizens' associations, other
Government departments and
groups with special interests such as
Out of School Care Association and
local steering committees for
special projects.

(c) Present arrangements whereby the
school principal makes provision for
out-of-school use of school facilities
by individual groups wvill continue.
Where projects are jointly funded a
management committee is
appointed to co-ordinate
community use during evenings,
week-ends and during school
vacations.

NOON KANBAK STATION
Base Camp: Cost

93. Mr DAVIES to the Deputy Premier:

In asking question 419 this evening I
presumed that a contractor would have
been hired to supply meals to those
staying at the base Camp about 70
kiLomnetres from the drilling site at
Noonkanbah. The Deputy Premier told
me that a contractor was not hired.

Could the Deputy Premier tell me what
arrangements have been made and who
is responsible for supplying the meals to
the people at that base?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

At this stage I am not aware of who did
the work in connection with the
supplying of the meals. The question
asked was who was the contractor
supplying and my answer was that I did
not know. If the Leader of the
Opposition wishes any further
information I will be quite happy to
provide it.
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WATER RESOURCES
Metropolitan Water Hoard:

Public Relations Oficer
94. Mr TONKIN to the Minister for Water

Resources:
(I) Is it a (act that a Mr Guy Daniel has

been appointed to the staff of the
Commissioner for Water Supplies to
ensure that the public image of the
board and the Government is kept bright
and shining?

(2) If so, what is his salary'?
Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) and (2) 1 thank the honourabte member

for presuming that off-the-cufF F can. tell
him the salary of'some 1 5011 people inp
the Water Board. That is a compliment.
I know that Mr Daniels is in, the service
of the board! but I do niot know whether
he is: on. the staff or under a contract
situation. As Mr Daniels is. a journalist,.
I suppose his salary is in line with. the
AJA award.

EDUCAT ION: TECHNICAL
Classes: Closure

95. Mr PEARCE tothe Minister for Education.
(1) Is the Minister aware of widespread

dissatisfaction at the closure of a
number of-in fact 1' would! say a large

number of-technical education evening
classes in the Last two weeks of this
term ?

(2) If so, what action does he intend to rake
to overcome the problem that this is
causing and in particular to, provide,
alternative courses for those people who
have studied for two terms and who now
have no course at all?

MrGRAYDEN repiied:

(1) and (2) The closure of a number of
courses is part of an extensive
rationalisation programme which has:
been undertaken by the Education
Department and the Techica]
Education Division. Often classes have
had onfy four or so pupifs but have been
operating since the beginning. of the
year- Wherever possibki classes: have
amalgamated, their facilities so that they,
can conti ,nue to the end of the year- As
far as I atm aware it is orily' in those
situations and there is aIlways an
alternativ.
If the member can point to any situation
where there is: no alternative then; I
would be pleased to have the matter
looked at.. flowever I can, assure the
member that if the course is not
availabk at one particular school it is
available at another in the vicinity,
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